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--cOo--
ASSEMBLYMAN KLEHS: Good morning. 
4 This morning we're going to have a joint hearing of 
5 the Assembly Elections and Reapportionment Committee and the 
6 Senate Health and Human Services Committee on Proposition 6~. 
7 This hearing is being held pursuant to the Elections 
8 Code which requires the Legislature to hold a public hearing 
9 on initiatives which are on the ballot. Proposition 64 is a 
10 particularly appropriate subject for such an informational 
11 hearing because of the obvious significance of AIDS and the 
12 high level of misinformation which has been disseminated 
13 about the subject matter thus far. 
14 The voters in November will be clearly shaping 
15 California's health policy regarding AIDS. The question 
16 which we must all address is whether that policy should be 
17 determined by the state health officials in cooperation with 
18 private physicians, health researchers throughout the world 
19 or other individuals who know how to solve this health crisis 
or whether it should be solved by a single initiative on the 
21 
22 
ballot des changes in technology or other changes whi 
would dictate the need for alterations in that policy. 
If Proposition 64 passes, it will be indelibly 
etched in our laws and therefore we need to know what it will 
25 do and what the ,impact will be. In addition, because of the 
26 number of complaints which have been received by our 
27 Committee in the manner in which the initiative was qualified 
28 for the ballot, we are interested in examining that process 
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1 to determine whether or not changes are needed in the 
initiative qualification procedure. 
3 Everyone who is listed on the agenda has received a 
4 set of questions which we would appreciate your addressing. 
5 Because of the number of persons who wish to testify, it will 
6 be necessary to confine the witnesses• statements to the 
7 subject matter at hand. Persons who are not on the agenda, 
8 would you please see the sergeant-at-arms here and notify him 
9 so that we can accommodate you in the time that's available. 
10 These proceedings are being taken down by a 
11 stenographer and the written transcript will be made 
12 available to the public. 
13 Senator Diane Watson who is Chair of the Senate 
14 Health and Human Services Committee has been delayed and has 
15 asked that the hearing begin without her. 
6 I might add that when you testify, would you please 
17 fill out one of these registration forms which are in front 
18 of you here by the microphone. And I also wanted to add 
1 another little caveat that what we'd like to do during these 
20 hearings. No vote will be taken today on this proposition 
21 because it is purely an informational hearing. Because of 
22 the sensitive nature of the subject matter, we ask that there 
23 be no clapping, no hissing, no booing, no cheering or other 
4 
5 
28 
public outbursts. Those people who participate in that will 
be removed by the sergeants. Also we have had a number of 
questions and inquiries about the proponent's and the 
opponent's ability to campaign at this hearing. This is not 
a campaign hearing. It is an informational hearing. The 
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1 only peo ewe wa to hear from are e witnesses who are 
2 testifying either in favor or in opposition to the 
3 initiative. So we will also be asking the sergeants to 
4 remove people who are engaged in leafleting or campaigning of 
5 any type during this hearing. 
6 I would 1 ike to w come Senator Rosenthal who is a 
7 member of the Senate committee and he would like to read a 
8 statement before we hear the first witness. 
9 Senator Rosenthal. 
10 SENATOR ROSENTHAL: Thank you, Assemblyman. 
11 Good morning and welcome on behalf of the Senate 
12 Health and Human Services Committee Chairperson, Diane 
13 Watson, who it has already been indicated will be a little 
14 bit later, had pressing business in the district office. 
15 As you know, the Elections Code requires the 
16 Legislature to hold joint public hearings on initiatives that 
17 qualify for the ballot. The Legislature cannot alter the 
18 measure or prevent it from appearing on the ballot, but we 
19 can take public ·test ny on its anticipated impacts. 
This initiative w d declare AIDS as an infectio 
21 conta ous and communicable sease. Sponsors of thi 
22 initiative claim that it will keep AIDS out of our schools 
and o of commercial food establishments. It also cla 
211 that the vast majority of AIDS cases worldwide lie outside of 
25 the high risk groups, yet not one recognized health 
26 organization supports these claims. On the contrary, we will 
27 hear today from representatives of at least 11 major health 
28 organizations that oppose Propos! tion 61!. They will tell us 
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1 why they feel the passing of this initiative will actually 
2 endanger the public with respect to the spread of AIDS. 
3 Testifying in support of the initiative are three 
4 persons who wrote ballot arguments in favor of the measure, 
5 and I understand that Congressman Dannemeyer will not be here 
6 but a staff person representing him, Duane Crumb will, and 
7 Dr. John Grauerholz and Khushro Ghandi. Also testifying on 
8 his behalf are Dr. John Seale from London and Lyndon 
9 LaRouche's Public Health Advisor, Debra Freeman. 
10 We've asked the proponents to document their 
11 findings that would justify treating AIDS like those 
12 communicable diseases that are spread through casual contact. 
13 If this were a disease that were spread casually like 
14 thyphoid and tuberculosis, it might indeed justify the 
15 banning of AIDS carriers from schools and food organizations. 
16 Yet, every major respected health organization rejects the 
17 claim that AIDS can be casually transmitted. 
18 We've been told repeatedly by medical experts that 
19 AIDS is not highly contagious as the proponents will argue it 
20 is. It is spread by sexual contact with infected partners by 
21 the infection of contaminated blood or contaminated needles 
22 : or by an infected pregnant mother to her unborn child. 
23 In the light of these facts, it seems that the 
24 fundamental basis for Proposition 64 is that the AIDS virus 
25 is easily transmitted. This fundamental assumption will be 
26 challenged today by representatives of the public health 
27 community. 
28 There are many serious health policy issues raised 
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1 by this initiative w ch we have asked both the proponents 
2 and the opponents to address today. The purpose of this 
3 hearing is to allow an ex anation and response to these 
4 issues ~hrou media coverage. 
5 In order to help the public to decide how to vote on 
6 November the 4th, the agenda will roughly alternate 
7 proponents and o nents. 
8 My understanding is the first to testify is Dr. 
9 Gladden Elliott, President of the California Medical 
10 Association. 
11 ASSEMBLYMAN KLEHS: Mr. Agnes, do you wish to make a 
12 statement? 
13 We would like to welcome Assemblyman Art Agnes who 
14 is not a member of either one of these committees but has 
15 spent considerable me on the policy matter involved in many 
6 of the bills dealing with DS research. 
17 Mr. Agnes, do you have a statement? 
18 ASSEMBLYMAN AGNOS: No, thank you. 
19 
21 
22 
24 
25 
26 
EMBLYMAN KL S: The first witness will be Dr. 
Gladden Elliott of the California Medical Association. 
Dr. liott. 
You're welcome to sit down and testify if you want. 
DR. ELL Makes no difference to me. 
ASSEMBLYMAN KL S: Whatever is comfortable for you. 
DR. ELLIOTT: Good morning, my name is Gladden V. 
liott. I am esident of the California Medical 
27 Association and I'm here to testify today on Acquired 
28 Immunodeficiency Syndrome, AIDS, and Proposition 64 on the 
RS THAND RE ING CORPORATION (916) 362-2345 
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1 November 1 86 ballot. 
2 The California Medical Association has been studying 
3 the AIDS problem for almost three years through a group of 
~ experts who form our Task Force on AIDS and other Sexually 
5 Transmissible Diseases. 
6 AIDS is characterized by a breakdown in the body's 
7 immune system which leaves a normally healthy person 
8 susceptible to a variety of opportunistic infections and 
9 illnesses. 
10 Since its discovery in 1981, almost 25,000 cases 
11 have been diagnosed, more than 4,000 of them, nearly 5,000 in 
12 California alone. Nearly 13,000 deaths have been attributed 
13 to the disease nationwide. There has been a great deal of 
14 research done on AIDS and many facts about this deadly 
15 disease have now been established. 
16 The virus, now known as Human Immunodeficiency Virus 
17 or HIV, is transmitted almost exclusively through the 
18 exchange of body fluids as occurs in intimate sexual 
19 relations or through the exchange of blood as by intravenous 
20 1 drug abusers who share contaminated needles and syringes in 
21 the process. 
22 The virus may be found in small amounts in some body 
23 fluids such as saliva, sweat or tears from infected persons, 
24 but there is no evidence to date that these fluids contain 
25 enough virus to transmit the disease in any fashion. 
26 More important to our discussion here today, the 
27 virus is not transmitted through food, water, air, or casual 
28 human contact. No one has become infected through shaking 
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19 
20 
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23 
24 
25 
27 
hands or u n t e one 1 door knob to et seats or water 
fountains. ere is no evidence that it has been acquired 
rough casual contact in the home, the workplace, in 
restaurants or s ool s. 
nally, it is not transmitted by mosquitoes or any 
other insects. I want to elaborate a bit on that last 
statement because e AI -mosquito issue has been the 
subject of c.onsiderable misunderstanding and I would like to 
set the record straight. 
Dr. Jean-Cla Chermann of the Pasteur Institute 
has recently repor research findings where pieces of DNA 
material that only resemble the AIDS virus have been found in 
blood that has been ingested by mosquitoes and several other 
blood-sucking insects. The finding that Dr. Chermann has 
stated is proba y coincidental. It's important for all of 
us to know that Dr. Chermann himself has said that his 
findings do not cons t te evidence that insects can transmit 
AIDS. In fact, he has said quote, "All the epidemiology we 
know argues against insect nsmission of the virus." 
I mi t parenthetically point out that parts of the 
Hepa tis B virus h e also been located in some inse s 
ere is no ev dence that the insects transmit Hepa tis 
and Hepa tis B is far more infec ous for humans than is the 
AIDS virus itself. 
Research performed around the world suggests again 
and again that AIDS is a disease transmitted sexually or 
through the exchange of ood or blood products. The 
28 evidence is clear, AIDS is not transmitted casually. 
PETERS AND REPORT R R ION (916) 362-
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1 Proposition 64 and its proponents further confuse 
2 the public by implying that the presence of the HIV antibody 
3 in human blood is equivalent to the presence of active 
4 disease. In fact, serum positivity for HIV antibody is not 
5 equivalent to active infectious disease or even the presence 
6 of the virus. The majority of those with positive tests 
7 neither have nor subsequently develop the disease. 
8 The initiative calls for removing persons who carry 
9 the virus from jobs related to the food service industry and 
10 schools. I would remind the committee this includes those 
11 who pick the vegetables, those who put them on the shelf and 
12 those who put them in the bag as well as those who prepare or 
13 serve food in restaurants or other places. 
14 It also, the initiative, prevents those who carry 
15 the virus from attending or working in any school setting, 
16 kindergarten through graduate school. This restriction on 
17 employment is very specific in the initiative but it is based 
18 upon the faulty assumptions that, one, AIDS is casually 
19 transmitted and, two, that seropositivity is the same as the 
20 carrier state. It is not. 
21 Furthermore, if the proposed law is interpreted as 
22 requiring identification of individuals with a positive 
23 antibody reaction, it could mean testing frequently over a 
24 period of five years or more for all 26-million people in 
25 California. The cost of testing alone could be as much as 
26 one billion dollars or more per year. The cost resulting 
27 from displacement of people from their jobs could be even 
28 greater. 
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Proponent of e iv have sou t to confound 
pu ic's dersta e demic su sting 
t AI and the condi on of IV antibo serum positivity 
are one and e same and at AI is quote, "easy to get'' 
5 throu even casual contact. ey have done this in the face 
6 of overwhelming medical evidence that AIDS is only 
7 transmitted sexually through blood exchange or blood products 
8 or through birth from an infected mother. 
9 To my association the medical evidence is clear. 
10 Proposition 64 would be bad medicine for the people of 
11 California and we oppose it. 
1 2 Th a n k y o u • 
13 
14 
ASSEMBLYMAN KLEHS: Thank you, Dr. Elliott. 
Briefly I want to introduce two members. Senator 
15 John Garamendi has entered the room who is on the Senate 
16 Health Committee and Assemblyman Stan Statham who is now a 
17 member of the Assembly Elections and Reapportionment 
18 Committee would like to join the hearing. 
19 To briefly summarize your statement, what you're 
20 saying is there are basically two ways in which a person ca 
21 receive AIDS, through intimate sexual contact and throu 
22 intravenous drug use or perhaps being touched by a less than 
25 
26 
sterile needle; is that correct? 
DR. ELLIOTT: Well, I think with intravenous drug 
use where there is frequently sharing of blood as well as 
sharing of needle and syringe. Whether it can or will or has 
27 been transmitted by simply being touched by an infected 
28 needle is doubtful. 
PETERS SHORTHAND REPORTING CORPORATION (916) 362-2345 
1 Among health workers, all of the accidental 
2 stabbings have resulted in no active disease to my knowledge 
3 and only one or two in which there has been serum positivity 
4 of those so stabbed out of 800 some odd incidents. So that 
5 kind of incidental touching may not be 
6 ASSEMBLYMAN KLEHS: There's a number of people that 
7 have a fear that this disease is purely limited to members of 
8 the homosexual community. Is it 1 imi ted to other 
9 individuals? 
10 DR. ELLIOTT: It is not limited to members of the 
11 homosexual community. In this country the earliest cases and 
12 preponderance of cases have occurred amongst homosexual 
13 individuals, but it is now known to be heterosexual and in 
14 some countries, Africa for instance, it's 50-50. So that it 
15 is not confined to either males or to homse xual s. 
16 ASSEMBLYMAN KLEHS: My last question before I go to 
17 other members of the committee, you probably heard the claim 
18 made that doctors and other health professionals have hidden 
19 the facts about the transmission mode of AIDS. I wanted to 
20 ask you, does it make any sense at all for perhaps doctors, 
21 nurses, social workers, or other researchers involved in 
22 medicine who have direct contact with AIDS w d allow the 
23 suppression of 1 nforma tion that would clearly impact their 
24 own health? 
25 DR. ELLIOTT: It does not make any sense. Someone 
26 had repeated that rumor to me and I must confess I cannot see 
27 any connection or any relation. There is no way that we 
28 would wish to suppress such information. 
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ASSE YMAN Thank you. 
Other members of the committee. 
ASSEMBLYMAN AGNOS: Okay. Mr. Chairman, I'm just 
deferring to the Senate since we're sitting in a Senate 
hearing room. 
ASSEMBLYMAN KL EH S: 
ASSEMBLYMAN AGNOS: 
Go ahead. 
Thank you. 
11 
Dr. Elliott, I welcome your statement today and I 
appreciate the evidence that you present to the Committee. 
Are you satisfied that there is enough medical and scientific 
research that will backup your statements today about the 
casual transmission of AIDS? 
DR. ELLIOTT: Yes, sir, I am. I am very, very 
satisfied. In science and in medicine one learns that 100 
percent is never achievable. 
ASSEMBLYMAN AGNOS: Right. 
DR. ELLIOTT: Even Ivory soap is not 100 percent 
clear. 
(Laugpter.) 
ASSEMBLYMAN AGNOS: See the proponents of 
Proposition 64 are eking on that one-tenth of 
one-hundredths percent. 
23 DR. ELLIOTT: I would say it's more than that. 
24 ASSEMBLYMAN AGNOS: And expanding on that to play on 
25 the fears that anyone has when there is a disease for which 
26 there is no known cure and there is apparent increase in the 
27 transmission in the public at large. 
28 So it's important that we emphasize, if we feel 
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1 comfortable as you seem to be, that indeed the scientific and 
2 medical research that has been done that leads to your 
3 conclusions are not merely attempts to pacify the public, but 
~ are truly medical opinions that is beyond any pacifier but is 
5 much more than that. 
6 DR. ELLIOTT: That's exactly correct. I did not 
7 mean to be facitious. I really mean to indicate that we are 
8 as sure as we can be scientifically about this, 
9 scientifically and medically, that it is not transmitted 
10 casually and I repeat that. 
11 ASSEMBLYMAN AGNOS: So the studies have involved 
12 then enough people as well as the number of studies, the 
13 studies have involved enough people so that you are confident 
1 ~ about this? 
15 DR. ELLIOTT: Yes, sir. 
16 ASSEMBLYMAN AGNOS: Do you know, in your capacity as 
17 President of the California Medical Association, do you know 
18 of any medical authorities or experts who believe that we 
19 need Proposition 64 in order to protect the public's health? 
20 DR. ELLIOTT: I know of some who may be here today 
21 to testify, but I do not know their credentials, sir. The 
22 legitimate organizations of science in this country and 
23 elsewhere are unanimous in their conclusions and that is 
2!1 exactly on what my testimony is based. 
25 ASSEMBLYMAN AGNOS: So while there may be medical 
26 personnel whose credentials we'll examine I suppose if they 
27 testify today, you do not or do you know of any recognized 
28 health experts who have worked in this field who indicate 
PETERS SHORTHAND REPORTING CORPORATION (916) 362-2345 
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1 that a measure like Proposition 64 is in any way necessary to 
2 protect the public health in California? 
3 DR. ELLIOTT: I do not know any such. 
4 ASSEMBLYMAN AGNOS: That's in California 
5 DR. ELLIOTT: In the world. 
6 ASSEMBLYMAN AGNOS: and in the world? 
7 If you felt that there were or there was a need for 
8 more drastic measures to control any kind of contagion, do 
9 you think we have the capacity to do that today in California 
10 in the public health law? 
11 DR. ELLIOTT: Yes, we do, if I may interpret the 
12 meaning of what you're asking Mr. Agnos. Public health 
13 officials, both local and state, have authority today to 
14 handle AIDS in any fashion necessary to control that kind of 
15 spread, including isolation and quanantine. It is a 
16 contagious disease and it can be treated as is any other. 
17 ASSEMBLYMAN AGNOS: So, in other words, if it became 
18 apparent, we can do it without Proposition 64? 
19 DR. ELLIOTT: Yes, sir. 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
28 
ASSEMBLYMAN AGNOS: You have mentioned or the CMA at 
least has mentioned in passing that this proposition if it 
were to pass might drive people underground who are either at 
risk with the HTLV-III andibodies or indeed might have DS 
themselves, 1 t might drive them underground because they 
would be afraid of losing their jobs or losing their homes or 
perhaps not being all owed into schools or somehow being 
discriminated against in our society. Why do you think that 
would occur? 
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1 DR. ELLIOTT: Well, that is one hypothesis. I don't 
2 think we have factual information that I can cite, and that's 
3 why I didn't include it in my testimony. But certainly if 
4 we were to, if the state were to, as the initiative suggests, 
5 to set out to identify all of those with positive serum, and 
6 indicates they believe those people to be the same as active 
7 carriers of the virus, there might be great reluctance to 
8 expose oneself to loss of job and to all other kinds of 
9 discrimination. So that it has been theorized that it could 
10 cause a failure of some to come forward. It could cause a 
11 loss of those who are willing to be part of research projects 
12 and otherwise so that it could interfere both with the 
13 discovery of patient's needing help and in the treatment and 
14 furtherance of research then those who have already sought 
15 help. 
16 ASSEMBLYMAN AGNOS: I got that information from your 
17 California Medical Association document that has questions 
18 and answers about Proposition 64. And I say, I'm looking at 
19 Page 2 where it said with these measures, Proposition 64, if 
20 enacted, stop the spread of AIDS. And the answer that your 
21 or ga niza tion says is that, no, these type of re pre ssiv e and 
22 discriminatory action would not serve to 1 imi t the problem 
23 and that the fear of qua na nti ne or other dis crimina tory 
24 measures including the loss of jobs would make people 
25 reluctant to be tested. Fearing social isolation, 
26 individuals at risk would avoid early medical intervention 
27 and even infection testing driving them underground. 
28 DR. ELLIOTT: I think that's a valid theory, but we 
PETERS SHORTHAND REPORTING CORPORATION (916) 362-2345 
1 don't know until we see it. I wo d not want to try it, to 
2 
3 
handle it that way. 
ASSEMBLYMAN NOS: I'll yield to anyone else who 
4 ; has a questi9n at this point, but I'm not through yet. 
5 ASSEMBLYMAN KLEHS: Committee welcomes also Dr. 
6 Fila nte who is a member of the Assembly Elections and 
7 Reapportionment Committee. 
8 Other members who might have questions of the 
9 witness? 
15 
10 Okay. Mr. Agnos, did you have any other questions? 
11 ASSEMBLYMAN AGNOS: Let me ask you this, Dr. 
12 Elliott. Do you believe that no one should be denied a job 
13 just because they have AIDS unless there's a sound medical 
14 reason? 
15 DR. IOTT: Unless there's a sound medical reason, 
16 no one should be denied the job, yes, sir. 
7 ASSEMBLYMAN NOS: In other words is it your 
18 opinion that someone with AIDS can continue to work with 
19 doctor's permission or without doctor's permission if they 
are not contagious in any fashion? 
2 
22 
DR. IOTT: I think it comes down to lack of 
contagion in the work ace 1 s ready demonstrated unless 
there is involvement with sexual activity or exchange 
24 blood product. And if the work did not involve either of 
25 those, then I would see no reason. 
26 ASSEMBLYMAN AGNOS: To use the commonly used 
boggyman, if you will, if a salad maker in a restaurant 
28 happens to be, in some form have AIDS or at least be infected 
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1 with the antibody, unless they're having sex with your 
2 customers, they're not about to transmit AIDS to them? 
3 DR. ELLIOTT: That's true. 
4 ASSEMBLYMAN AGNOS: That's true. 
5 DR. ELLIOTT: And if they're antibody positive only, 
6 they don't necessarily have either AIDS or the virus. 
7 ASSEMBLYMAN AGNOS: As one of the future witnesses 
8 in this hearing will testify, if a nurse is infected with the 
9 antibodies or has AIDS and she's taking care of a patient, 
10 she's not about to infect that person unless she has sex with 
11 
12 
13 
14 
them? 
DR. ELLIOTT: That's correct. 
ASSEMBLYMAN AGNOS: Or he has sex with them. 
Are you satisfied with the state and public health 
15 information being given to the public in California about 
16 this very fact as well as other AIDS measures? 
17 DR. ELLIOTT: The information given to the public is 
18 correct, yes. I think it is difficult to be satisfied until 
19 every member of the public under stands the information that 
20 is being disseminated. To that end, we have advocated and 
21 continue to advocate increased educational efforts as well as 
22 research. 
23 ASSEMBLYMAN AGNOS: Do you think we're doing enough 
24 to educate the public about the AIDS phenomenon in our state 
25 right now? 
26 DR. ELLIOTT: I think they're becoming better 
27 educated as we speak against this initiative. 
28 ASSEMBLYMAN AGNOS: I know. But that's because of 
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the politics that are involved in the campaign. I'm talking 
2 about what the state is doing in our efforts through the 
3 ' budget to educate the public. For example, we saw a picture 
4 in the newspaper just, what, four days ago where state police 
5 officers were removing protestors, some of whom may or may 
6 not have been infected with the antibodies, one of whom may 
7 or may not have had AIDS with rubber gloves. 
8 DR. ELLIOTT: I saw that. 
9 ASSEMBLYMAN AGNOS: Was that necessary? 
10 DR. ELLIOTT: No, it was not. 
11 ASSEMBLYMAN AGNOS: It was not necessary. Well, 
12 does it trouble you that the state police of all people if 
13 we're having a public education system in place in our state 
14 don't know enough that they have to wear surgical gloves when 
15 they remove people who may or may not be i nfe cte d with 
16 antibodies or the disease itself? 
17 DR. ELLIOTT: I have responded, Mr. Agnes, that I 
18 believe we need more educa on and whether it's from the 
19 state or pr ate sources or how, certainly we need to 
increase and continue the educational effort. 
2 
22 
23 
25 
26 
ASSEMBLYMAN AGNOS: Thank you very much. You've 
i been very helpful, doctor. 
DR. IOTT: Thank you. 
ASSEMBLYMAN KL S: Thank you, Dr. Elliott. 
Dr. Filante, go ahead. 
ASSEMBLYMAN FILANTE: On that last question, Dr. 
27 Elliott, doesn't.that seem to have fallen in line with what's 
28 happened before where although we know as physicians that the 
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1 risk or others know the risk is not there, that we have 
2 agreed in many cases until we have better education, not to 
3 keep away from people some forms of, say, preventing bodily 
4 contact, whether it be masks or -- as an ophthalmologist some 
5 of my colleagues are wearing masks when they take care of 
6 AIDS patients because the virus is in the tears, even though 
7 I don't believe you're going to catch it that way. And 
8 nurses on some of the wards have asked in their state of 
9 knowledge or fear to use a mask or gloves. Isn't that more 
10 
1 1 
12 
13 
like what it is rather than the state enforcing the use of 
these things? 
DR. ELLIOTT: I think the use of masks and gloves 
has been voluntary on the part of some health workers. I do 
14 not believe that it materially contributes to the spread or 
15 the absence of spread of disease. What Mr. Agnos asked and I 
16 firmly believe is does it, does it illustrate a lack of 
17 understanding of the disease and yes it does. I don't think 
18 there's any question about that. So that there needs to be 
19 better or more intensive education of all members of the 
20 public and certainly the high risk areas about how to prevent 
21 and what protections to use in certain cicumstances. 
22 ASSEMBLYMAN FILANTE: And that could be done as it 
23 is by medical groups, public groups, educational groups, 
24 state agencies and the like. 
25 DR. ELLIOTT: I think as you particularly know, Dr. 
26 Filante, the California Medical Association has spent a lot 
27 of time in trying to educate medical groups and high risk 
28 groups. 
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1 ASSE YMAN One last question. I 
'"' c: apologize for being late, but would you summarize your 
3 problems in terms of your representing the medical community 
4 with this iniative in terms of the fact that it would do so 
5 much harm to our treatment as well as our epidemiological or 
6 our research studies in terms of historian numbers. That is, 
7 we can't find the people or it's impeding the actual research 
8 or treatment because again the patient's contacts may not be 
9 found. 
10 DR. ELLIOTT: I responded to some questions in that 
1 1 regard, that, yes it theoretically could deter case finding, 
12 recognition of people. They might want to avoid recognition 
13 if it meant loss of job and loss of sustenance. So that we 
14 have that fear that it's one of the possible by-products of 
15 the initiative. 
16 ASSEMBLYMAN FILANTE: To me at least when I read it 
17 it's worse than that. You can interpret it also. I would 
18 ask it as a question. Isn't it true that with some of the 
19 wording it's possible that you could have quarantine in 
20 indeterminant periods, not just the patient, not just of 
~. 
c: ose who even test positive with the virus, but of anyone 
who has contacted somebody with the virus or has been in a 
room or house or building where a patient with the virus or a 
positive test was and to me that is so broad that it would 
mean --
26 DR. ELLIOTT: It does mean suspected of carrying the 
virus and that could cover a lot of territories. I did 
28 emphasize the fact that the post serum test for the AIDS 
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1 antibody is not equivalent to active disease and to go one 
2 step beyond that and suspect someone who's lived in the home 
3 and gone to school or whatever, with a known AIDS victim, 
~ that would expand enormously. 
5 ASSEMBLYMAN FILANTE: Thank you. 
6 Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
7 ASSEMBLYMAN KLEHS: Any other questions? Okay. 
8 Thank you very much doctor. 
9 ASSEMBLYMAN KLEHS: The next individual who 
10 requested to testify is Duane Crumb who is a member of 
11 Congressman Dannemeyer' s staff and the Congressman couldn't 
12 make it today I understood because there were some important 
13 votes he might be missing in Washington. 
1~ Mr. Crumb, go ahead. 
15 Would you like to introduce yourself? What you do 
16 on the Congressman's staff, any medical background you might 
17 have to refresh my memory. 
18 MR. CRUMB: I am Duane Crumb, special assistant to 
19 Congressman William Dannemeyer and I don't have medical 
20 background, but the Congressman has had me as one of my major 
21 responsibilities ever since joining his staff researching the 
22 issue AIDS. Not just Proposition 6~, but AIDS. The 
23 Congressman was very unhappy not to be able to attend this 
2~ morning. This was something that he really wanted to do and 
25 felt was important. But with the Congress trying to close up 
26 the end of this week, the major votes that they changed their 
27 schedule and decided to vote on Monday, it become impossible 
28 for him to come and so he asked me to come and to express his 
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1 regret at not being able to be here this morning, but to tell 
2 you that this is an issue that's very important to him and he 
3 has asked me to present to you a statement that he prepared. 
4 These are his words. This is his statement, not mine. 
5 As a way, by way of introduction though, I would say 
6 that the comments of the Chairman and Mr. Rosenthal in 
7 introducing this with regard to the position of those who are 
8 endorsing this initiative which Congressman Dannemeyer does 
9 are not reflective of the Congressman's position. 
10 We interpret this iniative. We see it very, very 
11 differently. And so also we do endorse it, we do believe 
12 it's good public policy. Many of the things that have been 
13 said previously relative to proponents of this initiative are 
14 not accurate relative to Congressman Dannemeyer. 
15 With that I'd like to present his statement to you. 
16 Congressman says thank you for this opportunity to address 
17 you on the subject of the impacts of Proposition 64 on the 
18 efforts of California to control the spread of the AIDS 
19 epidemic in our state. 
As a senior member of the Health and Environment 
21 Subcommittee in the United States House of Representativ 
the Congressman has taken a keen interest in the t 
throughout the United States, especially here in his ow e 
24 state, to control the spread of AIDS. That's why he studied 
with such interest the initiative for the November ballot 
26 which is now known as Proposition 64. Setting aside for a 
27 moment the political ramifications and the baggage which is 
28 attached to it through identification with Lyndon LaRouche--
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1 and by the way the Congressman in no way endorses LaRouche, 
2 does not agree with other positions that he has taken. He 
3 has frequently said when asked about his position relative to 
4 LaRouche that even a stopped clock is right once or twice a 
5 day and even if he never says anything else that makes any 
6 sense, this particular initiative makes sense and is good 
7 public policy. 
8 His analysis of the initiative started with looking 
9 at whether or not the measure was good ~ublic policy, what 
10 benefits could be derived from its passage, and the potential 
11 risks, if any, to the health and well-being of the public 
12 which might result from its passage. 
13 After extensive research into the initiative itself, 
14 the laws which it would bring into play and, of course, the 
15 medical evidence, we've concluded that Proposition 64 is a 
16 modest but necessary step toward the control of the spread of 
17 AIDS in California. 
18 Although there has been much said, and I'm sure 
19 you' 11 hear a great deal more today, arguing that this 
20 measure would force the public health officials of this state 
21 to take actions which they do not believe is necessary, such 
22 as mass quarantines, job actions, mandatory testing, et 
23 cetera, there is absolutely nothing in this initiative which 
24 would require any such action. 
25 All that Proposition 64 would do would be to require 
26 cases of AIDS and those who are carriers of the virus to be 
27 included on the list of reportable diseases and conditions. 
28 That list now contains some 58 diseases, including six 
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1 sexually- nsmitted diseases. In ct, since March of 1983, 
2 AIDS has been a reporta e sease in California. However, 
3 ' the clinical definition of AI which must be met for a case 
4 to be reportable is so restrictive that it excludes all but a 
5 handful of the 330,000 Californians whom the Centers for 
6 Disease Control estimate have e virus in their systems. 
7 The result is that our public health author! ties do not have 
8 any way of contacting or working with 99 percent of those 
9 people in our state, most of them without knowing it, who are 
10 spreading this killer virus to their loved ones and others. 
11 That is an intolerable state of affairs and Proposition 64 
12 will help to correct it. 
13 Passage of this measure will not, in any way, 
14 require the Department of Health Services or any local health 
15 officers to take any action which is discretionary under 
16 public law. It would, however, provide them with information 
17 and tools necessary to develop and implement plans to bring 
18 this epidemic under control. These tools include the use, 
19 where it is deemed medically appropriate, of limited 
20 quarantine or isolation and exclusion of infectious 
21 ind id s from employment tuations in which infec 
22 ' status would result in undue risk of infection to f low 
employees or o ers. 
24 However, these actions are not, and I repeat, they 
25 are not required by the langua of the initiative, contrary 
26 to what you heard earlier this morning. 
27 As I said before, AIDS has been on the list of 
28 reportable diseases in California for three and a half years. 
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1 ng that time, our health officers have had the power to 
2 rcise any of these steps, but have never found it 
3 necessary to do so. 
4 What makes the opponents of this measure think that 
5 passage would somehow motivate our public health officers to 
6 suddenly choose to take action which is not justifiable with 
7 the informa on we now have about AIDS. I, for one, have a 
8 higher opinion of our public health officers than that. 
9 However, there is one tool which Prop 64 would place 
10 at the discretionary disposal of health officers and which is 
11 now being used in a limited way with AIDS patients that would 
12 help, that I would hope they would use actively with carriers 
13 of the AIDS virus. It's known as contact tracing. This 
14 procedure has been used successfully with other 
15 sexually-transmitted diseases for years. It involves 
16 interviewing patients who are known to be infectious with a 
17 sexually-transmitted disease to ascertain the names of those 
18 with whom they have, whom they have exposed, especially 
19 sexual partners. This allows them to talk with those who may 
20 
21 
well be infected and infecting others. Where appropriate, 
they can then test them and, if positive, counsel them about 
22 ways to 1 essen --
23 ASSEMBLYMAN KLEHS: Excuse me. 
24 Gentlemen, could you please remove yourself from the 
25 seats that are reserved for Committee members. You're 
26 allowed to take pictures, but please don't sit in seats for 
27 Committee members. Thank you. 
28 Go ahead. 
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tac ra ng allows the public heal 
2 i s to talk to i vidual who may e been i ected 
and may be c n o ers ems ves. Where appropriate 
4 they can then test em and, posi ve, counsel them about 
5 ways to lessen the impact of the virus on their bodies and 
6 ways to avoid spreading the virus to yet another generation 
7 of patient. Without this tool which is effectively 
8 prohibited under Califor a law, how can we ever expect to 
9 substantially control spread of this killer virus? 
10 
11 
Some good has alrea come from having this measure 
on the ballot. As Dr. iott mentioned, it has increased 
12 the awareness of some in our s te of the facts about AIDS 
13 and we hope that in e end it w 1 result in reduced fear 
14 and increased understanding of effective ways to reduce risk 
15 of becoming infected. 
6 
17 
9 
20 
22 
24 
25 
27 
28 
However, ere have also been nega ve results. 
Those who may ave rea son to ieve that ey may have been 
exposed to A have n t d repea y in the statements 
of those oppose t if ey test positive, passa of the 
initi tive ould req re health authorities to excl 
from some n s of o s an even ace them in some 
con centra camps e rema nder their 1 es. 
is cl ea untr e from the language of the ini tiat An 
as all but the most radical opponents of this measure now 
agree. But e fear is re and it can be expected to result 
in people r using to be tested. Thus we hear the opponents 
saying that passage w 1 result in those who have been 
exposed "going underground" and thus hampering research and 
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1 resulting in greater spread, not less spread, of AIDS. It is 
2 true that for a short time it will be difficult to get people 
3 to come in and be tested However, we're convinced that not 
4 long after passage of the i ni ti ati v e, they will come to see 
5 that no one is being quanantined, no one's being dismissed 
6 from their jobs and that there's really no reason to expect 
7 these actions to take place. When they realize this, we 
8 believe concern for their health and that of their loved ones 
9 will replace the fear and that they will again come in 
10 voluntarily to be tested. In time we can expect to have a 
11 similar experience to that of the State of Colorado which 
12 began requiring the reporting of positive antibody tests in 
13 the Fall of 1985 and has seen no decline in the numbers of 
14 people being voluntarily tested which could be attributed to 
15 their policy of confidentially reporting AIDS tests. 
16 This brings me to the one somewhat ambiguous phrase 
17 in Prop 64, the one that Dr. Elliott mentioned and talked 
18 about. It refers to quotes, "the condition of being a 
19 carrier of the HTLV-III virus," end quote. There is some 
20 doubt about what is meant by that phrase since there is said 
21 to be no test which can be practically administered to a 
22 significant number of people which would establish 
23 unquestionably that the individual is an AIDS virus carrier. 
24 However, the testing procedure which looks for the antibody 
25 to the virus is in general use and can reasonably be used to 
26 determine the status. The accuracy of this test is amazing. 
27 Doctors from the Centers for Disease Control tell us that 
28 there are only two false positives in every one thousand 
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2 
persons 
co irm 
sted wi 
w 
A at wh n it is re ted and en 
stern B est. is means that the 
s ng now ng used for antibo es to the AIDS virus can 
be used to determine ca 
developed. 
er status until a better test is 
It will mean that a small number of peo e w 1 go 
through the men distress of being told that they're AIDS 
carriers when they're not. That's regretable, it must be 
! kept to a minimum, however it's to ly unacceptable to 
ignore 99 percent of ose who can transmit a deadly virus 
merely because the sts ava able are slightly less than 
perfect. As Dr. Elli said, in the field of medicine 
27 
nothing is 100 percent. 
that's 100 percent perf 
have. 
We're never ng to have something 
need to work with what we 
To be sure at the 
these statis cs correc y 
ngressman was understanding 
he met two weeks ago with the 
ted States, Dr. c. Everet Koop and Surgeon Gener of 
asked h specific 
used for nt die 
e U 
ca r 
er e tests which are now being 
ia y be used to de erm 
s tus. Surgeo s unequivoc a n sw e r w a s th a t 
ti body posi ti e is pa lel to carrier status. 
ow n con usion, we must ques on e posi tio 
those who oppose this initiative who seem to be saying that 
25 they believe it is appropriate to establish public policy for 
28 
the contr of a universally deadly disease which is less 
intrusive into the sexu 1 ives of those most impacted by the 
epidemic than e procedures used to control the spread of 
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1 any other sexually-transmitted disease, like syphilis, 
2 gonorrhea and others which are generally curable. 
3 They will not express that directly, but that's 
4 exactly what they are arguing for. The policies and 
5 procedures now in use for controlling the spread of 
6 sexually-transmitted diseases, though not perfect, have been 
7 shown over the years to be quite effective. To argue against 
8 this initiative is to argue against the continued use of such 
9 policies and procedures. 
10 We urge the people of California not to be fooled by 
11 the scare tactics of those who are actively involved in 
12 opposing Proposition 64. They would have you believe that 
13 the proposition is nothing more than a hateful attempt to 
14 spread a killer disease further and punish those who are 
15 tragically dying. That is simply not true. We're calling on 
16 people, on the people to vote in favor of Proposition 64 
17 because it is a modest, but necessary step towards the 
18 control of an epidemic which is expected to be killing almost 
19 60,000 Californians in the next five years. 
20 Thank you. 
21 ASSEMBLYMAN KLEHS: Thank you. 
22 I have a couple of questions. Congressman 
23 Dannemeyer sits on the House Subcommittee on Health and the 
24 Environment and that Committee passed by a 17 to one vote the 
25 Public Health Emergency Act which provided for the funding 
26 for AIDS research. The bill was signed into law by President 
27 Reagan and the Congressman was the only no vote on the bill 
28 in the Committee back on May 10th of 1983. He is the author 
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1 of five bills related to so missed 1 but 
2 one of the Subcommittee's hearings on these. 1 was wondering 
t me c ex t e Congressman relies on to reach his 
4 conclusions on blic heal issues involving AIDS? 
5 MR. CRUMB: W 1, in answer to your question, we're 
6 
7 
8 
relying on the same pu ic health and medical experts as the 
opposition is. 
ASS LYMAN S: As to what? 
9 MR. CRUMB: As those who are in opposition to 
10 Proposition 64. We're not arguing that AIDS is casually 
11 transmitted. The disease does not have to be casually 
12 transmitted in order for oposition 64 to be an appropriate 
13 health policy. efact is that AIDS is a 
14 sexually-transmi d disease. There's no argument about 
15 that. And the idea is at what s proposition would do 
16 
17 
9 
2 
22 
23 
would be to have DS treated in the same way as other 
sexually-transmitted diseases in the state. 
So we' e ch len ng e medical evidence. 
We're not saying it's casual transmitted. What W€ 1 re 
saying is at based on the evidence that everybo will 
accept as to tran 
th pol icy. 
ASSEMB 
ssion 
S: 
s is a necessary step in 
w 1, I i n k i t ' s r a th e r 
interesting you say you're r ing on the same medical 
1 
25 experts as the opponents are when the health organizations in 
California are universal opposed to Proposition 64 and the 
Congressman probably doesn't have a medical background. It's 
28 my understanding that you have been consulting about this 
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1 issue with a person named Paul Cameron; is that true? 
2 MR. CRUMB: Not about Proposition 64. 
3 ASSEMBLYMAN KLEHS: The Congressman has never 
4 utilized Mr. Cameron on the issue of AIDS or Proposition 64? 
5 MR. CRUMB: He has talked with him a bout AIDS, yes, 
6 but not about the proposition and our involvement in 
7 Proposition 64 or support of it has nothing to do with any 
8 information from Dr. Cameron, no. 
9 ASSEMBLYMAN KLEHS: Do any other members of the 
10 Committee have questions of Congressman Dannemeyer's staff? 
11 Mr. Filante. 
12 ASSEMBLYMAN FILANTE: Just a question and I'm a 
13 little concerned and I'm wondering if you could answer it for 
14 the Congressman. 
15 You talked about the measure here and as relating 
16 AIDS to other sexually-transmitted diseases and yet the way 
17 it's written it relates AIDS to any contagious disease and 
18 therefore, as I and others see this, and I as a physician for 
19 a moment not as a legislator, am concerned because of the 
20 fact that it would bring AIDS into this realm-- and it's 
21 great that we focus on AIDS and as a member of the Statewide 
22 Committee on AIDS, I'm obviously focused on it but it 
23 would do so many things including, as I mentioned a moment 
2lt ago, the fact that anyone like with a disease of chicken pox 
25 that is wildly transmissible I just have to come this 
26 close to you and I can catch it-- if I'm even in a room 
27 where you have been as a case, I am then a potential carrier 
28 or contact and can by necessity under the laws as they are 
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today this 1 ne sted, e 
ce a, et ce a. 
om what you were 
me s contact is far different 
ng abo t as a carrier and yet that's 
how this initiative is wri en. How wo d the Congressman 
respond to that? It is not ust wri 
sexually-transmitted disease. 
n as a 
MR. C MB We wo d respond to that by saying that 
our legal analy s of the initia ve is that what you've just 
stated is inaccurate. does not, it puts it into the list 
of reportable seases which brings into ay all of the 
statutes relative to reporta e diseases. The 58 that are on 
the list now , that's on a special category. AIDS 
ready has ese ings r ated to it, but these are 
sere on a ry power s an d 
y ti e 
ey're at the discre on of public 
at they become exercised is when the 
16 public health officer determines that it's necessary because 
1 
2 
23 
the evidence relative 
activities. ere s o 
ing at you're talkin 
s pro tion sses. 
o nion then. nt ar 
disease requires those kinds of 
g th would require the nd of 
about relative to AIDS even n 
g 
t s a 
at. 
en 
I sorry, ctor. my point is 
we're not ar t AI should be treated like measles. 
25 're arguin at AIDS sh d treated like syphilis or 
26 gonorrhea or other sexually- nsmitted diseases. 
at 
ASSEMBLYMAN LANTE: And my problem is that that's 
2 not how the ini ative is written. That's all. We would 
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1 agree on the severity of the disease. Let me ask one more 
2 question because the time is short. 
3 This is different from some of the curable diseases 
4 and how you relate that in terms of not only carriers but 
5 contact tracing and follow up, comparing AIDS which is a 
6 fatal disease as the disease itself with other curable 
7 diseases. 
8 MR. CRUMB: I'm glad you ask the question. The 
9 thing that we find totally incredible and unjustifiable is 
10 that this fatal disease is treated more casually and is not 
11 followed up on as closely as generally curable venereal 
12 diseases. That's exactly the opposite of what would be 
13 appropriate for --
14 ASSEMBLYMAN FILANTE: How would you seek to change 
15 that with this initiative since one of the problems is that 
16 the disease has primarily, although the ratio is changing, 
17 has primarily attacked segments of the society that are not 
18 looked upon kindly by a large segment of the society, namely, 
19 the drug users and the homosexual community and that fact has 
20 driven them underground or caused more hysteria and to me and 
21 others for whatever medical good might come out of it by 
22 worsening that situation through initiative it would make it 
23 harder. 
24 MR. CRUMB: Again, we have a difference of opinion 
25 in that we do not believe that this would worsen the 
26 situation. It might temporarily, but only very temporarily 
27 and ultimately I'm sure that it will improve the situation in 
28 terms of relations and developing information and following 
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1 throu and controll ng the e d olo of s virus. 
2 ASSEMB AN Congressman and I are both 
3 here just temporarily, yes, we just differ with how long it 
4 will be. I strongly disagree, having been involved in this 
5 intimately in terms of my role here, that this will make the 
6 current situation and the current, if you will, prejudices 
7 and so forth so much worse and so much less than temporarily 
8 that it could very severely change the curve and the curve 
9 now shows in the heterosexual community the rate of increase 
10 of AIDS cases are greater an any section of the community. 
11 That's what I'm fearing. And Pm going to say that even as 
12 you described it as temporarily, it will accelerate that 
13 curve and I'm not interested in that. That's my problem. 
1!1 MR. CRUMB: And if I believed you were right, I 
15 
16 
would be opposing it myself. 
ASSEMBLYMAN FILANTE: Then there's hope for you. 
17 (Laughter.) 
18 MR. CRUMB: But, on the contrary, if there is any 
9 move towards making this worse, I frankly believe that will 
21 
come as a re t of e ts, the statements, the 
naccurate I 
who are in o 
ieve statements that are being rna 
sition to this initia ve, the fear 
0 
t 
are generating by saying it will result in quarantine and the 
hysteria that that's generating, not from Congressman 
25 Da nnemey er who sup ports this i ni tia tive but from those who 
are opposing it, they're the ones who are creating in our 
27 view the ne ga tiv e feelings and the problems that are going to 
28 result in the kinds of things you're talking about. That's 
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1 our fear. 
2 
3 
4 
ASS ank you ery much. 
We, airman~ me commu re 
and our statements are a we have an e demic of fear 
d 
5 regarding AIDS right now. 
6 MR. 
ASS 
MB: s. 
a 's th fact. d my fear 
8 is that this will make it worse. 
9 Thank you very much. 
10 
11 
12 
13 
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15 
6 
17 
18 
19 
2 
MBL YMAN KL EHS: Mr. senthal. 
SENATOR ROSEN 
itself, that AIDS is an i 
I'm eading from the i tiative 
c ous, con gious and 
communi cable disease and that e condition of being a 
carrier of the HTLV-III virus is an infectious, conta ous 
and communica e cond1 on. at most is opposite what you 
d. 
so have 1 cated in the statement this means, 
testing now being used for an d I 1 m q u o n g , th a t 
antibodies in the virus can be used to determine, quote, 
"carrier statusn until better tests are developed. 
everything 
doctor 
po ssi b 
persons 
ermine 
. CRUMB 
R 
at you 
cause n 
es a cor 
may e 
t they 
t's correct. 
ENTH Now 1 that ies in the face of 
e d in terms answers to the 
ct we are tal ng a bout the 
ng to s i ative of quarantining 
e v rus on e basi a we have 
are also ca ri er s. Can you respond to 
2 that 7 
R POR 16 45 
1 
2 
. c 
statements in 
35 
ad to. With regards to the 
a v e that and carrier status is 
3 a contagious, i c ous, communicable condition, I don't 
~ think that there's really much argument about that. That's 
5 ' not saying that it's casually transmitted. That's saying 
6 that it's not like cancer or other diseases which we t 
7 hereditarily or ou other means. But what that's saying 
8 is that AIDS is a condi on that is transmitted from one 
9 individual to another. The way we acquire it is through 
10 sexual or blood contact with another individual. 
11 So there is absolutely no contradiction between 
12 saying that it's a conta ous, infectious condition and 
13 saying that it is not sexu ly-transmitted. The other 
14 viruses of the other diseases like syphilis and gonorrhea and 
15 so on which are also considered that are not transmitted 
16 through casual contact generally. They're transmitted 
7 sexually. AIDS is in same category. 
18 With regar to your question about carrier status, 
19 and again, our source for that is the Surgeon General of the 
United States who is in process of preparing a major r rt 
2 on AIDS for the Pre de of the United States right now. 
24 
s po tion is that antibody positive is, can be considered 
' to be tantamount to b ng a carrier. 
Understand that nobody develops the AIDS virus, I 
mean the antibody in their ood until they've been exposed 
to the virus. The prerequisite for antibody is having the 
virus invade your system. So the virus is there. There is 
28 no evidence that would indicate that the virus ever leaves a 
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1 uman body ch it has invaded. So we're king about an 
i vidual who is nt 
the AI virus 
Now, a ven 
si e is an individual who has 
1 1 tim ere s the 
5 possibility that that ind idual might not be infectious. 
6 
7 
But we don't know w n 
d the ct is t 
have no way of knowing. 
cent at lea of those who 
8 are antibody positive are at any given point in time 
9 
10 
11 
12 
infectious. Is it not good pu ic icy to assume that they 
all are? 0 erwise we re going to be king a bout 
spreading a 
trying to avoid i 
sease 
ng peo e 
n conservative, by 
a re rtable status who 
13 perhaps for a pe od of time sho d not be. We need to 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
2 
23 
26 
2 
protect people's lives. 're not talking about just health 
here. We're 
s 
pro nents 
being n e sam 
MR. 
say as I did a 
nemeyer a 
po i tion. We re 
ease 
s 
di sti i 
MR. c 
MR. 
king a ut 1 es. 
ea ur 
room. 
penin 
oth 
y 
s 
th 
I un rstand at. But the 
ndi te t ou can get it by 
senth , respectf ly, I must 
ea don't lump Congressman 
oponent s. did not take that 
's an ina cura position and 
e er group. 
s the ssman made that 
In th press? 
ey carried it or not, I don't 
ION ( 91 36 
2 
know. But, es, e 
R R 
MR. C MB: 
37 
e statement. 
I' e never heard it. 
do not subscribe to e idea that 
4 AIDS is sexually-transmitted. We're not arguing for the idea 
5 of it being sexu ly-tran t d. 
6 
7 
ASS 
sexually-transmitted? 
S: u don't say that AIDS is 
8 MR. CRUMB: I'm sorry. Casually transmitted. 
9 Excuse me. Thank you for catching me on that. 
10 ASSEMBLYMAN KLEHS: Assemblyman Agnos. 
11 ASSEMBL AGNOS: Mr. Crumb, what you've just said 
12 in response to Senator Rosenthal's question is really, is 
13 real the crux of this hearing. We're hearing from you one 
14 thing about this ini ative as a supporter of it and we will 
15 hear from the LaRouche peo e a totally different thing. 
What the h 1 are we voting on? 
17 You t 1 us that you don't have to be excluded from 
18 the schools if you have AIDS or you don't have to be 
9 necessari ex uded if you're a food handler. LaRouche says 
you do loo ng at e same proposition. You t 1 us tha 
casual nsmis on is not a fear. LaRouche says it s 
22 1 us that a positive st, this provision, the provisions 
of Proposition 64 would a y. LaRouche says it doesn't. 
Now, you talking to the same Proposition 64 and yet 
25 you're both proponents of it and now you're telling us you 
don't even agree with them on other things. And I think it 
indicates how dan rous is proposition is and how 
28 irresponsible the whole issue is to bring it up in a way that 
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8 
I think exacer s e ic and makes them 
react in ways kind of emergency. 
And I n 0 t 
defeating t ne e fore a public 
hearing and we 1 he a rom nd IS statement, exact 
oppo te of ou re sta ng 1 re th tal ng about 
the same pro 0 
MR. MB I ca f t a for Mr. Ghandi and I can't 
speak for Mr. Rouche and 1 ve no desire to. 
ASSEMB umb I 1m not asking you to 
speak for Mr. andi I'm asking you to t 1 me how come 
ere's a am on to what you're saying 
wi the other pone the same measure you both say you 
support and at Mr. nnemeyer rites in e LaRouche 
ication is r. 
I m sorry 
a:r cle in a 
MR CRUMB: 
ey ve 
ther sour 
Honorable W 
MR. 
contact wi 
co ct 
for any pu 
I'd like 
ica 
eye • 
a 
nnemey er wrote an 
t d an arti e to them. 
s somethi g ey got from 
at 
ted anything to them. 
's called Viewpoi 
not an arti e? 
essman has never had any 
su te:rs and has had no 
never w tten any ing 
d i sue, Assemblyman, and 
to your e:r 
( 16) 2- 45 
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1 1 q ue s on, if I a y • 
2 EMB 
no casual tra 
Prop 64 to ta 
AGNOS: ow come you say that there is 
ss on, uche says there is, and we need 
care of it? 
5 • CRUMB: at we're saying is that we need 
6 Proposition 64 regar ess of whether there is or is not 
7 casual transmission. That you don't have to argue that 
8 casual transmission is possible in order to argue for 64. We 
9 are not saying that it's casually transmitted. We're saying 
10 that it's sexually and blood and so on. So I don't know why 
1 they say that it is. But the question is not how it's 
12 
13 
11.! 
15 
transmitted really here. The question here is what does 
Proposition 64 say. What's its language? 
LYMAN AGNOS: And the proponents don't know 
because they're obvious disa eeing on what ought to happen 
16 with it. 
17 MR. CRUMB: e opponents of it don't seem to know 
18 either because there's a great deal of disagreement. 
9 • CRUMB: It's your idea. 
EMBLYMAN OS: No, it's not our idea • 
• CRUMB: I'm sorry, sir. But we do not opo 
2 this. What the Congressman did when this started being 
23 
2 
circulated was to examine the i tiative and its language to 
nd out what it said, find out what laws it would bring into 
25 effect. Examine the impact of the initiative. Not the 
arguments pro or con, but the initiat e itself. Because 
arguments pro and con are so often self-serving. And the 
28 Congressman didn't look at that. What he looked at was the 
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f and our encoura n would be to the 
a to read the nitia e and find out what 
It shard to read it It's hard 
to understand because we're ge 
interpretations rom the v 
ng su 
ople w 
varying 
brought it to us. 
Let's put that one a 
Tell me, you t d us that you don't have any medical 
background. Does anyone on the Congressman's staff have a 
medical ba ound? 
MR. CRUMB Nobo on is full time staff, no. 
ASSEMBLYMAN AGNOS: Anyone on s part time staff? 
MR. CRUMB: We have contact with a number of medical 
doctors who 
way. 
ovide us wi 
e way 
comments in answer to you 
EMB AG 
coun and information along the 
may a this int, one of the 
quest! n from Dr. Elliott --
t e answers I need from 
Dr. Ellio nee answers om you and I'd like to ask you 
e questions if may. 
s e essman have a medical expertise? 
s he have sters in i or has he ever spent 
any me on the th 1 or any that kind of thing 
to dev op ex 
House for years 
ASS 
mee ng cause, a 
e 
H I 
RE 
B 
airma 
e Heal 
we ow 
sai , be 
RAT 
Committee in the 
doe sn 1 t go to a 
se for the two 
916) 45 
2 
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Subc ttee o Heal and years th a t he w a s on 
ironment prior to 
and was on after 
didn't go to one sin e meeting 
became a candidate for the United 
States Senate and de ded that AI , something that he had 
never ked about or, was ng to be a major issue in 
s sena tori 
last year. 
campaign, then he went to two meetings in the 
MR. CRUMB: I ink it's unfair to indicate--
ASSEMBLYMAN AGNOS: Excuse me. I don't know how 
ey do it in Congress, but here we get through with the 
1 questions and then we w t for you to answer. It seems to me 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
1 
25 
that sudde y he discovered A when he decided to become a 
ieve that that's really what candidate and 
this issue is 
at many of us b 
1 about. 1 s a political tool playing on 
the worst fears of peo e i n a d i sea s e , w he th e r i t ' s yo u a s a 
Republican candidate for the United States Senate or whether 
it's LaRouche as a candidate for e United States 
presidency. Now, you may answer, Mr. Crumb . 
• C MB: If you choose to politicize this issue, 
t' s your ce. 're ing to keep it in the pu 
he 
matter. 
And 
We want s ng to rem n as a public heal 
d like to get e itics out of public h 
pro em at we've had so far is that our public 
health offici shave been too heav y influenced by the 
i tic pressure that's been aced on them by special 
interest groups to avoid taking proper action with regard to 
this AIDS c sis. d if that had not been true, this action 
2 1 that Proposition 64 calls for would have been taken along 
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19 t t's not 
ere are some 
1 real peo e with 
re r o A s many do th 
duca on was e pro em e ct y, 
I d ave to see an awful 
ca ere' never 
a 
, 
.!. n a 
us a d a d, 
pe s o:r 
( 
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fundament t of wh t we are an smoking. 
2 AG umb, if we had a better 
cure for than inform! g the public, we would be using 
it. But we don tat is day and is hour. That's the only 
5 ' cure we have is telling peo e as st we can, don't do this, 
6 don't do that, because you co d get a disease that co d 
7 11 you. And, therefore, it seems to me we ought to be 
8 spending as much as we can within the proportions that we 
9 have before us in our bud get to educate people. 
10 Let me ask you something. In the bills that you 
11 did, the f e at you d introduce, isn't it true-- w 1, 
12 let me ask you at soun like a lawyer and I have 
13 ouble with at. Who supports them? 
14 MR. CRU Who supports the legislation? 
5 ASSEMBLYMAN AGNOS: e five b ls that you've 
16 introduced at I 11 go :rou if you want. 
7 • C MB: don't have e list of the 
co-sponsors, ere is a substanti list, bipartison list 
9 of co-sponsors. 
22 
AG Wo d you tell me what h 
g:rou 
EMB S: Excuse me for a second. 
don't you t 1 us in one or two sentences what each of the 
five lls does because I don't know what they do and then 
25 you can t 1 us su ts em. 
• CRUMB: I I d 
has to do wi P:ropo on 
line~ at's fine with me. 
D POR 
ad to. I don't know what this 
, but if you want to pursue this 
ION (916) 
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ba ses 
boy, 1 t' s 
Assemblyman A 
or an ind 
Ano er w d 
Con ssman 
s do hav 
in 
a 
care profes ons, 1 
n on pe 
uding 
aring be a federal revenue 
bathhouse to r n o n nd 
Con ess re 
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1 1 
12 
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be all owed to a d s , some 
not what you w 
6 issue. 
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d f e b s. One of them 
un i s close homosexual 
n 
w 
One wo d --
ese. 
nt of ou? 
d rna 
nate 
1 t a f ony 
ood. 
serving in health 
cians. The other one would 
ci tie which allow the 
would be sense the 
en with AIDS should not 
ng u t us was really 
k I a essed the s ool 
ose re f e 11 s. 
t group, Red Cross, 
a ns nurses groups, 
1 s? 
any. 
i e answer 1 me, 
em 
any conv er sa tions with 
e. 
5 
6 
7 
8 
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10 
1 1 
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13 
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d homework. 
di e esi dent oppose em? 
ey're listed here wi 
oppo si ti on t n approved the White House Office of 
Management and the Budget. When you go back to Washington 
you can eck wi them. 
. c I 1. 
ASSEMB AG L me ask you another question, 
if T may. You tell us that California, you were tal king J. 
a bout male homosexual o ists pass the California law. 
Do you know who e au or of that law was? 
Whi law are you referring to? 
ASSE e one which you referred to in 
your testim at is in place here in California. 
u were. 
Now, you say that California law 
makes it il e for pu ic h authorities to be informed 
of a large number of ose who can spread the deadly AIDS 
virus and yo sai f s 1 e AIDS virus, at have 
no y dev ope nto AI , a speci state 1 aw pa d 
e r e omo ual lob pr t 
conta tra t? 
MR I don't think at language is in the 
statement. 
ASSEMBLYMAN It's in your ballot argument. 
MR. CRUI"'..B I thou t you were talking about the 
statement that was rna today. 
ASSEMBLYMAN AGNOS: I'm sorry It was in 
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you 
r. 
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MR. CRUMB: Are you aski 
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that statement? 
e sexu lo 
for a name of an 
6 organ a ti on 7 
7 
8 I 
s. 
a name of an 
9 organiza on 
10 
11 
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14 
15 
1 
17 
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19 
21 
23 
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ASSEMBLYMAN AG Then w do you say something 
li t in a 1 docume ? 
use 1 t very ear from the 
evi ce t 1 s ava able 
ASS 
avai abl se 
e a on are p 
ose xual communi 
ina ppro a ord 
organization, a 
withdraw t 
lot ar 
Bank stem is 
NOS: What evidence? 
ery 
e 
term 
i 
yo 
z 
But t' s on a opo si ti on 64 
k e can Red Cross is 
i e li a Blood 
( 6) 362-23 
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E ow about the U.S. Conference of 
bl ic H cers? 
MR. C 11-f.B : No, sir. 
ASSEMB NOS: How about the California 
Conference of Local He cers? 
• CRUMB: No. 
ASSEMBL OS: How a bout Ken Kizer? 
MR. CRUMB: No. 
ASSEMBLYMAN NOS: They all support that bill. 
MR. CRUMB: I understand. 
ASS AGNOS: How about Senator Orrin Hatch of 
12 Utah? 
13 
14 
5 
16 
7 
8 
25 
28 
from him 
MR. MB: No. 
ASSEMB AGNOS: Can I read you a little letter 
to me as e au or of at bill? 
"Dear s: 
"I ap aud your orts and am 
im essed at you co d shepard this 
le 
about 
a on 11 -- e b 11 you're talking 
ro e Le ature in just 
ei weeks. ea the importance of 
ood supply" -- which ng a safe 
is 1 that bill was aimed at, Mr. Crumb" 
and a 
among 
priori 
essing concerns of confidentiality 
DS victims was considered a high 
and enjoyed bipartisan support in 
your state. 11 
"I appreciate the letter you sent 
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your 
sh ng i 
Think he's the 
moment to respond and ex 
d I understand 
legi a on. 
ng e in 
on." 
e homosex lo ? 
n I'd be glad to. 
It sn't change our position on that at all. No. 
What it does -- let me res d to it this way. There are a 
num r of ic h icers, epidemiologists with whom 
I've spoken and e s s ken who has 
specifically to legi ation as a roadblock to 
eir effect ntr ling s ead of AIDS. 
Now, none em, to e cr t of the lobbyists on 
the o er 
' 
none em s w ling come forward and 
say so. They hav n i o a po on w e they do not 
feel t ey ave the o or the freedom to express 
their po on ope ere are a number of doctors 
throu ut the s t wh have pr t t d us that they 
support this i a ve a a pe that it passes and 
will per so vote t. But 're, for fear of losing 
their j ea cooper a on from the 
R 9 ) 45 
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omo se d that they cannot 
umb, last que ion. I m 
so ry to ta so much o your time. I'm sorry to pu ng 
you. wish Sena nnemeyer was here. 
MR. C MB: gr ssman. 
EMB I 1 m sorry, Congressman 
nemey er. 
n you tell me w t is e Federal Food and Drug 
A s on's posi on on s same test you think the 
male homosexual 1 created in ifornia? 
MR. C I' sorry, Assemblyman, I'm not sure I 
understand e quest on 
EMB e law, the HTLV-III antibo 
test, what s e federal ernment's view of that? 
MR. CRU u d at e test that the male 
h sex 
s AG I m sorry. The law. 
and I n t understand that 
co necti 
m e omose xual 0 
refer to i ot passed a law in 
i or a 1 ace e H -III anti body test. 
MR. c T sorry • I' afraid we've been .... 
sun rstoo ere. e aw t we're concerned about is 
e law that ts e res ts of that test being 
communi ca d th rd par 
ASS MBL OS It s the same 1 aw. 
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MR. CRUMB: u re er ng to a portion it. 
We're referring t a of t. 
ASSE y r ng arne 
portion. t f gover say bout that 
portion that you're worrie about? 
MB: I don't t ei statements have 
en on it. 
Why n 1 t you? You work with 
them. Don't you think you ou know at least what the 
federal law is, t the der icy is? 
RUMB: I 't hav an answer o your question, 
blyman. 
ASSEMB I'll nd out. 
MR. CRUMB: I'm sure you will. 
B ly without rea ng the 
wh e ng to y u umb re saying that they would 
fine e to ng the co identi ity 
ed in use of t 
MB re n 
' 
yman, a ut 
vi a ng 
s e federal government pol icy 
is con c a fa more punitive if 
i s vi te aw which you cri ciz e 
and et I 1 ter 1ron1 a d nformed that you 
don t know t at is. 
MR i a we re rna ng wi e rd 
o that Mr is t at we ieve tha 
co i nti i ol e i ny way. 
( 6) 2-
51 
5 d t needs to be important. nfidenti 
ever repo o our publ c ealth authorities is not a 
v a on of co 1 n i exce under the bill that you 
got through the state. do not believe that that's 
5 appropriate and nei er do a number of public health officers 
6 
7 
8 
9 
wi in this sta wi w we talked. 
E YMAN Do you know what that test, what 
that law st that it r ers to is? 
MR. CRU Again, you're phrasing your question in 
1 a way that I 1 m going to have to say that I don't understand. 
1 
1 
2 
5 
6 
ASSE YMAN AGNOS: What test does the state law 
which you're critical of 
or the H 
er to, the ELISA test, the 
III antibody test? We stern Blot 
MR. MB: memory of the bill when I read it was 
at it dn 1 t speci c refer to a test. It just 
referred to a test for the an body to the HTLV-III virus. 
You've writte it. You can a swer the question better than I 
can. 
s e 
does 1 t 
PE 
ASSE 
MR. 
refer 
L 
st. 
AG 
be 
at only refers to one test, 
eal with any other DS test 
deals with one. 
test u d for'? 
Excuse e. 
AGNOS: e HTLV-III antibody test. 
CRUMB: s the bill refer to the ELISA test or 
to it generic as the test for the anti body? 
ASSEMBLYMAN AGNOS: No, the HTLV-III. 
MR. CRUMB: en you're ng about something 
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generic which co d be any 
no 
pro tee 
ci i t st 
the anti 
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ASS 
because it o 
MR. 
s wi 
What 
one test. 
There's EL 
ere's more 
ere's We 
ASSEMBLYMAN AGNOS 
ose new tests 
HTLV-III antibo 
at are 
test 
test and that' all it s ev 
MR. RU 
s e H I I I a n t i body , 
bet r st are developed for 
so 
A new law would be necessary 
the H III an body. 
m 
n o 
n 
there are more than 
st for 
ot. 
e H anti body 
Then this law will not apply to 
oped. y deals with the 
as you know is a blood screening 
use for 
1 it's been used for in the 
pa , but as it's been dev oped a co irmation te s like 
e reliab ity of it has ot have d ern 
en i nd t now can 
ern Bl te re use 
an dy st, 1 
MR CRU d e 
take t a see to 
t te e r 
po nt you hear 
n a 0 
w 1 have to ote 1 t, and 
are the i e 
ar see g i 
0 d, 
used for other purposes. 
ce e test and the 
pendently of the HTLV-III 
no law t applies to them. 
ect th i s i n i t i at i v e i s to 
t that the po s i t i v e res ul t s of 
e 
I s it pends on which 
i ve really does and I 
i California whi 
I hope they ste to e people 
ts ra er than the i ticians 
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. c s n Dan emeyer is not seeking 
er off ce and t s ther unfair to say --
I m sorry. t did he run for 
months ago? 
MR. CRU He was running for the Senate. He is 
not now and he did not get involved in this issue for e 
purpose of his campaign and I nk it's rather unfair to 
s st that he d. 
ASSEMB AG Well, the facts indicate that he 
never went to a public heal hearing of a committee that 
1 s been a mem for years until after he became a 
candidate to the United States Senate. 
ank you, airman. 
E YMAN ank you very mu , Mr. Agnos. 
umb, I ss I'm a lit e confused after 
you've led before us here. Could you quickly outline 
where Con essman nnemeyer di s from the LaRouche 
organization i respect to their ar nts in favor of 
opo si tion 6 I ave bo r ents here in front of me. 
I aven 1 t see any i erences yet. Could you brie t 
her ngres ff s from the LaRouche 
organization th re pect to e ini ative. Very spec 
MR. CRUMB: I have not stu ed the LaRouche 
r gume t. 
EMB 
questions. 
KL <::! • '-'. 
REPORTING 
I 1 ll read it to you and ask you 
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300,000 ca er 
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A s out of control. Are you 
ly, yes 
Ma 1 t e ere are 
e number of highly 
contagious sease car s is dou in every x to twelve 
months. Are you agreement? 
MR. C MB: No. I wo d a ee wi the number but 
not e doubling ra 
cases, cases 
intravenous 
In agreement 
ey 
1 ing in rna 
s rat 
of seven 
to res 
sick nd n 
E 
n 
users 
N 
s number une ained AIDS 
ups such as homosexuals and 
inues to grow at alarming rates. 
d 
're not 
g, 
armed about that? 
a ower rate than 
a n g rate? 
con der it. 
virus can be 
ng ood, saliv 
und 
a d can survive upwards 
agreement? 
1 ce that wi regard 
t 
no ure for the 
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c s. 
S: un red percent lethal. 
Yes as far as we know at this nt. 
ASS EHS: Despite these facts politicians 
a d special interest ups have circumvented the public 
6 health laws an the first time in our history a adly 
disease is being treated as a civ r 1 gh t s 1 s s u e r a th e r th a n 
8 1 a pu ic h th issue. Is at correct? Are you in 
9 agreement? 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
MB: That seems to the approach that's 
b ng n too much and not com et y and that's an 
overstatement of cts. 
S: 0 e medical facts are 
clear, e law is 
fam y e ri 
seases, in u ng 
agree, vot es 
that? 
ve tal 
e s ng pu i c e 
thousand pe e 
infecting others. 
MR. 
agree th t those 
transmitting, yes. 
PE 
ear, common sense agrees you and your 
t to otected from all contagious 
AIDS, ie of them all. If 
opo tion 4. e you in agreement 
s. 
S: OW about some of e 
at are sig by the La 
ici s failure to im 
laws has res ted in nearly 0 
ected in ifornia each capable of 
The number s too high, but I would 
o are infec d are capable of 
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is e most ra d y 
bout at. Of those 
t m 0 of 
oups, e victims 
, an are t ntr drug users. Do 
nk a i an 
ere re numbers outside of 
at are e high risk groups, yes. 
Now ey 1 re asking a question. 
cer ea ? e do not. Is 
th 
MB Yes. never with certainty, as 
d, we'll never know with 100 cent 
es, s an te statement. 
s ex sts in many 
u agree 
e e sting health laws, 
c yo r health, laws 
I m ollow that one. 
tion 64 ements the 
ca signed to protect 
e con 0 e 
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c e Congressman s 
signed a ri t next to the LaRouchees, many 
ch disagrees with. 
s. u 1 11 notice at e Congressman 
epa ed a separate a ument They requested at he sign 
ere's and he said o, 1 not. if you w d 1 i 
me to prepa e a parate argument, I 1 ll be glad to do that." 
at's part of his consistent icy of having nothing to do 
with ndon La uch e' s foil ower s. 
EMBLYMAN EHS: en also there's some testimony 
from some e La e organ a ons that any carrier of 
e H -III virus w d be e d from commercial food 
han ing d fr s s. e initiative a person 
testing po ve for -III a !bodies is not necessarily a 
c er, ay ea sona be expected of ng a carrier 
til s e s ther tests confirm or refute that 
s s 0 . 
s gressman ee wi at statement? 
. c ell, you ve made two teme s there 
let m em I ay. e sta tern r 
It does not man 
pr bl ic eal offici s do 
rna dat ief is at there is no reaso to 
expect at c health officials will take steps now that 
ey have ref sed to take an not found necessary to take for 
e ast three d half year with regard to AIDS. 
As far as the carrier status of those with the 
III anti dies, I ready responded to that. 
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d h ppy to. 
uest ons from members 
ask ion if I may. 
s no res tory n ssion 
1 nee it 
our boss has. In a 
e first hea ng that he did 
H a Wel e, he 
New k H and 
ou he s changed his 
am iar ith e prov 1 si on 
re not 
use there 1 s a 
f ea ng 
t espond'? I'm 
urn too ea y. 
is e ead of 
tion said, nN o, 
eyer, and I quote 
you w 1 nd 
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nurses wi DS 
cause se 
s. II 
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MB: s. 
s n? 
c u ve got me afraid to respond to your 
questions Assem yman for fear 
the way I respond. 
SEMB NOS: I~ll 
at I'll be out of order in 
ve you that one so t 
7 next time you come yo know what he said. 
8 MR. CRUMB: I 1 m fam iar .with that and let me 
9 respond to it. twas so said here in the state. It's 
1 
12 
3 
1 
been heav y reported, and as I said before in response to a 
ques on, no, e gressman s no medical background. 
res was an unfortunate, inaccurate choice of terms w ch 
he s since a ogize for and rescinded. 
ASSEMBLYMAN AGNOS: Now I ask you to apologize for 
the rest of wh he said about the proposition. 
MR. CRUMB: I finish with my response to your 
question? 
you had. 
tal 
urses w 
ea ng AI 
because 
EMB AG I thou t the he tation meant 
It is a f ct that policies in many 
g San 
egna 
pa ents. 
c sco General Hos 
' e 
ng to come pregnant f 
e reason that they do that is 
concern about CMV, cytomegalovirus, which is 
present in most AIDS victims and that is the policy to which 
the gressman was referring. 
Now, the choice of e word "spores, 11 the 
!cations tha go lon with that with rc~:~,ard to 
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8 All right. 
We ho 
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are 
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e q ons 
e 
a 
em 
s apologized for t 
fact is that he is not 
s ra ry 
if c facts w regard 
umb 
of e Commit e? 
you've oyed it here. In case you feel 
some rou treatment, we invite you to 
d oyment Commi 
9 
10 
11 
12 Thank you. 
13 MB: I've e opportunity. Thank 
14 you 
15 Dr. n Kizer, Director the 
1 Departme w 1 e next witness. 
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comment on 
s as w 1 s o er 
o:r Nov em r 4th are impor 
! ways t pu ic e fa c t s a bout an d 
im ica ons e v ni a ves, especi y 
matters ar -conce ed, sguided and dangero s as 
8 Proposition 64. 
ai an, you ve ske me to comment on 
0 position 6 pers ctives rst, you've asked me 
comment n th v ying assum ions of 
e ini ativ a d, secon , you v asked me what wo d be the 
ramifica ons e easur if passe and especi ly wi 
gard to co 
B 1 g these o po s, let 
bout e rev DS, and T realize ..L 
a these own o you and ey may be 
repetitious r s 0 wh t r. Ellio t and 0 er 
rso I nk it woul 
they w 1 h 
so 1 cal 
say th t the 
a w bout what is AIDS. 
1 a feet in natural unity against 
di ease ch e to serious illnesses 
i e not r 0 ns se immune system is 
func on!ng normally. se lnesses are referred to as 
91 ) 2-23 
1 tunistic infections or diseases. It's perhaps 
2 worthwhile noting that diseases other than AIDS also cause 
3 similar problems. 
4 Well, what causes AIDS? AIDS is caused by a virus 
5 as we know. Different investigators have given the virus 
6 different names over the previous few years. Most recently 
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we refer to it as a Human Immunodeficiency virus or HIV. 
Results of studies to date show that most infected 
persons remain in good health. Others may develop illnesses 
varying in severity from mild to e xtr em ely serious. 
How is AIDS transmitted? Almost all cases of AIDS 
have resulted from sexual contact or the exchange of blood by 
a sharing of contaminated hypodermic needles. The risk of 
infection with the virus is increased by having multiple 
sexual partners, either homosexual or heterosexual, and by 
ari ng needles among per sons using elicit drugs. In the 
past some cases also occurred through blood transfusions and, 
as has already been mentioned today, the AIDS virus may also 
be transmitted from an infected mother to the infant either 
before or during or shortly after birth. 
Well, how contagious is AIDS? The AIDS virus is 
difficult to transmit and AIDS is significantly less 
contagious than other sexually-transmitted diseases. Casual 
contact with AIDS patients or per sons who might be at risk of 
the illness does not place others at sk for developing the 
illness. No cases have been found where the virus has been 
transmitted by casual househ d contact with AIDS patients or 
casual contact with persons at high risk for getting the 
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lness. w i c ons have not 
transm i ion to fam ly mem rs living in e 
same us n even thou e AIDS virus has been 
found in small quanti es in iva and tears, there have 
5 been no cases in ch exposure to either of these mediums 
6 has been shown to result in transmission. 
7 Am ance dr ers, police, firefighters who have 
8 assisted AIDS patients have not become ill. Nurses, doctors, 
and other health care workers have not developed AIDS from 
10 caring for AIDS patients. 
11 Well, who gets AIDS? s has already been 
12 discussed this morning but perhaps worth mentioning again. 
3 In Cal ifor a 98 perce of our AIDS patients have occurred 
14 in the following groups of pe e: Sexually active 
5 homosexual or sexu men, present or past abusers of 
6 intravenous drugs, rsons wi hemophilia or other blood 
1 coagulation disorders, heterosex contact with persons with 
18 AIDS or those a eat risk of AIDS, and as I believe I 
19 d rea , persons o d received transfusions prior to 
blood screening that was im emented a little over a year a 
s w as i s 
is a small n r of 
fall i o these esta 
o are n to infected mothers. 
cases, less than two percent, 
ished groups, but that's proba 
don't 
cause the individuals ed before information could be 
25 obtained or there was otherwise incomplete history taking. 
you know, the national statistics do differ somewhat then 
those in California wi a greater proportion of cases being 
28 related to intravenous drug abuse in the Eastern part of the 
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I think it's very important to point ut here that 
there are many other diseases sides DS can cause similar 
manifesta ons, some of ch co d be life threatening if 
they were diagnosed and 
implications for what mi t 
Proposi on 64. 
Well, a last co 
likelihood contrac 
I•ve said ready 
among people at e st 
e 
of transmitting A from dai 
at home is e ssenti none 
in i ly 1 ca s 
eated early t has some 
one the ramifications of 
points. What s the 
n sch or the workplace? 
i t to contract, even 
sk the disease. The risk 
co t work or ool or 
t. A we've said already, 
se co ct or the sharing 
of needles when ng enous gs has ed to the 
lness. 
a ut te 
PE co 
ng for ? A ga i n , as h a s 
ere is no single test 
t antibo es to the 
ese ce H 
nfected with the 
t 
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' i d or necessar nfec us. The antibo test is 
used to screen na d ood an asma and assist n 
3 preven ng cases AI resulting from blood transfu ons or 
other use of ood products when needed by patients with 
5 hemoph ia. 
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Now, let me turn to e first point you a d me to 
comment and that's on e vali ty of the underlying 
brief, the assumptions assumptions of Proposi on 64. 
underlying Proposition 64 are seriously and fundamentally 
flawed. The key underlying assumptions of the measure 
appears to be as f lows: 
First, they assume that 1 communicable diseases 
are transmitted n sim ar ways wi transmission of these 
diseases all ng impeded by either isolation or quarantine. 
As I've said rea , and s been mentioned earlier this 
mor ng, at after years of intensive epidemiologic study, 
the results have show t the H virus is spread primarily 
by the way we talked about, sexual contact, the spread of or 
the sha ng of blood or ood products by contaminated 
needles or congenital spread from mother to infant. 
eas e also assumes t AI is spr 
casual co ct. But, a in, ere's no accepted evi 
that e virus is spr d casu or rough airborne 
transmission. efore, proposals which attempt to 
generalize 
Sim 
food han 
AIDS. Again, 
PET S 
nsmission by ese means are invalid. 
a y, the initiative assumes that contact with 
teachers and students can transmit 
demiolo c evidence does not support 
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this and these per sons n 
high risk of inf 
The ini 
reporting of H 
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a ibo 
will result in the curta 
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pr s ons do pose any 
ther per sons. 
tha w spread 
of California 
nt of e e d c. Well, 
as we've rea rd this m ng, is reportable to 
names of current 1 aw 
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the state already. 
individuals who donate ood w ch is subsequently determined 
to be HIV antibody posit are placed on a deferred donor 
registry maintained my depar the definition of 
be all carrier in the i at e is i er e 
individuals wi H bo 
individuals not on tho 
reported to the state and 
i c health pers ct e. 
ni a ve 
si tiv then all these 
dona ng blood wo d have to be 
is is not warranted from any 
appears to assume that the 
a ption would not resul in a sort su stantial net 
change in sta or local 
that ere are stima te 
i ividual t s 
i er e ini ative 
' to treat H vi as a 
ct could q sub 
s 
me 
, we n t agree with 
r 300 000 antibody 
state. 
h al 
the 
officers oc 
con on, the fi 
increases would 
occu in testing rvices, repor services, contact 
1 nve sti ga on services, ea legal a d other 
judicial t wo d eq ui red to try to work ut 
what the 1 ni at e wo d c di system capability 
and the loss of rev en e communi as e a 
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1 
2 
creased wor force a pro so as an addition of need 
for w fare or ose a e restricted from the work 
3 situations. 
The 1 tiative also assumes that public health 
5 offici s r re the chan s provided by the proposed 
6 initiative in order to control this epidemic. Again, we 
7 would not agree with that. The public health service has a 
8 legal order system which may be used to isolate recalcitrants 
9 if such is warranted on an individual basis and with some 
10 minor revisions of existing laws relating to confidentiality 
11 of antibody testing the necessary tools to fight this 
12 epidemic already exist. 
13 
5 
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There are very 
isolation might be appro 
those would need to be, 
case by case basis. 
what w d be 
specific instances where such 
ate in any case and currently 
1, ey need to be addressed on a 
e ramifications of the 
; initiative? W 1, I 
that we, along wi 
nk it's portant to stress again 
er 1 timate and credible 
he th-r a d or n ations in C nia do not see 
measure a in any value i stopping the AIDS e dem 
We do not see ere it wo d serve any useful purpose a d t 
is likely to cause some serious adverse effects. 
Among untoward consequences of Proposition 64 
are the following: It would have a very substantial fiscal 
impact, as I ve ready indicated briefly. I think it's hard 
to be precise as to exactly what that cost would be, but 
projections have ranged anywhere from many millions of 
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1 dollars to several billion dollars. We argue that these 
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funds could be used much more wisel e fort which we know 
are ct e in com sprea of s disease. 
A no er un ard waul d be some consider a e 
social upheav and sru normal w king 
relationships in variety settings as w 1 as potential 
loss of jobs many usands nd idu s. 
would see tremendous le and judicial wrangling 
that would result from this and I wo d imagine that it would 
10 be several years, at least two to three years before this 
1 1 could be sorted out in the courts as to exac what it would 
12 mean. 
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Of course we f that our efforts would be more or 
wo d be better rected at aling with the disease during 
this time peri an oti ose ef ts to various 1 egal 
and admini t g wo have to be worked on. 
I think e i a e rtai y sters the 
erroneous beli that AI is a conta ous sease 
and, as we have d al rea that is ust not the case. 
We also believe tha e who think they 
t have would ot uld delay seeking medical 
care for fear of ng ident ed si y q uara nti ned or 
be ng subj d to some er unfortunate circumstances. 
And a I'v said bef e there ar ther disea s which may 
prese in a ar m nner w may e sim ar clinical 
mani sta are 0 er p rha s e uses. 
Clearly we d see i as 1 g a d turn of events. 
so nk t esear wo hampered 
69 
because al re ch s ects would be reluctant to 
2 
3 
r ci out concern about threats of ei r 
me cal co l1 or r civ liberties and we 
!eve that resear on an AIDS vaccine or antiviral AIDS 
5 drugs or on other treatment proce res would be delayed if 
6 s were to pass. 
7 think, as Dr. Elliott and other medical 
8 authorities sta d, that the threat of quarantine and 
9 isolation would drive AIDS underground and would accelerate 
0 the spread not slow it. 
1 y, we think it would divert and waste state 
2 funds in ineffective and possibly coercive intervention 
13 programs at are not well vated from a public health 
14 point of view. 
1 
1 
18 
9 
2 
In con usion, I ink t the voters of California 
need to ow is t position 64 would not prevent a 
sin e case of AIDS, nor would it serve any other useful 
purpose. To the con a 
ncrease the danger all 
passed, Proposition 64 will 
us. The risk of contracting 
DS wi increase not decrease if Proposition 64 is pas d 
p sition 64 is d for ic heal i 
Califor a and is d pu ic icy. It's for at rea 
oposition 64 should be resoun ngly defeated on 
Nov ember 4th. 
25 Thank you and we'll be happy to answer any questions 
you mi t have. 
KLEHS: I have some questions and then 
2 Senator Rosenthal can go ahead. 
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1 Disease Section. 
2 A sim e answer to your question is that we don't 
3 know. That there's just not enough time to know whether or 
4 not individuals infected might develop irreversible immune 
5 deficiency 10, 15, 20 years later. We just have not had that 
6 time. 
7 ASSEMBLYMAN KLEHS: I would imagine that any per son 
8 that found out they have the virus, is very, very worried 
9 that they might die because once you have the disease there's 
10 almost a virtual hundred percent chance of death. A person 
11 who has the virus, do they have to worry about that when they 
12 have the virus? 
13 DR. CHIN: The answer clearly would be yes because a 
14 fairly large proportion have already been documented to 
15 develop irreversible immune deficiencies. Projections from 
16 the National Academy of Science is that anywhere from 25 to 
17 50 percent of individuals infected with this virus will 
develop AIDS within five or ten years. 
9 LYMAN KL S: Is there any chance a person who 
22 
23 
s has the virus 
at somehow 
sease? 
DR. 
ey can 
I 
ng back in remission, let s 
cur of e virus wi out ca 
ink that's possible. As I indicated, 
we don't have enough time of observation to prove this. 
25 ASSEMBLYMAN KLEHS: Dr. Kizer, again, I 1 m not a 
health professional and I've always heard the word 
"quarantine" when people talk about this initiative. What is 
28 the role of q uara nti ne in treating 1 nfectio us diseases today 
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and spec cally wi re o AI t is th role of 
qua anti ne? ne wor 
DR. r erse 
order a ask I w uarantine 
real as having any r e in de i g from a pu i c 
health per ctive. r rds o sease overall, it has 
a very, very na g ious sea se s 
today with our curre me cal erape cs at are 
available to us. ancis does have considerable 
expe ence in thi area and I d ask h to comment on 
1 i th at a s w 1 • 
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ar agent is clea not t kin 
transmi e at way. It is not at ri to individuals who 
not se to p t 
a t popula on ei 
1 cted ind idu 
infected ind vi 
ems ves at risk essential in the 
er rough having sexual contact with an 
or actual sharing a needle with an 
f ent situation than at we 
7 use for quarantining diseases such as smallpox, et cetera, 
8 
9 
that kind of infection. 
ASSEMBLYMAN S: e next question I have, Dr. 
0 er, if you f t more dras c steps were necessary to 
1 cur il AI t do you feel that you have the power and 
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autho 
offici 
constr 
to do so ri t now? 
DR. KIZ 
s have very 
As you probably w 1 know, public health 
oad authority to impose all kinds of 
nts and restrict ons on i vidual activities when 
such is warranted due to gravity of the tua tion. 
cally, I 
use. The ques o r 
ink the tools are there for us to 
is whether the tools that are 
raised this proposition, quarantine, things of that 
ture, e er they are appro ate to s d sea 
swer y cases came 
for whatever easo i were necessary to impose rest c 
on e activi es of a ven i vidual in a given set of 
rcumstances, we ieve that we have the power and the 
ca pa 1 i to that already. 
EMBLYMAN proponents of the initiative 
have stated that you have called for more reporting and 
testing powers, I believe it 1 s in their arguments in favor of 
THAND RE RAT (916) 362-23 
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1 the initiative in the ballot Would you ease comment on 
2 that? 
3 DR KIZER ank y appreciate that. 
4 my chagrin and my display that statement remains in 
5 ballot argument despite my attem s to have that deleted 
6 because I clearly do not like having my name linked with this 
7 proposal at all since we are so much a inst it. 
8 The que on s ci cally what has been talked 
9 about in the past and what is misused and being used in a 
10 misleading way there is that we have d or have addressed 
11 the issue of doing more te ing, unlinked testing, 
12 confidential sorts s ng at aces s as drug abuse 
13 treatment centers, at the clinics for sexually-transmitted 
14 diseases and in perhaps o er settings when that would help 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
21 
22 
24 
25 
27 
28 
us identi changes 
disease 
a ocated any sort 
of indivi s in any 
setting. t's j 
wo d appear t 
wo d li 
E 
that 
under 
losing 
e ssage of 
und 
DR. 
That the fear 
dealing wi 
j 
s that 
w 
e 
at may occurring in the epidemiology 
t and at time have we ever 
wides ead te ng or mandatory testing 
sort CCC on or in any other sort 
y e case, though that 
t is ne s of s measure 
to 
nk you. u' e mentioned 
oposition might drive AIDS 
cause peo e mi 
their omes 
nk at is 
1 y 
em, ea 
E 
be afraid of 
it in a nutsh 1. 
fear already in 
the ar er 
16 2-
75 
quaran ne, loss of ob o of o er civ liberties, 
we cl ea s o sly com omise our abil i in 
3 our pu c ort s as 1 as in research efforts and 
we do f as many er cr e health authorities in 
5 this state feel that it would drive DS underground and 
6 wo d perpetuate the spread of it, not decrease it. 
7 
8 
E 
sho d be deni 
YMAN KL Do you ieve that no one 
a job because they have AIDS unless there's 
9 , a sound medical reason to do so? 
0 DR. z I su se that the issue of when and 
where one should work when ey have a medical condition is 
2 one that should be decided tween the individual and their 
3 treating sician and n cases where 1 t' s necessary with the 
em oyer, al ou at is often not necessary that the 
15 em oyer be ou t into it. 
6 ASS S: Is su a standard important to 
'7 he th i ifornia? I 
I'm so 
said is such a standard that 
us to health pol cy in 
e tween the in 
the em oyer i g a broa sed i ti ati ve on 
DR. e wo d see no reason w that 
ange. 
5 ASSEMB EHS: s your Department now have a 
icy with rega to your unem oyment policies and 
nforcement wi ga d to A ? Do you all ow people to work 
2 in your office wi AI or would you? 
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DR. KIZER: Yes, we would. Frankly, there may well 
be individuals among the 4,500 or so peo e who work for the 
Department who have or a d complex or maybe 
seropositivity. ankl , it's not r ly an issue that is 
important for us to a As you may know, we did send 
out a few months ago a 1 
180,000 letters 1 s 
ter to all ate employees, over 
te em ees a re ng this issue 
and underscoring the fa that this is really not an issue 
that's particularly important. 
ASSEMBLYMAN KLEHS: Thank you. 
Senator Rosenthal 
SENATOR ROS zer, will ou comment 
about recent press reports about studies showing AIDS-like 
genetic material in insects? 
DR. ER: s, sir. ere has been a lot of 
confusion, as li t poi s mor ng and some 
misinformation conv ed w re d to the nding of some 
DNA material at is sim ar to e A virus in mosquitoes. 
I think pe ps let me have Dr. Fran address s in 
detail since he ea y i very much up to date on these 
findings. 
DR. CIS: e ssue po ssi bl e mosquito or 
other ood-sucking inse transmission of this virus has 
always been in our attent on. certainly have examined it 
in con ble ta 
' s f i s c r i be e i of the sease, 
any disease at we would des ri that wo 
borne or er ood-suc g insect rne 
d be m o sq u i t o 
what kind of 
PE RS D PORT I 9 ) 362-
1 
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6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
1 1 
2 
13 
!f 
15 
17 
1 
e d ogy one wo 
as soon as one is e 
see i 
se to 
t. Obviously, it would be 
is insect, let's say, a 
mosquito, o wo d n after an incubation period come down 
and, therefore, like we see with malaria, it's very early in 
1 e and then extends on rou one's life. 
In contrast to e sease that is perinatally 
transmitted and blood transfusions, needle stick transm~tted, 
sexually-transmitted, one would see early cases in the 
perinatal transmission and essentially the sexually, IV drug 
using group in the older transmission with this big valley in 
the middle where you wouldn't have any cases because there is 
no transmission by just walking down the street which there 
is transmis on if you 
the street. 
t exposed to a mosquito walking down 
Indeed, around the world that's what we see in 
different exposures, di erent insects, different 
ood-suc ng or opods, in rica or in the United States we 
see the ea 
roup f case 
peri na 
w th a s 
cases and we see the sexually active 
tte of tran usion associated, 
20 needle associated cases at various ages. 
ere s no e dem ol c evidence, ther or t 
22 ere's any sort of blood-sue ng insect transmissio • 
2 data that has n co roversial has been stated from 
Jean-Claude Chermann and ncoise Barre from the Institute 
25 P a s t e u r , th e d i s co v e r s of th i s v 1 r us , and t h e i r 
i ormation n co i s e Barr e w a s i n t own j u s t l a s t wee k an d 
I discussed wi her at len this whole issue -- and their 
28 findings really are most interesting in the negative aspects. 
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7 
In that when they do put this virus into insect cell cultures 
they don't see any viral replications. There is no signs of 
th e v i r us , n , 
coming out of their 
What they 
e virus them ve s or i nfe d virions 
ture material. 
d see when they exposed ese insect 
cell cultures to the virus, they see an adherence of nucleic 
acid, detection of t which is an interesting aboratory 
finding that needs to be worked out. But they clearly 
stated, as Dr. Elliott says, that there is no e demiologic 
evidence or no laboratory evidence that blood-sucking 
orthopods are important in the transmission of this virus 
around the world. That includes the U ted States and Africa 
or anywhere else. 
SENATOR ROSENTHAL: Thank you. 
Dr. er, the proponents of Prop 64 have said that 
the pub! ic h th ici s have f 1 to demonstrate 
leadership and have not taken appropriate action under 
established appropriate public pol cy regar ng AIDS. And 
therefore, those public he th ci s are opposed to 64 
because they are offended by this initia ve. Will you 
comment on s'? 
DR. KIZER: I suppose I could comment on that in 
23 several ways. , perhaps as an edito al comment, I 
suppose that the proponents of is measure in their rather 
my o c v i ew of e w or 1 d p s w o d v i ew t hi s a s a not 
taking appropriate pu ic or public heal policy in 
27 this regard H ever, all credible medical and health 
28 related organizations sagree with t. In ed, in 
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California we a wid v as having mod pro ams r 
eal i 'fli th We have n in e forefront in many 
reas in s rega d and are widely viewed as having very 
effective programs to al with AIDS and I would certainly 
hope that nothing w l happen as a compromise to the success 
of our programs to date. 
I suppose on a, as Dr. liott said this morning, it 
8 just, that doesn't make sense and I suppose if you have no 
9 cr ble arguments and if you don't have any facts to support 
0 your posi on, one argument you can use is the one that the 
proponents of this measure have used. However, as Dr. 
12 Elliott d this morning, it just doesn't make sense that 
3 health pr essi s who are wor ng daily with AIDS patients 
would want to cover up the facts. And, indeed, I have worked 
15 
6 
with AIDS tients and certai y view or have viewed the 
pu ic policy espoused as consistent with what I have 
2 
practiced previously in clini life as well. 
I suppose the last nt I would make with regard to 
at line of reaso ing is even ough we may be health 
ofes onals and publ c offi als, we're also 1 famil 
e. one who is ng up here has a famil • 
ave chil en. We certainly would not want to see any g 
that w d increase 
children, any pu ic 
e likelihood of our fam ies or our 
icies that would increase the 
1 kelihood of their getting AIDS. So 1 t' s just that argument 
which I have heard touted in many sectors is completely 
nonsensical and just doesn't, isn't worth the paper that it's 
8 w tten on. 
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SENATOR ROSENTH Dr 
question di 
most influen 
A U. C Cal st 
factor i peo e 
n, I may ask you a 
found that the single 
e g te s n g is 
cause they fear at e i ormation w 1 be used a in 
them. Do you have any f ing on t? 
DR. IN: I think it's true cause the st I 
think is very accurate as eve bo know a ees. It's 
the misuse of the test. I ink the test was designed to 
9 screen blood and that's a very accurate test for that. 
10 
11 
12 
13 
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Misused, people would afraid of losing their jobs, fear of 
losing housing, et cetera. So that yes, at is a m or 
concern at we have and 1 our programs have tried to 
elicit the cooperation of the ind i duals at sk. 
SENATOR ROS THAL: One further question. Can you 
explain to e t i e mea ng unlin d te ng? 
DR. Unl i d ing is basically a testing 
at occurs on ood sam es t mi collected at a 
methadone trea ent ce exam e, and e ood s 
tested. But 
specific 
en it's d, t's not connected with a 
w ch came from so that the 
res ts are not lin d o 
assess w t 1 in n in 
e ind idu 
e communi 
and it allows us to 
e demi c 
pur ses, does t aise 
and those issues. 
ASSEMBLYMAN 
One la 
recent succes 
que ion, Dr. 
use T in 
concerns of confidentiality 
ank 
ank you, 
z er 
e su 
very much. 
nato Rosenthal. 
you feel that the 
ssf experiment on 
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animals wi pos e vac ne ca t we are curren y 
on e ri t co se in fi A ? 
DR. e a swer to your specific preamble to 
the question as w 1 as o er ings make me believe we are 
on the ri 
education, 
course in dealing with AIDS through our 
rou our intensified research efforts towards 
efforts in develo ng a vaccine. That 1 s the right course. 
e wrong course is w t is being proposed by or what is 
being proposed the proponents of Proposition 64. 
ASSEMB S: I 1 d 1 ike to ask if you could 
ease have Dr. ncis and Dr. Chin remain with us during 
2 the afternoon when we have tech cal witnesses. When other 
1 
14 
5 
9 
2 
ind idu s testi 1 just rem n tting up here. Thank you. 
DR. KIZ Certainly. 
KLEHS: We w 1 have one more witness 
before we a ourn for lunch and that's going to be Mr. Steve 
te, Chief As stant orney General. 
Mr. White, do you have a prepared statement? 
MR. I don t have a prepared statement. 
S 0 e reason we 1 ve 
t s ere have been a 1 
questions abo anner i e signatures for th s 
i tia t e were gathered. And peo e o have perhaps had 
these issues misrepresented to them, not only in my district 
but o er parts of state, I have a lot of questions about 
at. I was wondering, have you heard any reports of that or 
perhaps peo e when the initiative was being circulated that 
pe e said you want to fi t AIDS or something as simple as 
PETERS THAND RE I CORPORATION (916) 362-
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1 that and have ti ons si d, later to nd out s 
2 was on som ing s ly er 
3 ul d you t us a 
4 MR. WHITE: s, we have, Mr. airman, and if you'd 
5 like, I'd be glad to talk to you a little bit about an 
6 investigation we gan on une 26 this year 
7 E YMAN Go ead 
8 MR. WHITE: I want preface my comments with the 
9 note that this investigation continues. There will be much 
10 that I cannot say and some questions that I would not be able 
11 to answer on this. But I nk I can g e u a pretty good 
12 sense of where this investiga on is. 
13 First of all, in connec on with-- I want to talk 
1.4 just very i y a ut e law at we're investigating 
15 here, violations t law. esent i tiat e 
16 req rements in for a among er ings require that 
17 proponents of the measure be i ntified. That the source of 
18 money to qual the measure for the ballot be identified. 
19 That persons d over $1 to h p qu i the measure be 
21 
identified. 
One of 
voters will know 
that they put thei 
tima vote o 
25 supporti 
e rea sons for i obvi y is so that 
signa 
a ball 
ur constituents have told you, 
e on an initiative petition and 
measure, who and what they are 
Ano er reason I a fine point on t is so at 
27 
28 
the ini tiat e 
n extrem 
THAN 
cess cannot u d as a eat's paw 
from er s. 
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ro e a e in erested 
sever kinds o vi a ons. is ose who forge 
gnatures to q initiat e measures, secondly, persons 
who f sely re ster to vote so that they can be prosecuted, 
persons who come in from other states, collect signatures for 
initiatives pretending to ifornia voters and then 
leave, so that they ca be prosecuted. 
One reason for this last provision which I want to 
s e a lit e in my scussion of our investigation 
day is to assure at pe e are properly informed as they 
sign those ballot initiat es, peo e who we think would 
ink twice a si 1 g an ini ative petition if the 
circulator at su rmar candidly announced that he or 
e was a pai mercenary e st Coast who would not be 
governed the nitiat e if, and when, it became law. 
d I mi t say in previous California law, no 
1 on ger case, but previous in California, there was a 
requirement at ci ators re dents of the city also in 
w ch the peti on was c rc ated, not just a state resident. 
of this ear I received a phone 1 
ey uchanan Coun in s 
on tel ev in at te e report that resident f 
coun d be d for their collection of 
signatures in ifornia for this AI initiative. He called 
me because they have in ssou as we have in our state a 
law that prohibits that and he was wondering if we would be 
interested in that. We were. 
e orney General directed an investigation of 
AND R ING ION (916) 362-
1 
2 
3 
1.t 
5 
s. We two days later se 
for the purpose get ng sta 
involved in s ere ey 
84 
to Mi ssou two speci agents 
e people e s rom some of 
erviewed en ssourians 
who responded to e newspaper ad which had offered three 
weeks employment in C or a at $400 r week all expenses 
6 paid. Five of these people a ually collected nd submitted 
7 
8 
gnatures in ern 
California, but balked w 
or , two s arne to 
asked to de are on petition 
9 forms under the penalty of perjury -- this by the way is a 
10 
11 
crime for ch people can be prosecuted in this area 
they were bon ied Cal ornia voters and ey returned to 
that 
12 Missouri. We also got names of per sons seen for ng voters' 
13 signatures on this i ni ati v e. 
14 
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Now, I want to mention at this point that even 
though we found at ere were for ries and that there were 
vi ala tions law in e on of the gnatures, at 
least at this point e invalid s gnature rate for the AIDS 
ini tiat e ch nvolves some forge es, and gnatures by 
pe e w mi sta nly tho t they were re stered to vote, 
is a ut average. 
discovered that a fellow nam Stanley e had 
aced these ssou newspaper ads. That he was contracted 
with, he entered into a cont a with PANIC which, of course, 
is e or n a on incorporated in or a for putting 
is ini a ve on e ot 
' 
of course, is very 
closely related to, the subset Caucus Distributors, c. 
which 1 s very, very y a ted a 
' 
indeed, a subset 
of the LaRo organ a 0 
D R R ( 916 36 
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C ifornia i 
tures. 
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1 d of any D e's 
on of e to come to 
violati n C ornia law to solicit 
did list on its campaign disclosure 
5 statement several ssouri residents all purporting to reside 
6 at Dale's Los An es apartment address. 
7 On the k American campai disclosure -- that's 
8 nley le' s operation American -- payments to two 
9 mot s were 1 i sted. se were same motels in which the 
10 ssourian cir ators stated that they had lived for several 
11 wee , osten as now permanent residents of California. 
2 We estimate that e Missouri people collected a bout 
3 19,000 signatures n s geles and San Diego Counties. One 
4 question w ch a y then is raised is whether this is 
15 an isolated subcon ctor r ng amuck or whether there is a 
6 cons racy lect signatures in this fashion, whether 
gnatures were ected sewhere then in Southern 
Califor a in is fashion others then Stanley Dale's 
oyees 
id- y we ined i ormation i catin at 
t- sta re dent also rc ated pe o:ns i 
a wel s some other counties and en returne 
home. 
On J y 18 we a ied in ameda Superior Court for 
an order releasing the petition filed in that county and 
ceived co es th voter r stration records which, of 
course, are pu c records. Several of Alameda County 
2 petition ci a ors had only recently registered to vote in 
D R I COR (916) 362-23 
1 California. 
2 informa on was 
sugges ng t o er coun es, r 3 
4 lifor a, were involved a on Se 
en discovered 
a uthern 
nd we went to 
86 
5 
6 
the Los Angeles Superior urt an obt ned an order for the 
release of pe tion sections f ed in at coun And we 
7 will be filing in two other un es in next few weeks 
8 for exactly the same nd of orders. 
9 It now appears to us that approximately 20 persons 
10 from at least five states collected AIDS petition signatures 
11 
12 
in California. These m 
signatures collected 
accou some usands of 
rsons. I cannot give 
13 you more specific numbers at s 
14 We're presently ng to learn the extent of the 
15 
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28 
use of out-of-s te rc at 3 nd e er, as I suggested 
earlier, this is e evi ce of w spread practice or 
simply a n nee or i , n e result of a 
cons racy. 
e w t we are in a have done are 
reviewing ine av records brings us additional 
evidence in support our co cerns that there may be a 
conspiracy. Trav a cy record appear to show that 
Campaigner ica ons s a New rk cor po r a t i on 
publishing materi s s g e ideas LaRouche, 
purchased ai ine ts for of-sta rculators. And 
we have sup ting documenta on om some i i nes. 
Review of re de nee add sses 1 isted on voter 
re stra on cards for or first arrived in 
R PO (916) 2-2345 
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uestion Di 
con 
ey a 
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to learn the 
do ey really live answers to 
at those a sses e answer o ese questions as to some 
are certainly no. e ese common addresses? The answer as 
yes. to some them is clea 
We re reviewing the 
addresses and addresses of em 
ese e r n to homes 
were d to rculate peti 
Cal if or a. 
That is as m as I 
our inves tion which as I 
expect at we have another 
previous out-of-state home 
oyer s. We're learning whether 
out of state and whether they 
ons in yet other states besides 
can discuss with you today of 
d is not concluded. I would 
x weeks to eight weeks before 
we co d b ng 
than that, 
s to a ose and it might even take longer 
we' :re moving with some dispatch. 
6 I do want to su st, and you may have some 
questions airma do want to, if I could be 
pres urn uou enou to su st a u e of ee le sla tive 
remedies nee I be e our commit e. 
2 :r all 0 t to be we think 
veri ica e q i ons pe on a 
esen ev ry a tor m st sign each petitio 
i a d a s ate e a ress at w ch e ci rcul a 
re s, ese facts for 1 prac c purposes are never 
25 v fied. e:rks co d be req red in conjunction 
with the Secre ary of State to establish a re gul a:r process to 
veri that peti on rculators are bonified California 
voters. 
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d i sq ual if 1 ti 
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as you can see in 
if the sk is sim 
be prosecuted, 
it st s ssed 
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ecte 
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unqualified 
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of xam es. And 
may be cau t out, in 
t e a r on the 
d, may 
1 and 
aw then maybe at sk is 
worth it e proponents of wha er the measure might be. 
9 the sanction is imme ate, and that is removal of 
10 those signatures, and th er eopa r z ng 1 ts ballot 
11 exi nee, e we think t w d discourage these kinds of 
12 vi a on 
13 nally, we thi at ut-of- te cir a tors 
ou t to be s cific ly a ised the criminal pe ties 
a te nt to i r a e ca e esuma y if they knew 
14 
15 
16 t vi a o would ot 
7 
18 
19 
20 
21 
8 
se 
e 
these rc 
pe ties for t 
notif ca se r 
st at unde 
th 1 re t re e 
finall co 
iden i and refer th 
district at s 
of the 8 co es i 
no and it seem us 
them of the 
ra and to cument e 
a tor in o er words, gned 
er 
t par 
s i a f ony 
a. 
ul be required to 
of fraud to their 
r 
a Y 
i some 
es this 1 s 
e 
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signatures appear to be is particular exam e 
gnatures were sim y taken out we scovered evi ce 
k i a s g es hot then they ought to a phone 
be immedia y referred to prosecutors. 
ASSEMBLYMAN KL W 1, I didn't realize that your 
inv esti ga on was going i o such detail. Are you actually 
telling us 
petition 
t there were peo e who were in effect jet set 
rculators who were hired out of Missouri possibly, 
come to ifornia, and then be n circulating petitions for 
initiatives? 
MR. WH 
ASSEMBLYMAN 
newspa s in e S 
pe ti ti on s for a n 1 
WH 
ASSEMB 
ads I assume? 
MR. E: 
s. 
S: And they actually had ads in 
te of Missou to circulate for 
tiative in is state? 
Yes. 
KLEHS: And you've actually seen those 
s. 
ASS EHS: Are ere any er states where 
these ads appeared to be of your knowle ge? 
E: me a swer you this way, 
2 Chairman. ieve that, and have evidence to support a 
ief, at there are other states m arly nvol ved. I 
2 don't want to t 1 you which states those are because we're 
25 presently investigating in ose states. 
YMAN KLEHS: It's my understanding to be a 
circulator of a petition in California you have to be a 
2 re stered voter in this state. 
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MR. WH 
i means 
30 days at e i e 
these vi a ons f o 
MR E 
vi 
s. 
ct. 
h 
xt 
ons? 
er or 1 a 1 egal re dent 
r s be h e 
ion. e any 
e sta ents made people 
assurin that they are re ster d vot an the a stations 
under pe ury are er 
prosecutable as a felony, perjury. 
ASSEMBLYMAN S: How 
spend in j a for orne these 
m pe 
years in :r i son. 
or, they're lies, 
time w o ul d a per so n 
ti ns? 
jury is ee 
ASSEMB S: ese jet setters who may have 
come in from ut of sta 
on -- I m g 
sounds 
to be a e to 
if I remem r 
sed it a 
e st 
f d 
h 
or 
was perha u te 
star th r ow loca 
b 1 Jet 
tha he ever i a 
in ut sta 
yo 
1 a e --
dr e i pa 
ne 
spa 
nd 
D 
f gur 
a 1 
is 
first 
e 
rline they came in 
er s ba 1 it 
an ini ative 
r ram nson, 
th niti tive proces , 
r nk nd file person who 
slature to a e to 
e and som ing on 
nd I dou 
r a w d be circulated 
ua , a 
i esti ted ny i tiative 
un aps s a abuse 
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91 
o. can't t 1 you t this 
s unus si y cause of at haven't invest! ted 
o ers. We en t d e ons abuse like this one. 
It's unus to get a one call from a District Attorney in 
5 another state telling us of a violation of our own state's 
6 laws. We heard it and we accordin y investigated it. 
The money that we have identified as supporting this 
amounts to I believe about $2 6,000 which is a reported 
amount of moneyJ 201,0 of which shows directly as coming 
1 0 from Caucus Di stri but or s. 
1 ASSEMBLYMAN Who's Caucus Distributors? 
• WH E: Caucus Distributors is, as I understand 
it, one of ur cor ons osely connected with and 
14 arguably a et of e La uche organization. It is an 
2 
2 
5 organ a on which espouses LaRouche ph osophy and 
6 o ectives. 
7 EMB EHS: W 1, you said you don't know if 
it's unusual for someone to 
fl em i 
re peo e from out of state, 
ITE: 
t 
thi t s ery unusual them to 
oming ut t know if t's unusual, do 
ow e ount of money is unus have never r 
any o on concer ng peo e c ng 1 n from out 
of ate at s or any previous time in connection with an 
i tiat e. 
ASSEMB EHS: Is it common for people to come 
in from out of state and be hired to circulate initiative 
signatures? 
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ch dou it. 
Is ucus Distributors being 
i nve sti gated a par o 
the 1 aw with respect i 
MR. WHITE: Yes 
ASSEMBLYMAN KLEHS: 
i ga n r ations of 
i ? 
Are ey being investigated by 
other states, you t? don t know i t 1 
evant but I'm just curious 
MR. WH I wo d ra er not say what other 
investigations are going on simply because I don't want to 
compromise theirs. Our i e ga on I fe comfor e in 
ling you wh t I m 1 ng to other 
investigations from er j u s 
unfair for me to comment. 
ASSE KL 
r law, I m 
son to ask it 
someone to come i o ni 
legal to 
certain f ony 
pro sec on? 
MR. 
at my 1 
lifornia 1 
can't t 
ASSEMB 
r 
chief law enfor 
s or 
ovi 
me that 
a v a 
KL S 
is 
t 
t add f 
off r 
te 
ons, I think it wo d be 
d it 
a 
ect 
a violation 
the 1 
der 1 aw for 
ate pe ons 
s c 
e the a 
t fraud in 
to avoid 
c 
a 
0 
r General 
eve so as it is a 
ow re ations, 
at the former 
or 
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ukm n, ve d ch authored ch 0 
o wi all ia g lot e pro ems that we're now 
ea ng are eing covered i this initiative drive. So 
ere were o measures on his t h a t w o ul d h a v e ta ken 
care of some se pro ems and he sought to veto them 
because he sim y tho t the pr ems didn't exist or was 
unaware of em. 
Senator Rosenthal, do you have any questions? 
S ATOR ROSENTH Well, you may have answered the 
question. , in fa , as a result of your investigation a 
signi cant number, ps lar enough to have made a 
2 difference, were discover , co d the initiative be 
invalida '? 
E: at 1 s a ic t question to answer. 
e answer is pro no to e extent that the 
6 chall engea e gna tur s are len ble because they were 
obtai ned peo o viola e law in getting them. 
ose that were f ies clea y wo d be subtracted from 
e sur us. 
I i I r correctly, by the Secre 
Sta wa s ber of ,0 
were more n ,000 forgeries, there is no question but 
at it would be ta from ballot. If, however, there 
were more than 40, that were o ined in violation of the 
law as I was scus ng 1 n my stimony s morning, it 1 s 
at 1 ea e on e Secretary of State's office that 
that does not invali te the signatures as the signers didn't 
vi ate the law and, indeed, this was their accurate 
PETERS SHOR I COR ION (916) 2-
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1 signatures a d f 1, s the to made. 
se s us and ecommend it to the 
3 at e de it 
4 made very cl d ation of 
5 these 1 aw s, sim d d t ar ng an 
6 ni ative e noti th '- 0 e can 
" 
7 e in e 0- d g-arm 
8 gna ture-ga er ng acti cs at a supermarket, get pe e to 
9 put on the lot an u ue vote for measures that 
10 those who coll ar not i g to 1 e under, 
1 not going o a in and change our 
12 nsti ion a then return 
3 to t ng a n in th process is 
14 most e. 
15 ou 
1 wrong t 
17 t so as you just 
18 cri bed, some coming te ing in on 
19 first a c i get ing 
e otel room, 
2 comm e i of these 
22 signa d easure is 
th n s of e, e 
easure e e ture ar 
25 o cuted for g e ey 
dn t s t co e 
mea sur ks as 
c e rhaps 
in the story the Is that true? 
MR. E: at's exa y true. r existing 
law, Mr. Chairman, you co d have an initiative-- I'm not 
talking about this one, I'm talking about a hypothetical 
95 
5 initiative-- where every single signature was collected by 
6 an out-of-state person in violation of California's law and 
7 it co d become e law or it could even become part of the 
Consti ion of our state. 
ASSEMBLYMAN KLEHS: Thank you very much, Mr. White. 
We're going to adjourn for lunch. We'll be back at 
1 1:30 on the nose. Thank you. 
2 I also want to note for the witnesses, the next 
3 witness w 1 be ushro Ghandi, one of the authors in favor 
5 
16 
5 
2 
Propos! on 64 w 1 the lead- witness. 
( reupon e 1 unch recess was taken.) 
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2 
3 ASSE YMAN 
96 
o--
EHS: It's my understanding that Mr. 
; Ghandi who is the author of the ballot statement in favor of 
5 Proposition 64 has the flu, no doubt through casual contact. 
6 It's also my understanding that Mr. John Horrell from 
7 American Red Cross and California Blood Banks also cannot 
8 make it. 
9 Is there any person who's going to testify in the 
10 ace of Mr. Ghandi? I don't want to cut people out of place 
11 in the order of testimony. 
12 FROM THE AUDIENCE: I don't believe so. They would 
3 like for someone from the Committee I think to just read the 
1~ statement. 
5 ASSEMBLYMAN KL S: Okay. If Mr. Ghandi's statement 
1 is here, what we will do is simply place it in the record for 
1 
22 
24 
25 
him and no his absence. 
The next person then who is going to testify in the 
ace Mr. Horr 1 is arles Abildgaard from the 
ilia uncil. 
1 ard, ease come forward. And coul 0 
f 1 out again one these re stration forms here so that 
we can get your named spelled correctly and could you also 
pronounce your name because I'm not sure that I'm pronouncing 
it correctly. 
ease sit down and use the microphone. 
DR. ABILDGAARD: Yes. My name is Dr. Charles 
2 Abil dgaa rd. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN KLEHS: Go ahead 
DR ILDGAARD: I'm a essor of pediatrics at 
the Univer if or a s Medi nter and I'm the 
director of a regional hemoph ia program at e Medical 
Center that serves ents in s part of e state. 
I'm so a member of e Me cal and s entific 
Advisory Counc e 0 Hemo a unda tion. 
At e most recent meeting of that group in 
Washington, D.C. last month, Proposition 64 was discussed and 
the following resolution was passed unanimously. 
ta n 
based 
human 
known 
by 
on 
11 s ual con ct wi AIDS, HIV infection 
or seropo vity does not pose a risk to 
the population at large; and, therefore, we, 
the Medical and S entific Advisory Council, 
0 se su le a on a po si ti on 64 in 
e S te Cal if or a. 
e d r re u on. s position, 
the and s entif c Advisory uncil, is 
u n ngs and ex ence with AIDS and 
immuno i cy inf ion ncl udi ng several studies of 
or HIV infected ind iduals and their fam ies in 
22 which day-to-day fam y contacts over the past few years have 
not res ted in spread of H ction as mea ured by 
anti bo es virus. 
And I k what tha nt out, and v.1e have 
26 participated in es 1 y with our own hem ilia 
ind i duals nd th r fam ies, is that the day-to-day 
2 activities ev e acy of the home w th blings, 
TER 9 6) 362-
rents and th r 
2 i ection. 
dren, doe not nsmit this viral 
I have come to speak in regard to my 
concerns about untoward effects of Proposition 64 on 
5 individuals with hemophilia, I would like to point out that 
98 
6 this proposition co d ct hundreds of individuals not in 
7 presently recognized risk groups. As individuals who were 
8 exposed to HIV infections through blood transfusions, 
9 unknowingly spread the virus by sexual activity with their 
10 spouses or sexual partners, the incidence of AIDS in the 
11 general population will increase significantly. Quarantine 
12 and isolation of victims of AIDS and HIV infection is not a 
13 solution to this problem and would pose I believe an 
14 excessive burden on many very productive members of society. 
15 Thank you. 
6 ASSEMBLYMAN KL S: Thank you. I have no questions 
of you. I guess I just wanted to ask an off-handed question. 
Our la witness was Mr. Steve White from the Attorney 
General's ce o talked a some of the abuses that 
they were uncovering in an investigation of this ini a e. 
you ev remember yours f being approached by any to 
22 sign a petition for this initia ve? 
DR. AB I have not been approached. 
ASSEMBLYMAN KLEHS: Not last year in your daily 
shopping rounds or whatever? 
DR. AB DGAARD: No. 
MS. McGINNIS: My name is Judy McGinnis and my 
8 husband was born with hemophilia and was exposed to AIDS 
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c H s 
n the 
uld pass. 
to come up 
s I ear the effects 
o r di ic damaging to 
w e i come 
w ut 
so 1 costs, the myth of 
co s of mandatory 
w d p 
as 
rs our 
v ose. 
on 64 would 
ves feeder 
wo 
e ea nt? 
a 
and 
us ng to 
100 
become a ward te. 
I ask you, can e State of California afford to 
sup port us and others 1 ike us if we are q uara nti ned or 
restricted from working in our profession? 
My second point is that I know AIDS is not easy to 5 
6 get. I stand fore you a living testimony that AIDS cannot 
7 be transmitted casually and that safe sexual practices can 
8 prevent the spread of the AIDS virus. Four years ago, my 
9 husband and I learned that as a hemophiliac he was in a high 
10 risk category for AIDS. We learned that the blood product 
1 at he must take for hemophilia might have been contaminated 
12 with the AIDS virus. Four years ago other heterosexuals were 
13 not concerned about contracting AIDS. Because of my 
1 husband's hemophilia we went to talk to the AIDS experts in 
San Francisco. Based on what those experts told us, we 
6 decided to follow safe sexual practices so as not to risk my 
1 exposure to the virus. 
band and I live a normal married life. We 
share the same foods, use the same throom and shower, we 
eep in e same bed. n we go camping together we ev 
re e e mosq toes, in short, I 1 ive with and I 
wi a man who has AIDS. But because we have follow 
medic advice, I have con stently tested negative on 
AIDS anti bo test. We owe my good health to the accurate 
information that was given to us by the medical experts. 
Casual transmissibility of AIDS is a myth and I know 
this from my own personal ex rience. I don't wear rubber 
8 oves in my house. 
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, 01 
1 d I 1 a t AI 
2 anti 1 e t a heavy 
3 emo 0 of 
4 AIDS. I i ery 1 eadi ng. T .L 
5 personal ci ste my h ba was 
6 diagnosed wi AI cause th te pr duce a 
7 percentage f se res ts, not se 
8 negatives, se ve re en if I had tested 
9 positive, does sting n bo e real mean? I 
10 have wat ed e a em 1 and their 
11 families go throu the ul ts. 
12 Is th a ibo te ccur te s it mean if you 
13 test po t e that you w 1 ev nt come down wi AIDS? 
14 If everyone ha be te d as proposed by Propo tion 64, 
15 ow w ? H would 
16 you de wi i a a si st anyone 
1 n our am 
18 I t ste 
9 mysel a d T want to see ! .L 
ous nds ns to hav to 
2 
i r rns 
to a 
enorm t se. s 
25 sed n f on 64 
ead t 
27 sy olo mi a e body 
28 e. 
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der ta the reasons why the 
respon or es oppose Propositi on 64. I 
have witnessed these me c a orities save my husband's 
life twice. I know the motives of the medical community are 
5 not only treat those afflicted, but to prevent the spread 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
1 1 
12 
13 
14 
15 
6 
7 
of and era cate AIDS throu e most responsible, effective 
and humane means possible. 
I don't understand the motives behind Proposition 
64. Is Mr. LaRouche sincerely afraid of contracting the 
disease or is he using this issue to exploit the fears of 
good people to gain politic power? I've been, my husband 
and I have been on top of 1 the issues and facts about AIDS 
for the past four years and I just don 1 t see how Proposition 
64 would prevent a single case of AIDS. 
Thank you for listening. 
ASSEMB S: ank you, Mrs. McGinnis. Your 
testimony was ve 
I was won 
profession is and 
MS. 
a occupa ti 
touching. 
ing if you co d tell us what your 
t e pr s on of your husband is? 
I w 1 1 you my profession. 
era st. I would prefer to prote 
band because he is wor ng from being discriminated 
against in his job and ieve me it is an issue 
discrimination against people wi AIDS or those being tested 
25 positive. Do I have to tell you? Will you count it against 
me? 
ASSEMB EHS: No. 
28 MS. McGINNIS: Because I prefer not to. 
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ow w 
s do s our husband 
e 
cal y t he did 
nd ha to take a day off now 
s 1 n o er areas his life 
so h can continue to work 
a very 
ca y 
1 s 
cal job does. 
ou 1 re say ng is 
DS and 
12 
13 
14 ere is no r f someone receiving 
e even with 
is at the wor ace 
a rm e e against a 
n g ta s eat ort 
18 to conduct norm f e let me tell 
19 u t s n pro not necessari 
a thing y som ing 
2 sm 1 ow e h 1 
22 yo en? 
23 e ny children 
24 E YMAN el to ompl nt you 
5 for our coura n ng he think it s 
ery very you n 
rha a a to t 
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im ta nt. 
tor se , any quest! ons? 
Thank you ery much. 
MS. INNIS: ank you. 
ASSE YMAN The next individual we're going 
to hear from is -- I'm looking around the room to see if this 
person is here -- is bra Freeman who is a public health 
officer, Doctor of ic H th I believe, and she is the 
public h th advisor to Mr. Lyndon LaRouche. 
I had asked earlier if Dr. Chin and Dr. Francis 
could remain up here as nd of expert witnesses from our 
Department of Health Services and I would appreciate it if 
they wo 
of the ta 
d come up here and perhaps 
e ease. 
t somewhere on the side 
EEMAN: 
do you have them? 
ASSEMB 
stimony? 
you need co es of my testimony or 
S: Do we have copies of her 
I'll bring some up. 
Great. That would be f ne 
r. eeman, if o co d just leave w tev 
with us after ou ni d sti ing, we can incorporate it 
into e record. Please go ahead. 
2 DR. EEMAN: Well, first, let me introduce myself. 
5 My name is bra Freeman. I do serve as a public health 
advisor to Mr. ndon LaRouche. I also was the chairman of 
• LaRouche's presidential campaign in 1984 and I think 
that, in fact, I am qual ied to speak in terms of his 
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s matter. 
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eeman, where are you from? 
B im e Ma land ch is 
4 where I 1 e and work 
5 ASSEMBLYMAN KLEHS Have you ever been a registered 
6 voter here in Cal ornia? 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
DR. FREEMAN No I have not. 
ASSE YMAN d you're not at this time? 
DR. FREEMAN: No. 
ASSEMBLYMAN KLEHS: Okay 
DR. E Since a 
: first cases of unus cancers and i 
rna y 1981 when e 
ction among 
13 previously healthy homosexual men in New York presented 
14 themselves, we have learned that in fact we are facing --
15 
6 
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21 
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2 
25 
26 
28 
ASS 
DR. E 
ng a worl dwi 
majority of the 
years. 
nee 81 
tates have co 
c tr 
' 
well ov 
In January 
senior h th 
seroe demiolo c 
were i ed r 
accepted dou ing 
PE SH 
1 
t 
KL S: Excuse me, Dr. Freeman. Move 
r er k 
we have lea ned that n fa 
d c with pote nti to 
we are 
e 
d s po a on over the next 20 to 30 
0 
er 
rmed 
9 
s from 
d1 s, at 
a 
cases of AIDS n the United 
e nters for Disease 
se are ready dead 
a conference in Martinque, 
estimated that, based on 
leas on e s 
ers of virus. Based on the 
!1 th umber of 
T ( 9 6) 
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i cted i d i d s, can estimate that no less 
an four m lion i vi s i the U.S. are infected virus 
carriers at s time. 
The vast majority of those individuals will die of 
5 AIDS or AIDS related causes by 1990, with a million such 
6 de a s occurring during the next 12 to 18 months. 
7 In the State of California over 5,000 cases of AIDS 
8 have been confirmed and according to statements by Dr. 
9 Kenneth Kizer approximately 500,000 Californians may be 
0 
1 
carriers of the virus. 
rica e situation is much worse. Based on 
12 serological studies, even the most conservative estimates put 
3 the percentage of the general population of Central Africa, 
1 the region t we refer as the AIDS belt, infected with the 
5 
6 
virus at n rcent. 
en e growing body of evidence that 25 to 30 
percent infected individu s may carry the virus without 
developing antibodies, and are capable of transmitting the 
1 virus and i c ng other peo e, and given the pitiful state 
screeni the ted States and elsewhere, e 
e underestimate the extent of the bl 
, even with the flawed statistical data that we 
ave at hand, it is ear t ess public health measures 
are imposed i ately to stop the spread of this deadly 
disease, AIDS w 1 soon the leading cause of death in the 
United States. e failure to impose those measures up to 
now have resulted in what is undoubtedly the worst public 
health emergency in this nation's history. 
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1 
2 
failure to im se the standard measures 
se for other communica e sea se s h a s been 
3 
that we 
att buted the in nee t is a sea se that is 
4 hard to get, spread o y by 1 imate sexual contact or the 
5 introduction of infected ood i o the body. Those who say 
6 that there is v li e dan r from casual contact, if 
7 casual contact is to be defined as nsmis on by means 
8 other than introduction of infected blood, blood product or 
9 semen into the body of another, they're liars. 
10 The evidence of this is known to every responsible 
11 medical official and public health agency. The fact that 
12 this ev ide nee s i ng ei er i gnor or suppressed 
13 constitutes one of the most evil coverups in medical history 
14 as well as the criminal disregard to the general welfare of 
15 our ple and our na o secu 
6 Atta to my te 1 you w 1 find a con se but 
7 orough summary some t evi nee, in uding s cific 
18 ta ons from e medical literature I believe that other 
19 speakers w nto even further deta on the medical 
20 evidence on the potential transm s bili of this disease 
21 and sever of them are in t more q ied to speak on 
this issue than I. 
I'd 1 i to are w ou some of the re ts 
of a new study on AI that was 
and prepared the Exe ive 
oned by Mr. LaRouche 
nee Review B iol ogi cal 
Holocaust Task Force. t ows t 1 s, in 
fact, among the most highl ectious epidemics known and is 
28 the most dly w over n order of magnitude. 
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stern Europe it might 
rates of transmission 
occur on some st track n ssion modes, such as 
ose xual a s, podermic nee e use and direct blood 
5 tran u ons. 0 erwise, a in, according to the statistical 
6 evidence, AIDS mi t appear to be a slow track transmission 
7 disease approx one percent as communicable per day as 
hi y infectious viruses. ever, the AIDS virus is a 
9 ow-ac ng o cal t bomb. 
10 
1 
2 
3 
5 
6 
To the best of our knowledge, DS is approximately 
1 percent fatal to those who contract the infection, and 
every person infected is an active carrier of the disease to 
unsuspecting viet s long b e the carrier presents any 
symptoms. 
DS is slow incubation infection. An infected 
per son w 1 carry 
before becoming sick. 
sease for four years on the average 
s means that m lions of infected 
persons w k around, owever innocent, infecting others for 
to four years fore owing any sy oms. So, it is true 
that homosex s and u users may represent fast trac 
transmi on routes throu dily co ct and rect se 
transfer. ey ct the potential for transmission to 
non- osexual, non-drug user po ations, by means of 
increa ng e number and concentration of AIDS carriers in a 
locality. ansmis on from e sting concentrations of AIDS 
carriers to non-infected persons is relatively speaking slow 
ack transmission. 
The question then becomes what is the rate of 
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transmission through each of the possible types vectors 
corresponding to the slow trac The ra 
transmission w 1 tend to vary mo 
to environmental factors in the locali 
of slow track 
ificant according 
Areas of 
concentration of insect bi s and poor sani tion generally 
must be suspe ed to have relativ y e highest rates of 
transmission, as in the case of Central Africa and Belle 
Glade, Florida so well exhibit. 
To the degree the conditions and the locality 
converge upon tr cal disease conditions, environmental 
factors must be relatively greater. And, while it is 
undoubtedly the who the greatest risk, it is also 
ear that once a disease like AIDS gains a large foothold 
among the urban poor, it will spread rapidly to the 
pulation in general. 
detailed EIR st compares AIDS to various 
other diseases, aria, phoid, bonic a , lassa 
18 fever, Hepa tis B, yellow fever, the common cold, influenza, 
19 
21 
22 
23 
26 
27 
28 
measles and ch era and gue hemorrhagic fever, and proves 
the following. at since AIDS is a slow acting lentivirus, 
the con ous window of an AIDS carrier has a value of 96 on 
the Communica e Index as compared with the communicable 
in of one for common d and in uenza The 
sease-specific Mortal ty Index of AIDS is 100 perce as 
com red with e mortality ra of 50 cent, for example, 
of plague, y low 
untreated dengue h 
er e demics, untrea d ch era and 
c ever. 
other words a opean in 1 48 had a 50 rcent 
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cted the bubonic 
day currently s no 
dex for AIDS is 
9,600, making it the dea iest sease in human history by 40 
times the 
al ue of, 1 n 
d' 60' 
untrea d 
xt closest disease. Other diseases have n 
case of malaria, 240, yellow fever, 
ague, 50, dengue hemorrha c fever, 50, and 
era 
e only rational response to the current situation 
e eq u ale of a A lo Pr ect s on orientation, 
2 an organized crash research effort to create a breakthrou 
in this a ea. 
ere 1 research going on. Some of it is 
exc lent. B 
so l 
ea 
s a 
i 
a 
have a ass 
infection. 
s 
a 
0 
t's not eno e amount b ng spent is 
government s present AIDS program is a grim 
tr 
t ai 
ca 
es e 
con , we 
or the infec 
n ers with national and 
s an w must make 
to d t s disease. 
suppress e infecti 
son al ea i c 
e ection. a 
the disease in 
ust a m to develop both cure 
on. 
day we have no cu e for AIDS nor do we 
e o of trea nt to suppress the 
present, detection and isolation of persons 
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infected wi is ur 1 1 defense. ery 
person infected with ever innocently, a menace to 
hun ds san s 
ni wor o our nsti ion dentify the 
purpose o as emote ge ral welfare. This 
nation has a ong and proud t on instituting whatever 
public health measures deem necessary to promote that 
general welfare. 
health tutes 
In almost all cases, excellent public 
re on the books. Actual , where public 
health is concerned, u 
were the fir na on in 
lk steuriz to 
ted States w e the k. We 
d req re that baby's e w 
rd nts a inst mi k-borne 
1 infections. This occurred in ca n 908. 
At e turn of 
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pa 1 ctive accine 
a inst 
to isola s ff 
a 1 ced, systematic efforts 
rom TB in sanatoria, toge er with such 
m e me ods of o 
und to harbor TB bac 
aces, acte to hasten 
infection. otein-rich 
1 a s as au t e ring milk cat tl e 
11 and prohi ting s tting in blic 
etreat of the monary 
etary habits were s ead as 
s 0 
rt 
8 of a re-education movement. 
9 During the 19 8 i fluenza pandemic, measures were 
10 taken hat i tseem elyextraordinarytotoday's 
1 advocates civil ts for AI n Philad a, 
2 schools, eaters, urches and other public meeting aces 
3 were osed to av d sprea of conta on. Here in 
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California e entire po on was r uir to wear face 
masks. 
ced wi the cur 
any na on with u 
the first sign of 
a d tradi o h 
campaign 
sit on, one wo d assume 
ic health tradition would, at 
e moved to enforce stringent 
easures to cont n e dea 
at have the mea ures 
e ave a tain 
s a venereal disease 
i common. This is ra pa ure from accepted norms 
public heal i n w hi ch th e U ted States oneered. 
era cate e ust be prepared to bear the 
1 owing co s: 
identi active 
individuals in m 
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s own 
peri wa ra 
ng cond tions of that 
measure. 
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Com 
n 
e total, approximately 300,000 people 
rantined who had 
DS in e Uni d States 
e car er population of 
one is well over an entire order 
of magnitu hi er 
Humane i ation and treatment of persons infected 
w th AIDS means the kind of cost per person that we associate 
' with tuberculosis. san toria. th not less than 4 million 
Americans 
dollars, 
ready infected, this does mean many billions of 
it means m less an e hundreds of billions 
that Americans are spending annually on their recreational 
drug habits. d we imposed tradi onal public health 
measures u n first detec on 
in dollars and in human life w 
s epidemic, the cost both 
d have been lower, but we 
fa ed to do so. And we are still failing to do so and 
peo e are ing as a res t. 
that po on does s to require the 
government a d u i h gencies of e State of 
if or 0 ta those no al measures alrea pre c 
law sea se s ran n rom ea 
theria a bubo c ague. 
tion 64, I dersta 
and the con ition carrying the AI 
par ent lth Services ist 
es, to t r 
d it, will AIDS 
virus, on the 
communi cable diseases 
1 a d condi ons, a list 
of this ate. is is 
ch is already mandated by the law 
e same 1 i st which includes every 
other serious communicable disease. 
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t cost e ima ted e to treat an AIDS 
pa ent 1 of not f ti ng AI ? e 
co to orni a, si tion 64 were voted 
down, d fa greater an if it 1 s voted on. Where 
5 will that money come from? 
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che has ed out that Americans are now 
s pending sever hun eds of b lions of dollars a year on 
drugs, mo 
cause to 
y ported ugs. 
ow of our na 
f ici t. 
is is a major contributing 
debt and the growth of 
our foreign tra is same amount of money were 
spent on ds and services instead of drugs, that would 
cause a significant amount of growth in our economy. The 
amount wasted on cocaine an other drugs at Hollywood parties 
could a gnificant contr bution to the income of the 
State of Califor a. we need a quick source of added 
taxable income from economic ow ? Well, then go ahead and 
ean p 
DS e 
is 
ahead. 
.ssing 
s 
g e 
ic w 1 
ank y u. 
EMBLYMAN 
r of 
, and 
found. 
e money needed to fight the 
s 
s 
F r 
I want to welcome Senator Wa so 
Committee. Why don't 
I' like to apologize 
e first part of e hea ng. I was called to two 
very important things n Los An es earlier today. 
Dr. eema n, d ke to compliment you on a very 
articulate point of view. Being somewhat of a student of 
re sear and dev opment mys f, I am, I focused in on 
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17 
1 something ou w g ir part 0 speech 
at er pr s oned for this 
par ar an 
4 00 r w f ar 
5 pr e wa 
' 
e sear v d the 
6 mecha sm is a f a our rese rch is mor 
bel ieva bl e or b a governme 
8 research us ar 
9 Actual 
' 
if yo look in -- and I'm 
0 afraid that OU y not n f sh d wi this 
11 if you look i ue boo et, a summary of the 
12 research a on 4. 
13 d you t 1 what t 
14 boo is? 
1 DR. i t a tually was 
16 p 0 I c Pol cy 
7 a te wi n 
18 La ll e on 4. 
19 t w sk roe 
ch is ti pears 
2 1 e various 
du ber gra s 
d er t. 
1 t make in 
s r er udies, 
nd I e t 
mor of I a 
e 
2-
1 1 8 
ur ary 
we lieve are two di 
t ere was first in dividing what 
ent kinds of transmission of the 
IDS virus. One bei g fast track transmission. It is in 
fact the case in e U ted States that what we today 
5 identify as hi risk, hi risk sectors of the population, 
6 were hit by this disease first, they were hit hardest. 
7 However, because we are dealing with a lentivirus here, a 
8 slow incubation virus, we believe that that makes AIDS a very 
9 special kind of sease, one which has an extraordinarily 
10 long incubation period. 
11 One of the difficulties that we have actually in 
12 evaluating the full effect of AIDS is precisely this, we have 
13 not even seen, nee we've been tracking this disease in '81 
14 here in e United States, we have not even seen a full cycle 
5 of the recognized period of incuba on of this virus, and for 
6 that reason many of the st es that have been done -- and, 
B 
unfortuna 
most of 
result 
y, very studies have been done in this area, 
e studies t have n done are flawed as a 
is. 
ing that I wo d r ly want to stress 
s Commi is t our primary and I've been her 
1 day. I've li ened to te imony from various other h th 
23 profes o s and cials of the State of California. Our 
primary interest in advoca ng Proposition 64 was, in fact, 
the interest of saving lives. I would be the last person to 
get up here and to say to you that we know beyond any shadow 
of a doubt every possible way that this disease can be 
ansmitted. There's a growing body of scientific evidence 
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t indicate va ous mo 
tential and in some cases as 
tra smis on as b ng 
ng obable. Because we're 
de ng wi sease a e an 
because w re i par arly with a retrovirus which is 
a very difficult virus to track and to predict, our 
ttitude has been to proceed wi extreme ca ion. If five 
years down 
cautious, 
e road it's scovered t we were over 
en 1 at w w 1 have been guil of is having 
9 been over cautious. However, f e years down the road it is 
10 determined that we co d have taken certain measures and we 
11 
12 
13 
14 
16 
9 
2 
24 
25 
2 
1 t take em, n what we will be guil of will, in 
fact, measured in the cost human 1 es and our concern 
here really is that saving 1 es an ng se. 
SENATOR WATSON: I could not agree with you more 
t a concer saving uman es is first and foremost. 
ev que on was bo re arch was co cted 
and you r erre ication I see 
no ng of how rese r a d, do see 
t i a e from news pers 
a libraries on nci ica e seases and 
e on nd on. 
ncer e know so 1 e a the 
sease and as ai an uma ervi ces 
Comm ttee, we have processed many ece of le slation that, 
num e, wo un esear wo d or nize 
them nd h p the partme e a to t 
re ates research a d we n tha 
the state lev 
RE ( 345 
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e ust a se e propo on has some 
d points a some d. I e aspects of the 
propo o a w t tend to d into the public hysteria 
about this disease, ra er an educate the public and bring 
5 to it the statistical and data basis that are reliable. And 
I i that 1 s the ing that I'm looking for is the 
7 r iab ity of the research so t we put out something for 
8 public consum ion, it is the st of our scientific thinking 
9 and follows scientific procedure. That's the reason why I 
10 
1 1 
12 
13 
14 
15 
6 
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20 
raised my question. 
All of us can 
and research and we do at 
for e results of our own polls 
1 the time as politicians and 
the results tend to favor w at we want the outcome to 
I nk at we shortchange the public when we do that. So I 
raise my question to you not to be answered now, but if you 
can get me e informa 
how it was done, and 
on on how your research proceeded and 
e statistical data, the outcomes and 
so on, o er n t we have here, I wo d appreciate it. 
I cer ta y w 1 make sure you have 
it. 
R Let me say, too, usually 
cientific data as been embraced by the scientific 
communi it comes out in the journals. The well-known 
journal of American Medical Association and those kinds, 
25 usually ish this research if it's credible. So that's 
the kind of thing I'm looking for because we have a public 
trust here and when we something out, we have to be sure 
that it's r iable and that even comes more to mind when I 
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look at the list of 
be o p po s i n g • 
opponents and wonder why they wo d 
, you mentioned beca 
advantage, but I think s s 
that I see that starts with the 
e some kind of financi 
cient ic community list 
ifor a d cal 
6 Association, Nurses Associa on, spital and dental and on 
7 down the list a all are in opposi on. I need to know 
8 more that sup ports your position and how you came a bout the 
9 re ts. 
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DR. FREEMAN: One thing that I w 1 also say, 
cert I ca 1 t explain to you w they oppose the measure. 
eat deal of de 11 as I•m sure at ey'l do at 1 a 
they already have. 
One thing that I will say is that when, in fact, we 
e m 1 tera e, one thi that I found very 
ng i some of the test ny tha came before the 
ittee s I heard a ents pe e indicating that in 
fa tit has oven that there is ab ute no way that 
casual transmis on is v rus can occur, at it has been 
oven that cannot nsmit d by nsect, that it has 
en oven at A is not an air ne sea se • I w o ul d 
challenge e individuals to present me, in fact, with a 
sin e study that ha n inted ny e in the m cal 
literature. 
you. 
the ri 
from 
SENATOR WATS I guess tha s what I 1 m doing to 
I m allen ng you to prove your si o as y have 
t to ch 1 en em • I i n k we 1 could be tal ng 
e amework s ent c and we have to have 
2-23 
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that 
thro 
that 
fact, 
stu 
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se d 1 on t 1 most bel i eva bl e. 
D a ave done for e 
ttee in at g s boo et, if you actually read 
e et, you w 1 see in there in testimony 
s ovided mys f and by others, you will, in 
see at un va ous headings, in addition to e 
that we did ourselves, in fact, we said we did 
8 ourselves, on questions like casual transmission, primary 
9 brain disease, ary 1 ung sease, et cetera, as you just 
0 leaf throu e booklet, you w 1, in fact, see citations 
1 from the medic literature. ere are citations in here 
12 
3 
15 
6 
28 
from the Journal of the American Medical Association, from 
rna gaz i ne, om the 
Report of e nters for sease ol. 
Atta e !davit on the Potential of Insect 
nsmi 
11 st 
on 
d to 
rk tesi , you w 1 see as well a long 
tions 
I co d not po y through all of those for 
s Committee I il , fact, furni you with anything 
at you ca not essentially t yourselves. I wo d 
to fur at I, e ay, d no 
that in the bo of my testimony so because 
s R ON: se tations are someone else's 
work? 
DR. FREEMArJ: s, they are 
SEN R WATSON: at s t I want to caution you. 
at I'm asking for is to e nature of your work. 
DR. FR MAN: e yo r erring specifically to the 
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SENATOR 
D • 
e sta 
s. 
res for var ous 
d 1 e E 
sea .se s th 
out in the ~~uw~~~~~~~~~-a~~~~~~ 
published e Centers for Disease ntr in 
States and we took so in gures for various 
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st s e 
are 
is 
e U ted 
seases, 
8 incubation rates, numbers infected, morbidity and mortality 
9 statistics, et cetera from the CDC and also from the World 
0 1 th Organization. 
11 
12 
13 
We then pl those sta sties into wh t is 
stan d acce e via s c mod s. What we then 
did was we took the hypothe cal case AIDS, plugged into 
14 t the s tis cs that we have available on AIDS which, as I 
6 
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19 
21 
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25 
said, I ieve are somewhat understated, and we simply ran 
AI same kind of mod The primary reason why 
we came re t that we did i that because 
obvi 0 g en day and I ted this in the bo 
my te imony, on ny ven y t mi t seem that AIDS is, in 
fact one perce t as con ous as some g as e 
ommon d 0 i uenza, in t we norm ly identify as 
hi conta us sea ses. How eve 
' 
the unmea ured ctor 
in AIDS is e fa that it is such a slow incubation virus 
a d t a carrier s, in fac 
' 
h e a pe od of 
infectivity tha s for such a ong time 
s R ON do ' t nk anyo p 
I ink what w ch 1 1 e fact of it i 
tra tte 
s R 1 
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e it s t the Chair, ask for 
i am concerned abo 
e way i tion s get n out o e AIDS e demic and 
all of us here 1 the Le ature as well as the general 
5 public does not take this particular condition lightly. I am 
looking for sta ti sti cal data that has gone th rou the 
7 re ar s e tific process to tell me how AIDS is 
8 transmitted. n you bri y scribe without a long 
9 ssertation for me at CDC s come up w i th ? 
0 DR. FRAN CIS: ere's really two approaches to 
determining how an d idual gets infected w th the AIDS 
2 virus or H One is to loo at AIDS cases and investigate 
3 em and ask them e ssible risk factors that they 
have, that is, actual case investiga on. The second one is 
5 serolo c surveys ng e very accurate serologic tests we 
e now ng individua s who you expect to be at high 
sk, that mem , sexual contacts, etcetera, of 
individua s w are own to be i ected with the virus and 
testing th for di s s. McGinnis mentioned that 
e was in sexual contact w an infected individua 
tha de a of 0 n e demiolo 
regarding c se esti e are the st an 
nd idual eked e in c on compared to th 
normal po a or e w e po ation, the whole that 
were sam ed. 
th rol c test, taking a hi risk 
group 1 ke f i em ers, ba e in households, children in 
8 households, pea e who share razors, towels, food, toilets, 
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1 et cetera and taking blood from them. Or another close area 
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at we look t n terms 
sit ua o • N ur n g i 
communi 
di 0 
li 
known as a 
e hos tal 
sk for 
communi cable sease s even for r ati v y poo y transmitted 
virus. And so e hos t environment is ano er o e where 
we serol ly survey. 
And I 1 m sure eema is aware tha the evidence 
in these investi tions are, and large cases of AIDS, 
9 90 plus percent of them fit nto one of these risk groups as 
10 well described. But more importantly I think is the 
11 ser ogic testi g of individuals has shown in literally 
12 sands of nurses in u ng nurses o have actually stuck 
13 themselves wi needles from infected individuals for whom we 
14 know the virus is circulating, and yet have shown that the 
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16 
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26 
28 
risk even a uall getting i ected with a needle from an 
1 cted ind erced eir s r., accidentally 
p erces 
extreme 
e nurse 1 s n ring mana ent pa ents is an 
low sk of even n 
in e househ d se ng e xce 
t ng 
for 
at way and it wo d 
sexual context. 
The sole ind idu 
infected in h 
it a tibo 
en in se co 
I nk 
lit e surprises 
s that, 
olds conta 
ive or actu 
a wi 
1 summary 
0 a ual the sole peo e 
ng infecte ndividual, be 
ha manifested AI , have 
ivi a s. 
ere have e ly been very 
is virus exce at, I ink as 
Freeman 
i is a 
d, we have a great al respect fo i 1 tha 
n us irus or w ch someone oul d not get 
1 c d and d do 1 at e ind can to prevent 
E 916) 36 45 
see n th a 
8 s er 1 own a tom of 1 
ese xe o a da rous virus w I agree and the 
long communica e pe o of vir s which I agree. The 
essence is this ast line. o the index does not measur 
e way or rel tiv ea e wi which the isease s 
communica e from n iv to ndividual 1 " and that s where 
e lo c s a rt 
In communica e diseases what we a 1 W i th i S hOW 
c unica e it is, so that yo ca make the maxim 
12 effective program with th minim di sr ion to society and 
yo take t n yo have ignored here and make your 
pr escri ion t soc do to stop the 
tran s on. 
not a pe n n is room that does not want 
stop the tra ssion of virus. But the question is 
at extent do w nt t make to that? 
ow, e eal t eeman, with quarantine and 
e use ua e interna onally to 
ero r s an this 0 a 
at ;.. B 
"' 
e that if we h 
as s wri n in the ini ti t 
as you wa to yo wo d have to make ans 
or s t ximat weeks ago, to go throu 
sted, to be serolo cally negative be ore 
wo d 1 0 n s come and testify here. 
at is q te di sr ive for you as an individual to come 
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1 into this state to testify in a hearing. 
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DR. E 
DR. FRANC 
even knowing your 
effective result. 
I understa 
is max 
ckground, for proba 
ASSEMBLYMAN KLEHS: Senator 
on t me, not 
y min mally 
senthal. 
SENATOR ROSENTHAL In your studies did you take 
into consideration what was just said? 
DR. FREEMAN: Yes, I did. 
10 SENATOR ROSENTHAL: And you found that people bitten 
11 by mosquitoes got AIDS? 
12 
13 
DR. FREEMAN: No, that's no what we found. 
SENATOR ROSENTHAL: You found that people breathing 
14 on one another got AIDS? 
15 DR. FREEMAN Why don t you t it rough and then 
16 I'll answer when you 1 re done. 
17 
18 
19 
SENATOR ROSENTHAL: You said you took into 
consideration the group people o had it and you 
determined what caused it and you came up wi something 
20 other than what he had come up wi ? 
21 DR. FREEMAN: Yes, we certainly d come up w 1 th 
22 something different. 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
SENATOR ROSENTHAL: 1 we what you did. 
DR. FREEMAN: Our contention in this study and in 
general is that the notion of casual transmission has not 
been disproved and 
like to cite here. 
ere are a cou e of differe t thi s I 
First of 1 st es that purport to ow a 1 ack of 
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e bse ce of ser 
s awed and it s 
a , the number of 
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d 
ndi 1 1 s th t e t s very small, e amount 
time in whi e have mon tore them is brief, and also 
a nee ant bo e s i 1 v d u a s c a r ry i n g t h e 
is characteristi of 
ere ar 
us old contacts in rna ny cases. 
urn studies outside of our own 
t have 
e 
fact, furnis 
in CDC's own 
infection 
ood as 
e que 
1 
there ave 
n 
secretions 
m sur 
e 
f 
s 
does 
poten 
e us 
that I 
PE 
e in this area. ere's a recent report in 
a 
ci nts 
that I would, 
so has been documentation 
the 
anti bo negative 
s is aware. 
e on ques ons for instance, you raised 
e o you 1 you get AIDS? 
ean 
woul have to say is that 
t ave been done in the 
porte in both e 
a d 
a i 
s suf er n 
her pulmona 
a i that oman were to sneeze on 
not. However, what it 
nvesti tion, it gives us the 
n fact, can be spread in a manner 
9 6) 2-
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analogous to tuberc osis not if you are sneezed upon 
once or cou ed u once t you w get AI , but at, 
in fact, if you a e re i ned setting 
to the pulmonary secretions of someone who is suffering from 
the disease, particularly if you are alrea suffe ng from a 
certain degree of immunosuppression cause of bad nutrition 
and other environmental factors. I think that there is a 
significant potential there to claim that, in fact, you would 
be at risk. And, again, until we are prepared to fund the 
studies that would document for us in detail every possible 
mode of transmission, I think we have to take the ca ous 
approach. 
I think that one thing that Dr. Francis leaves o 
of the comme s that he made, and this is something which is 
disturbingly a nt from 1 e sta ents that come out 
of CDC, are ex ana ons for cert n case stud es that, in 
fact, have n 
Florida which is the ci 
AIDS in the U ted State 
o are s 
cases. 
so have e 
st notea e case of Belle Glade, 
at has the st ncidence of 
where e ast m ori of people 
e ng from that d sease are no 
tua on on e con i nent 
i n th a t 1 o cal e 
identifiable 
We 
Africa where s disease i com et 0 contr 
24 Where very high percentages of the population of Central 
25 Africa are seropos tive, where the disease is s it evenly 
26 among men and woman, where ere s a very hi percentage of 
27 children who are suffe ng from this disea e where again, 
28 there is absolutely no evi nee at ese pe e f t nt 
TERS AND R 9 ) 36 2345 
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ca es. ar 
us se 
ons th in 
ieve that "- is lar y t-
cau of e ncredi e co nomic breakdown on that 
co inent, d r are too n erous or 
go nto er an now. 
I so d ave cite, a d again, there are 
0 peo r f ed testi on this an 
have to e way in hich most 
e ovir re tra an se that as a mod as a 
least a star ng poi f we look at the DS virus, and 
bott 1 ne s a nsmi ssion cod-sucking 
1 i se ed e ratory aero s is 
al w etrov ruse are 
y 1 that I'm prepared 
I hope tha that helps you 
8 r t ng from. 
ca u s and ry 
e 1 t 
m e 
Cali ornia Depar 
ia s ea address some of the 
tal ng about scientific 
tute a Congress to 
iew na pro s to ve an independent assessment 
s 9 6) 362-
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with the best scientific minds on issues such as AIDS. 
The National Academy ence, i tute of 
Medicine Committee to look int na o 
regards to AIDS has completed their report 
si uation w th 
I was on that 
Committee as the only public health re esentat e on that 
Committee. All of the other members were academic personnel 
and scientists, headed up o Nobel Prize winners got 
their Nobel Prize working on retroviruses. They got their 
Nobel Prize in 1975. 
I can tell you that every conclusion that was drawn 
in that report, that will be published sometime in October, 
late October unfortuna y, w 1 ute every sin e argument 
that has been made by Dr. Freeman in terms of the casual 
contact hypothesis. It's very difficult, if not impossible, 
to rule out a :negative. All the laboratory data, all of 
the epidemiolo c data as Dr. ncis has pointed out, point 
to sexual transmis on or blood transmis on and that 
accounts for practically all of e cases. ere will always 
be a case that you can't account for. In any pu ic health 
investigation into a food-borne out eak, if you've got 100 
percent concordant answers, that's a poor study. Somebody's 
lying. 
If you get 
incrimination of a 
percent, 99 percent evidence of 
d it em we go w i th th a t. So th a t 
conventional wisdom which they are questioning, the National 
Academy of Science, the Institute of Medicine would say in 
no way agrees with any of the comments made by eeman in 
terms of casual spread 
D REPO RPO 916) 45 
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compa sons to other 
al years of my 11 
a I the rst one in the discovery 
e ansm s of a v rus. I have no pr em in 
saying 
aneth 
at it sa ivary transmit d virus. I spent 
three ea s of my ife in laboratories worki g n 
DS and I ave to o ec on to that because I don't see 
e sci 
ga ered 
ific evidence. e difference is we gathered, I 
scient c evidence on feline leukemia virus. 
cultured it out of saliva. u don't culture the AI 
us 0 of v . s d iffi cult. 
E demi c or owed that saliva 
wa pro at k of 1 you co d put a cat 
i 0 a ca w er ca co d p a impanzee in 
ca of a infecte panzee, you can put a human 1 
d i ct d irus i ndi idual and they 
It l1 e la tory evidence and 
we ma deci on. di ent I would the fir 
0 e 0 cy ag i I tho t there were 
0 s ou po nt out 1 ike tubercul o 
s tie s p or 
cles out ia an tuberc oa n 
d er for n e . 
cerned at. I very concerned if e same 
tuation was ha ng wi 
I t ha n. doesn t happen 
emi 0 cal in 1 the ultimate measure to 
if peo e get nfected and it doesn't happen in the 
E (9 6 2-
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laboratory. 1 
2 DR. EEMAN: u and uld a gue all day as to 
3 
4 
whether or not e amou 
said, I insist the st es tha 
e and, as I 
purport to show lack of 
5 transmission in household contacts are awed, but you have 
6 yet to explain to me, and I would be very happy if you could, 
7 how then do you account for the in credible rate of this 
8 disease in Central Africa and how do you account for it in 
9 Belle Glade, Florida? 
10 DR. FRANCIS: As I said, I don 1 t think there's any 
11 surprise in Belle Glade, Florida or Central Africa. What you 
12 said is they 1 re not homosexual, they're not IV drug users and 
13 they weren't born to mothers who are infected, all of which 
14 we all agree are means of transmission. What you did omit is 
15 that ey have sex. These are n Camp Fir Gi s out there 
1 6 get t i n g m o sq b i s. 
17 DR FREEMAN: Are you t ling me at ildren in 
18 Africa who have contracted the disease ter rth have had 
19 sex? 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
ASSEMBLYMAN 
i n to a debate. 
S: Excuse me. 
ttee w 1 ask the ques 
vJitness will be providing answers. 
I have a question ss it s 
If you could t 1 us -- two questions on this. 
't want to get 
ons, the 
Dr. Francis. 
rst of all, 
what are the disease, what in C 
except traffic accidents, what h 
ifornia causes more death, 
deaths than, say, other pes 
California? Is it cancer? 
PETERS D RE ING 
th pr ems 
health pro ems in 
Is it alcoholism? 
e or 
uld you 
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se a 
ni 
ale i 
a d o er 
u get i 
expert. 
st c 
1 fornia. 
uenza i 
you e 
nse the to 
spread ai 
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i and 1 us what 
I fer to the 
I thi the diseases, it's basically the 
cancer, r sease, traffic a dents. 
S: Cancer, heart disease. re 
n? 
It s contr but ve toward heart disease 
s b my area is i c ous disease and when 
scu.ssions o 
ted 
1 re 
n ut 
rus ust 
pop a on 
rne route 
a 
i 
er diseases I'm not the 
an you tell me what are the 
seases tha could cause death in 
r 
nza finitely is one. 
s just a bout every 
thousands of people 
ye r nd we may have 
a I ould reba 
ere more cases of 
er are of ') 
comparing a es and oranges. 
uenz a yo 're tal ng about sort 
bout every year so that in the 
uld be susce ble and it is 
so i is in that sense a casually 
I co ION (916) 
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1 transmitted disease. So we're t king there of each year 
2 
3 
4 
5 
hundreds of ousa 
talking about m 1 
ASSEMB 
s 
of cases. some yea s we may be 
case nz 
s B sense 
influenza, are there more deaths of in uenza ch ear than 
6 there are of people with AIDS? 
7 DR. CHIN Ri now, yes, but not in the future. I 
8 think in the future AIDS will catch up. 
9 ASSEMBLYMAN EHS: What other disease is like that 
10 in California? 
11 
12 
DR. CH In terms of i ectious 
really have that many severe infec us 
seases, we don't 
sea se s that we deal 
13 with that have, say, a significant mortality rate. 
14 
15 
16 
ASSEMBLYMAN KLEHS: Dr. Freeman, I have some other 
questions to a 
White from the 
you. ubt you pr 
orney General s of 
y heard Mr. Steve 
thi orning k 
17 about some invest ga ons that h s office s condu ting with 
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respect to the rna nner in 
this initiative in if or 
It's my own un 
investigated the feder 
to contri bu ons you rece 
Foundation whi is co nne 
ch 
a. 
stan n 
ed 
ed 0 
tures were ollected for 
y re being 
ion with regards 
on Ene 
Distri t rs when you 
were a candidate for nate in the State of Ma land. 
Were y 
signatures in 
DR. 
inv v 
ifor a 
Fir 
allega ons with re rds 
AN RE 
in any way 1 the collection of 
s initiative 
1 let me ust say that your 
e der c or: ssion's 
91 ) 2-2345 
36 
under nvestigati 
? 
I w t I am un r 
nves tio e fe ections Commission 
to a nt Barbara 
0 i oman ins for .S. Congress. e 
lege that a power not money from the 
Fu Energy da tio and cert other organ ations. 
rs 
up 
is 
point. 
0 
a f 
a 
ct 
n 
,., 
c 
ec 
a? 
DR. 
est 
s t e 
a 
0 of 
E N: 
E 
tion as n ing on for over four 
0 nv federal matching funds. 
foun not a sin e instance 
ju wan d to clarify t 
out, yo 've ever run for 
n dmirably aggressive 
ines almost everyone who 
for una te. try our st 
a ave d ffic 
pa of our 
ed e or 
a a isor to Mr 
e tod y. 
0 you were in no way involved 
tures for s initiative in 
No didn 
ATION (9 6) 
1 
2 Maryland, 
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dn t ou in a jet from 
supermar t and lect 
3 signatures? 
DR. EEMAN: No, I t. I so had 1 un 
5 upstairs in the cafeteria, ot in a fancy restaurant as you 
6 implied earlier. 
7 
8 
9 
ASSEMBLYMAN KLEHS: I saw you up there. Because one 
of the problems in lee on of signatures as you may 
have heard and I have heard from pe e in my own district 
10 and other people, that there is a lot of untruths that were 
11 told to people when they were lecting the signatures. In 
12 fact, on the cover of your statement here, your little 
13 pamphlet it says, "Sign the petition to make AIDS 
1.1.1 reportable." I think while the signatures are being 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
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26 
27 
28 
collected AIDS was a reporta e disease. in a way this 
isn't en rely ue. It was on the cover of our own i ttle 
new etter with re to e sease. 
DR. EEMAN: I'm re ly not in a position to 
comment. 
ASSEMB s y 're here an e rt 
witness as a isor Mr. LaRouche. 
DR. E I am an expert 
ASSEMBL s e s part of a 
magazine that you're using to testi 
DR. EE I certai am not here s an expert 
witness as to how, in fact pe 1 tions wer t 
collected. I n t even f that cture comes from 
Cal if or a fran y. I just don't and I'm not going to 
D E I COR 916 362-2345 
38 
ut. 
I t came from ifornia 
y t to a issue on Propos! on 64 
I ho so, too. I'm just sayi I 
don t ow. 
S: I have a lot of pro ems wi 
you know, n Cal fornia we really w come a lot of pea e in 
this state and you're w come to come here, too, but we t a 
it e t c about who puts what on our b lot when it's 
pe e from out our country, or from out de of our 
te 0 pea e n and ps solicit those collectors 
of signatures in er states. 
DR. Mr. ehs, I was not here during the 
pe on campaign. I'm e now at your i nv ita ti on. 
E Do you have one of your peo e 
e co us about that petition drive? 
DR. Do you mean is there a representative 
IC here? 
s. 
t eve there is. 
i di or o 
a e m e prominent spokesman f 
ee. 
ASS KLEHS: Do you have anything else to 
R. No, I don't. 
E KL ank you. 
xt witness w 1 , we're going to move up Mr. 
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1 Duane Dauner from the California Hospit Association. He 
2 has to go back to work and we will have him before we have 
3 Mr. Carl Smith. 
Go ahead, Mr. uner. 
MR. DAUN ER: Thank you, Senator Kl eh s, nat or 
6 Watson, members of the Committee. I'm Duane C. Dauner, 
7 President of the California Hos tal Association and with me 
8 today is Sally Linn from our office. 
9 I do have another commitment and I appreciate your 
10 taking me in this order. 
11 California Hospital Association appears today in 
12 o ppo si ti on to Proposition 64. We did serve as a co- si gnat or 
13 on the rebuttal to the the proposition with the California 
14 
15 
16 
17 
Medical Association and the California Nurses Association. 
will briefly review the points made in the testimony 
ASSEMBLYMAN KLEHS: Excuse me for a second. Will 
the members of e press who are speaking to the doctor, 
18 could you please take your questions out de so we could 
19 continue conducting the he ring? ank you. Sergeant, make 
20 sure they ear e sles ere so we can hear our witness. 
21 Go ahead. 
MR. DAUNER: Thank you. 22 
23 I will briefly review the points made in our 
24 testimony in support of the presentations made by the 
25 gentleman on my ght, we know of no documentation that 
26 indica s that the virus is nsmitted by o er than ou 
27 body fluids. And in contrast to the previous testifiers who 
28 stated that cas tran ssion has not been disproved, 
PETERS CORPOR 916) 2- 45 
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er ore e tend to support 
e sc e r a ch i i area and o iously much more 
nee s e. 
s clear that AIDS is not a contagious, 
nfectious disease, communica e disease in the ordinary 
se se at we ink of d-borne or airborne transmissions 
as was scussed earlier. 
you just pointed out, Mr. Chairman, AIDS is 
reporta e in sta today. Proposition 64 goes one step 
ther and requires that AI car ers be reported. Since 
ng between carriers and we n't have a way s n 
those tha st posi ve on the anti dy, in essence we're 
making 
ieve 
ieve 
e a 
t 
a 
not permit em 
other spec fie r 
esea rch 1 n 
re 
a surrogate for carrier status and we 
is detr ment in a number of ways. We 
tary tes n would cease, that people would 
ves to tested unless they had to for 
so sand it wo d probably hurt the 
ng to fi d a cure. 
in ou j gment w 1 restrict the 
cers and o ici f 
se a d believe at 
the sta to s ak on that issue. 
It il have financial impacts on the state, 
rticularly wi respect to education and food handling 
or s. ey are tested posit e and they are required 
be dismisse then there w 1 be a number of costs to the 
state, many of w ch may not justified ultimately. 
oposition 64 w 1 have a detrimental impact on the 
PETERS D R POR (916) 36 23 
1 
2 
3 
4 
voluntary blood supply. 
reported, en we ieve 
volunteer f g 1 g 
every 
at 
tive test is to be 
r peo e who 
, therefore, we'll 
have a threat to e supply. Interestin y, this would 
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5 affect California to the disadvantage of other states. Since 
6 this is a na onal problem and there have been po tive AIDS 
7 victims identified in eve state, it is a na onal issue. 
8 And it is i eresting to me that we have an initiative on the 
9 ballot in California which was admittedly by the proponents 
10 prompted by interests outside of the state, that we should be 
11 dealing with this on a national level. Becaus if we end up 
12 with these problems a , let's say, we have a depleted blood 
13 supply in California cause of a national pro em that 
14 should have received na onal attent on, California will have 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
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21 
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23 
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been ngled out in a regress e w 
Hospital worker are around and treat ng AIDS 
patients co n uou y. d 1 t is concern to the employees 
in our institutions rou out the entire state. We are 
ng our be to e cate hospital em oyee on how to deal 
with AIDS patients, but even w ordinary precautions as we 
treat other pa ents, h e not had any incidents of 
to our hospital wor we believe n s rt of 
more precise resear t it is not tran t table by 
contact. 
In summ 
' 
we op se oposi tion 64 because 
believe it constit s pu i c heal icy. It 
y state 1 aw cont attempts to a 
diseases which s not been proven 
of contagious 
be transmit 
PE AND RE RT COR PO ( 6) 2-
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the 
casual 
we 
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casual co tac • It th spread of DS, but i 
w cause a attack to some gree use 
peo e s ts, i w 1 impede medical pro ess, it 
1 de ete the 
ground and 
cod s 
ea 
y and force peo e to go 
there will be a good amount of state 
resources diverted to the im ementation of Proposition 6 
which we b ieve ca more effectiv be used for the 
educa on and 
nd a cure. 
eatment of disease as well as the research to 
We are supper ve of open, ightened attention to 
s great challenge and we as a participant with physicians 
and other pe e in the sc entific community are doing our 
best in an at tern to try to 1 ate the disease and find a 
cure an we ar conf dent that the current laws on the books 
1 ow us that e xi b to treat people and conduct the 
research and we 
t o ect e. 
iev e that 0 tion 64 is detrimental to 
KL s a you. The question I have is 
WO d 0 rma on and educa on 
ams di ards ected individuals as t 
en s m ure passed n yo 
s e I understood exac a 
o were as ng. 
ASS LYMAN KLEHS: Ri t now the California 
s tal Associa o as wel as 1 e other major medic 
associa ons are involved in some very beneficial educational 
programs wi respect to the general popula on in California 
and people who have co racted the virus specifically. What 
PE s TH PO RAT (916) 362-
2 
3 
would the impact of this initiative be on those individuals 
in your opinion if e measure passed? 
MR. DAUNER: I believe that we wo d ntinue our 
4 educational programs, but I am confi that the impa 
5 would be of less value because they w 1 become fearful of 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
1 1 
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participating, reporting or even providing information if 
they turned out to be a, have a posit e H I virus and, 
therefore, I think it will impede our research activities as 
well as the ability to help control those that are in a high 
risk category to change their lifestyle or practices so we 
could minimize the exposure to other people. 
ASSEMBLYMAN KL S: What would the impact of the 
initiative be perhaps on people who work in your hospitals 
who work with AIDS patients on a daily basis: 
Maybe some of them have the virus but don't have the worry of 
getting AIDS. What's the pote i of ose people? Would 
they want to come back to work or wo d they be able to come 
back to work? 
• DAU In the ort run I 1 m not sure it would 
have any impact on e s tal workers. Obviously there's 
some concern if ey d lose th r job because they might 
end up testing po t e and, therefore, ey would be 
reluctant. So there co d be a nega ve impact. I would 
hope that we can continue to support the hos tal employees 
so that they would par pa in e treatment as well as in 
the follow-up work on both des of e equation. 
Obviously, there w d be a dampening or a chilling 
effect because ex erne to ch po tion 64 takes 
TE D E 
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s on e :r 
EHS ess my last question is how 
wo d the eventu ev opme of a vaccine be affected 
oposi 
would su 
Propo 
on 64 and w d a vaccine produce antibodies that 
ec the vaccinated person to the provisions of 
on 6 ? 
MR. NER: ere are probably people in the 
au ience better qualified to answer that question than 
self. I believe that oposition 64 is going to have a 
negative pact on fin ng a solution because it tends to 
ace a damper on the whole amount of individuals who are 
w ling to r te in the research and those that wo d 
subject em 
posi on 
ves to proce res or reporting which 
tends to make them at risk as individuals in 
ei r em oyment 
ASSE YMAN KL ank you. 
Senator Rosenth ? 
Okay, thank you ery much. 
a you. 
e have about two urs 
ore w nesses. e 1 :ry ong if you' 1 
on g. 
The next one I guess s . Ca Smith of the 
cers ssociation of ifornia. 
Dr. ith, could you ease 1 us what your 
medical back und is and some of your experiences perhaps 
s. I'm a graduate of Stanford 
TH D RE I 
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University. I got my medical degree there. I had my 
masters in public health from the Universi 
Berkeley. 
of California at 
4 I am a local health officer in Alameda County and 
5 have been so for ten years. I, among other things, I Chair 
6 the California Conference of Local Health Officers Disease 
7 Control Committee and I'm really in contact with most of the 
8 health officers in most of the disease control staff in the 
9 state pretty regularly. 
10 ASSEMBLYMAN KLEHS: Thank you. Go ahead. 
1 1 
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DR. SMITH: Today I wanted to talk about four points 
and I hope that these will be fairly brief. 
The first is that local health officers are already 
engaged in control of AIDS-related conditions in California. 
The second point is that Proposition 64 will destroy most of 
our current efforts which are necessary to prevent infection 
with the virus that causes AIDS. The third is that existing 
law provides the health officers necessary power to examine 
and isolate individuals with a communicable disease. And the 
fourth point I want to talk about is that local governments 
will not be able to bear cost of implementing the 
requirements of this proposi on. 
In terms of the fourth, I was just looking at my 
notes sitting here and I think I missed the point on that a 
little bit because the major thing is ng to be that if we 
have to spend the kinds of money that would be required to 
enforce Prop 64, we will be diverting those monies from other 
activities that are really g ng to be incredibly portant 
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n the real control of 
b t on that ater. 
a d 1 11 dw 1 a 1 i t e 
icers now carry out a number of 
activities which w 1 prevent the transmission of Human 
unodeficiency Virus. ese i nc1 ude active case 
serveillance, ser 
d i sea se i nv i ga 
o c stu es, contact investiga 
on. ese special studies and 
0 and 
8 investigations have as their purpose the identification of 
9 individuals and groups who are most in need of education and 
0 information about the prevention of HIV infection. 
The local health officer also carries out research 
1 studies which have as their purpose the estimation of the 
3 ure course of the epidemic in the community and the 
estima on off ure service needs of the community. 
1 of 
cooperation in 
are based on v 
ese disease co rol activities require the 
communi Those efforts, these efforts 
untary participation of individuals who may 
be at risk for infection. Wi ut this voluntary 
participation it would be impossi e to reach those 
d id s o need to be e ucated about the transmi 
e vi 
Propo on will pr ude all voluntary 
participation in disease stu es and investigations and 
undercut the significant efforts that are now being made to 
control e spread of the sease. 
Local th officers have the necessary powers to 
ex ne, isolate and quarantine individuals who are infected 
a communicable disease. This power is assigned to the 
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Now, I talk here about the co s, again, I want 
to emphasize that what w 1 ha n is tha if we spend the 
nd of dollars 
condi ons 
from er ne 
AI and w 1 
15 pr grams. 
16 
at we ta a ut n t 
ars in order to contr 
d erted from o er 
nm w be 
im em ing 
be d er d 
and prevent 
i c he th 
t 
17 cost g cal and 
18 pr es 
19 have t a 
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uaran on an travel restrictions of these 
ndiv dua s were r turned determined to at risk for 
the transmissio of e virus and, lastly, legal and court 
co s associa d with litigations that will ensue from any of 
5 ese actions. In Alameda Coun alone I estimate this w l 
be at l east $14 lion a year. 
7 In closing, I ag n stress that local health 
8 officers now have the necessary authority and legal mandate 
9 to take all actions required for this or any epidemic. The 
1 passage of Proposition 64 will badly damage current 
1 activities which are necessary to control HIV infection and 
2 DS in California. 
ank you. 
ASSEMBLYMAN KLEHS: ank you. Okay. No questions. 
5 Thank you very much. 
6 The next indiv dual is Dr. John Grauerholz, one of 
7 e authors of the ballot statement in favor of Proposition 
1 6 4. 
DR G z : rs of the Committee, my name 
s r. n Grauerholz. I' a patholo st or certi i 
e i can Boa of ology and I'm 
signator on the ballot ar nt for Proposition 6 . 
S: Dr. Grauerholz, are you 
currently a registered voter in California? 
DR. G Z: No, I am not. 
E YMAN KL Have you ever been a. registered 
voter in California? 
DR. GRAUERHOLZ: No, I have not. 
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1 ASSEMBLYMAN EHS: nk yo . Go ahead 
2 ked se es of 
3 questions, m que on of 
4 risk group so I' go ther 
5 On the ques on group is s ply 
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7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
that the very conce sk gr petent and the 
so-called risk oups ave re y nged over time. The 
sis of s incompe nt a oa s the fa ure from the 
beginning to come to grips with this thing from a public 
health stand nt. Many the same medical experts who now 
espouse the current ri groups, wha er they happen to be 
today, once condemned th 1 t isea could be 
communicated through blood transfusions. 
AIDS or Acq red Immunod ciency ndrome was first 
described in e ea y 19 s as a gr up of unusual i ections 
and tumors c ng previou he homosex men. The 
term 11 AIDS 11 a 
GRI or G 
became evide 
drug users 
and these co st 
four H' s, homose 
Haitians. 
ter, 
concentration am s 
crow d unde sa 
sease in e Hai 
were dr d f 
the 
iac and a n 
e 1 
a ti ere 
Flo 
s 
rm w was 
nd n it 
ect d i ravenous 
f H tia grants 
sk the so-called 
emo acs and 
ed ut of e 
da where ey had been 
c 
de i ned and they 
r e was an 
i50 
a tern t ece get around e Belle 
ade da th s eft us with homosexuals, oin 
a cts an emo acs to whom were shortly added a number 
of transfusion cases and en pediatric cases ori nally 
5 reported in ew Jersey. 
g the first 0,000 cases reported to the Ce e s 
7 for Disease Con were a number of prostitutes, only one of 
8 was not an IV drug user. 
9 In 1984, actually in late 1 83, it was discovered 
0 at a cytotoxic retrovirus was associated with the 
11 development of the Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome. 
Retroviruses have been well-known to cause disease in a 
3 number of animal spec es ran ng from the common house cat to 
sheep, goats, cat e, horses and monkeys among others. In 
1 these an s, transmis on from infected animals to 
uninfected anim s is three primary means. Number one, 
7 vertical transmission from an i cted mother to her 
offspring during pregnancy or horizontal transmission to the 
sp ng rou i cted il during breast feeding. 
ber two, horizontal transmission from one a 
o an er iva contact, lie ng or the equiv 
s ng or aerosol transmission of infected respira 
cretions. 
2 Number three, mecha cal transmission of infected 
5 blood or serum from one an al to another blood-sucking 
insects. e bottom line is that casual transmission by 
blood-sucking nsects, infected saliva and respiratory 
2 aerosols is the normal way by which most animal retroviruses 
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are transmitted. 
a ition, ese virus s are w documented to 
undergo a hi rate muta on are capabl of acq ring 
the abil i to i ect new ls 1 in a s es and of 
acquiring the abili to i new s cies of an s. For 
instance, there is evi nee now at H III, pardon me, 
HTLV-I, the first uman" retrovirus, in fact, represents 
human inf on Bovine Leukemia Virus, an insect and milk 
9 transmitted virus of domestic cattle. 
10 Ano er pro em in estima ng transmission by using 
11 serologic studies is pro em of an body negative virus 
12 carriers, es ci ly among hous old contacts and this data 
13 
14 
was repor d and ou t to us in November of '85 where 27 
percent of e spouses of victim were antibody negative 
15 carriers. 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
erous st e cument a 1 to repeatedly 
ul t ure H over t i person 1 th no a n ti bo 1 e s to e 
virus. I ect f a transfus on re i e anti body 
nega t e ood s cen been re to e CDC s own 
The re ssue nv d e al appearance of 
22 AIDS among homosexuals a d IV dr g users is that these are 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
! a 
I 
I 
cal, cie ean tra smi ting a 
blood-borne virus such as HIV and th associ ted life le 
supply a number of c ctors su as nitrite abuse which 
conduce to e dev opm of e suppression 
This has esul d n creation of a arge pool of 
lifetime ca iers f is v ch now ctions as a 
D E 362-
1 
5 
es 
appr 
al population under 
i ens. 
idence ca i !cates that there are 
n n m lion and 30 m lion infected ind iduals in 
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r ca alone. of these are homosexuals, IV 
g users or heme iacs as has ready conceded. 
e pro em wi postulating widespread, 
directional heterosexu spread is this heterosexual spread 
y seems to occur un r con tions of environmental 
c apse as in ntral Africa where unlike the United States 
15 to 22 rcent of e cases occur among children, according 
to Dr. Nathan umeck of e Tro c Disease Institute in 
3 Brus s. 
4 Spea ng at the International Sympo si urn on African 
w ch I atte d, Dr. Clumeck cited a study that over 
the past five y rs 21 percent of homosexuals in San 
ncisco had ntercourse w th one or more females. In spite 
of at, as of at me, ember 1985, not a single 
e erose xu 
Franc 
transm sion case 
i is ar y the 
AIDS had been reported from 
avior of a 
n ve ere i sea se s 
ch as i e ed 1 ions of pe e. 
On the o er and the conditions of crowdin , poor 
sanitation and insect infestation which characterize places 
su as ntral ca and B le ade, Florida are precisely 
e condi ens under whi other a mal retroviruses such as 
eq ne infectious anemia, ine leukemia, and Visna virus, 
all of w ich are closely related to e Human 
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1 Immunodeficiency Virus are spread from infected animals to 
2 uninfected animals. The large num r of AIDS cases and 
3 seropositive individuals in Belle Glade 1 Florida are confined 
4 to a ten square block area within that community. To quote 
5 Dr. Mark Whiteside, quotes: 
6 11 As of July 26, 1985, 87 percent 
7 the female and pediatric AIDS cases in 
8 the sexual contact risk group occurred 
9 in New York City, New Jersey, Florida, 
10 Puerto Rico, Los Angeles and Texas. 
11 All but five of the other cases occurred in 
12 states along the eastern seaboard or 
13 southern United States. 
14 "It is almost statistically impossible 
15 for a sexually-transmitted disease which is 
16 untreatable to be confined geographically. 
17 I have interviewed the physicians working 
18 with the vast majority of pediatric and 
19 female cases and they have stated that over 90 
20 percent of their cases come from families 
21 living in poor environmental conditions. 
22 "Again, an untreatable sexually-
23 transmitted disease does not confine 
24 itself to poor neighborhoods. Thus, finding 
25 sexual contact in some cases of AIDS proves 
26 nothing other than the fact that these 
27 individuals are the same environment " closed 
28 quotes. 
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es from Ce al ca do, in fact, show 
clustering of cases wi in fam ies and a high seroprevalence 
of antibodies to H among chil en in remote areas of Zaire. 
Even the recent study from Kinshasa by Drs. Mann and Quinn 
which reports to rule out household transmission, showed 
ustering of cases and infection of preadolescent children. 
In addition, not 1 household members were studied 
which lends a certain sus cion that data which fail to 
support the preconceived conclusion may experience a certain 
difficulty in being included in such studies. 
In addition, none of these studies, in fact, 
actually quantifies the environmental variables, such as 
insect exposure. 
In the Belle Glade, Florida studies environmental 
factors were quantified. To quote Whiteside again, quote: 
PETERS 
"There is public health emergency in 
Belle Glade. Over 100 cases of AIDS and 
over 60 cases of culosis clustered 
in two central pressed sections of town. 
There is currently an e osion of 
noncharacte s c or no identifiable risk 
from the same area. Independent surveys 
document a 10 percent seroprevalence of 
antibodies to HTLV-III/LAV in this largely 
heterosexual pop ation. A sexually-transmitted 
disease does not confine itself to a single 
poor nei borhood. Neutralization data 
reveal a remarkably high prevalence of antibodies 
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to several different ntially pathogenic 
ar iruses mosquito-transmitted v ruses). 
even perce the target 
population have serum antibodies to gua ri, 
a Bunymwera serogroup arbovirus endemic to 
the Caribbean and South America and previously 
never reported in the United States. s data 
should be a irrefuta e proof of environmental 
exposure in this economically disadvantaged 
group of people." 
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11 A case of salivary transmission from husband tow e 
12 was reported in the December th, 1984 issue of the British 
13 
14 
5 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
medical journal, The Lancet. The husband acquired the 
infection during the sur ry which rendered him impotent. 
s only se conta with his wife who eq uently became 
i cted was kissing. In the most recent issue of 
~~~' Septem 20th, a case was re rted from Dus dorf, 
Germany of a six-year old ch d acquired e i ction 
from his three-year old tran 
consequence of a su ce 
usion-i ected brother as a 
the younger ild. There 
wa no bleeding o 
In addi 
bruising a sociated with th s bite. 
o , there was, of course, case the 
mother who caught the virus while caring for her two-year old 
ild who had been infected a nsfusion. 
The upshot of the ing and the bedbug study 
which I shall reference ow is that most of so-called 
heterosexual cases in rica a the ri bbea n which 
constitute e m ori ty the cases in the world, are not 
RS SH AND RE (916) 
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1 transmit sex co tact per se, but represent the fact 
2 that the individuals involved share the same environment and 
3 that these environments are characterized by the same 
conditions and the same vectors which result in transmission 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
1 1 
12 
13 
of other animal retroviruses. 
Now, casual communication by an unsuspecting carrier 
to an unsuspecting viet is highly likely because in the 
case of the husband who kissed his wife, it's already 
occurred. And since the virus produces a prolonged 
asymptomatic carrier state, there is no reason why a great 
many infected, and infectious, individuals would be aware of 
that state if they felt they 
themselves at risk. 
d no reason to consider 
14 On the statement that under certain conditions the 
15 infection can be communicated as an airborne disease, the 
16 simple facts are that the Human Immunodeficiency Virus causes 
17 a primary respiratory infection known as chronic lymphoid 
1 interstitial pneumonitis or CLIP. Research at the Pasteur 
9 Institute demonstrated over a year ago that the virus was 
20 
2 
present in e respiratory secretions of a patient with this 
infec on, a lady by the way who was not a prostitute, not a 
homosexual, not an IV drug user. 
The le ality of this particular process by its f 
has yet to be established, but it is of significance the 
question of transmissibility on two counts. First, the fact 
that the primary lung infection exists indicates the lung is 
capable of being infected by the virus, that is, it is 
28 ca pa bl e of receiving 1 nfecti on. 
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1 Second, the virus has demonstrated in 
2 respiratory seer ons of this ent and hence the 
3 capa ility to n t i c on e st as noted abov 
4 For ious reasons, in this form, AIDS has a 
5 potential aerosol transmission in approximately the order of 
6 active tuber o s 1 ection. ivation of tuberculosis by 
7 
8 
9 
10 
1 1 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
26 
28 
the way is one of the best markers for AI related 
immunosuppression, especially in areas where environmental 
factors are strongly implicated in AIDS transmission. So the 
coincidence of these two conditions is more than an academic 
posibility. 
Evidence AIDS virus in nse s. As noted above, 
mechanical transmission by blood-sucking insects is one of 
the ways animal retrovirus is closely related to the Human 
Immunodeficiency rus, are n tted from infected to 
uninfected animals. The fi ngs by • Jean-Claude ermann 
of the Pa ur s tute, that evidence for the presence of 
the virus had n found in tse- flies, 1 ants, 
cockroaches and mosquitoe in Z re and the Central African 
Republic is consistent wi is. 
These n ngs, and the earlier fin ngs by 
researchers in S rica that Human Immunodeficiency Virus 
could be recovered from common bedbugs one hour after feeding 
on infected ood, are what anyone familiar with animal 
retroviruses wo d expect. 
Dr. Chermann o rv in e i abstract 
on e inse , q 
H prov A has also n found in 
(9 6) 45 
1 
2 
3 
va ous insects from Ce 
milar insects in e 
al Africa but not 
ris area. These data 
su st at insects could be a reservoir or 
vector for the AIDS virus," closed quotes. 
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5 Many scientists have commented on the parallels 
6 between the epidemiology of Hepatitis B virus infection and 
7 the epidemiology of AIDS virus infection. Numerous studies 
8 have documented that biting insects such as bedbugs are 
9 capable of carrying Hepatitis B virus from and transmitting 
10 it to persons they bite. 
11 The South African scientists on the basis of a large 
12 number of infected children in Africa, where Hepatitis B 
13 infection is also common, hypothesized that the common bedbug 
1~ which has been documented to transmit Hepatitis B virus, 
15 might also transmit the Human Immunodeficiency Virus. They 
16 fed bedbugs on infected ood and then recovered the virus 
17 from the bugs one hour after the bugs had finished feeding. 
18 Since bedbugs are intermittent feeders, that is, 
9 they do not f 1 up on one bite, they would tend to bite 
20 people sharing same bed within a short enough time 
2 interval to mechanically transmit virus from one person to 
22 another. Since most so-called heterosexual transmission 
c ses occur among economically disadvantaged persons, it is 
2 germane to point out that people who share the same bed share 
25 the same bedbugs. 
As to the questions of isolation and treatment of 
carriers, the initiat e provides those provisions that exist 
28 in the California health codes. I am not aware that these 
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s t i 11 q ue s o na e n Ma n s studies in 
Z re that e en to the virus tends to be 
cl us d in the fam ies, usually where the mother is 
infected. So presumably e children who are infected have 
5 got the infection from their mother or their sexual partners 
in o 1 de r i n d i v 1 d u a 1 s a n d not , a 1 n , th e r e ' s a b 1 g d 1 p 
7 overall in the pop a on where ere is really very little 
8 infection of children outside of the perinatal or blood 
during needle transmission. So I think the mosquito issue in 
10 Africa 1 s a very unli y issue and certainly in the United 
1 States with our exis ng, not to mention California, with our 
1 
2 existing orthopods that we have here. If there really are 
3 ur million carriers in the U ted States, I wonder why we 
don't have any cases in pe e exposed to bedbugs or the 
5 mo sq to. 
6 
7 
8 
DR. G ERHOLZ: We do in Belle Glade. 
DR. FRANC In non-sexu ly active individuals? 
DR. G ERHOLZ: A sixty-five year old lady. Of 
course, e mi t a hot cket, I don't know, but the 
po is that ere is no i creased frequency of rtner 
ny ng else n se peo e suppose h e 
acq red is sexually and ose who haven't. The 
1 teres ng thing is that e ones who have the disease, 
show ev 1 dence of exposure to one or more other insect 
transmitted viruses, i.e., they definitely have evidence of 
insect exposure and the arbo-viruses are well known to 
activate retroviruses. So you have two factors here. You 
e them either as a transmission factor in terms of the 
RS RE ATION (916) 362-
r 
' .1. 
1 ary age r ou t e em a a 
2 co fa on somebo 
3 who ave a 
4 pro em. 
5 R a 1 true and I did 
6 hear 0 v uses that 
7 make up AI st in r ica for 
8 dec a s? e ead of the disease in 
9 this co 0 f new n terms f e 
10 recognition it e me c 
' 
as opposed to the 
11 area 1 n ca e ey used er to 1 t as the wasting 
12 disease, so ev ne e knew that it 
13 was endemic to at a ea it's been there. Do 
14 you have any und o t t's e first que on. 
15 R ere were 
16 i cted s Af ca, but a 
17 very rare i a a y e soci 
18 changes in e a to lar 
19 urban areas wi nd e ng out 
20 sexual grat proba very 
21 important i a s change in 
22 e Uni d s a 1 The virus 
23 er i 0 1 i d-sev enti es 
24 or so. ere's e that in e Uni d States. 
25 goes a 1 m awar in rica 
26 i cases 
27 us e 
28 smis on B it' 
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it wa 
DR. derst ing i talking to the 
nves gators at B le ade is that, again, there are few 
surprises wi th s virus. is a sexually-transmitted 
5 virus that ind idu s in Belle Glade, a localized area 
it's not sur i ng it's localized. You have to have e 6 
7 infec on first. And it's u ered around sexual contacts 
8 in those areas. I have not investigated Belle Glade myself, 
9 but I have spoken personally several times and continually 
0 i get updated on Belle Glade or any surprises in terms of 
11 outside of sexu transmission. A concensus from those 
2 investigators who spent a lot of time on AIDS looking at it 
3 at least at CDC is there are no surprises. 
14 
5 
6 
1 
20 
SENATOR WATSON: Let me ask Dr. Grauerholz 
DR. GRAUERHOLZ: Grauerholz. 
SENATOR WATSON: -- Grauerholz, are you absolutely 
sure, and as I understand there was a statement made and 
proba y was 
nsmit 
a ute 
rt of the llot argument, that AIDS could be 
by cas 
ief? 
contact. Is at sure, is it your 
• G Z: If w mean casual conta 
outside of the question of sex nd blood transfu on, 
a ut y. e' s at least two salivary cases in e 
2 literature documented, the 1984 transfusion case where the 
2 husband ves it to his wife and this most recent case where 
a three-year d child tes a six-year old child very 
superficially. e three-year old child has died from the 
2 disease and the six-year d ch d is significantly ill at 
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this point. 
se two cases give you the SENATOR WATSON 
scientific basis for recommen ng s disease to be placed 
on the communicable disease list and requiring isolation? 
DR. GRAUERHOLZ: Yes, these and the fact that if we 
go to the whole question of the presence of the virus in 
seminal fluids, there are a number of references to the fact 
that free virus was demonstrated in seminal fluid. It really 
wasn't. If you go back to the issue of Science which my 
colleague, Dr. Seale will, in fact, produce from you, you 
will find that the cell which was budding the free infectious 
virus was a cell from saliva and not from semen. 
SENATOR WATSON: Dr. Francis, could you respond? 
DR. FRANCIS: I'm not sure I can respond. I don't 
see the logic. 
DR. GRAUERHOLZ: W 1, very simply, it is a 
sexually-tran d disease because supposedly the virus has 
been isol from semen, free infectious virions but, in 
fact, there were ree arti es in e issue of Science and 
the arti e wi e cture owing free infectious virus 
budding from the c 1, c 1 was from saliva, it was the 
salivary arti e and not the semen arti e. 
DR. CIS: Are you sp ng that the virus is 
transmitted sexually? 
DR. G ERHOLZ: I am sputing that it is 
transmitted with high efficiency by heterosexual intercourse 
absolutely because, as I said, you have ivary 
ssion and if you have bed gs, I think you really have 
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to contr 
i 0 
for se 
of this as a hete ose 
look at the 
ly-transmitted disease 
ch seems to restrict its f socioeconomically and 
geographically. If it is that readily transmitted 
5 heterosexually, why haven't the upper scale women who have 
slept with some bisexual men come down with this disease? 
7 I don't see those cases. 
8 DR. FRANCIS: The same logic was given to me of why 
9 it was not a communicable disease in 1981 because it was 
0 , concentrated in New York and San Francisco. You have to have 
1 the virus before you have infection. 
2 DR. GRAUERHOLZ: Yes, I understand that. But, as I 
13 said, what do you do with Clumeck's study where 21 percent of 
1 
4 
5 
6 
7 
the homosexuals in San ancisco over the past five years 
have had intercourse th one or more woman and you don•t 
have many, if any, tr y 
cases in San Francisco. 
cumented heterosexual transmission 
DR. I think we can ask Dr. Winkelstein. 
ere is o e 1 cted in those individuals --
DR. G W 1, they were not reported to e 
CDC as Novem r 19 in s te of the fact that there e 
thousands of cases from n an sco by that point. 
ASSEMBLYMAN EHS: That's because they may have 
also driven across the Bay and they may have been reported 
2 from Alameda Coun 
DR. G ERHOLZ: They may e been, but what I'm 
27 saying to you is it's intere ng that they all drove across 
28 the Bay to Alameda County if this is so readily transmissible 
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ASSEMBLYMAN EHS: Dr. Grauerholz, as an author or 
as a propene of the lot measure se name is in the 
4 voter handbook, I assume you're familiar with some of the 
5 methods and tactics that were employed in gathe ng the 
6 signatures? 
7 DR. GRAUERHOLZ: No, I wasn't. I was a medical 
8 consultant on this thing. I was asked about the 
9 appropriateness of using public health measures and I said, 
10 yes, I think they're appropriate. 
11 ASSEMBLYMAN KLEHS: Are you a member of the National 
12 Demo era tic Policy Commit tee'? 
13 DR. GRAUERHOLZ: Not formally. I'm an advisor to 
14 them. 
15 ASS S: But you're not like a dues 
16 paying member or any ng like that? 
17 DR. GRAUERHOLZ: Not at the present time. 
18 ASSEMBLYMAN KLEHS: So you basically put your name 
19 on a ballot measure tha you were completely unfamiliar with 
20 
21 
as far as the me d in 
ga ered even thou they're curr 
22 our Attorney General? 
gnatures were being 
y being investigated by 
23 DR. GRAU W 1, it's ly a matter of 
24 indifference in a way. I thought that this was a legitimate 
25 position on that argument and I signed my name to it as a 
26 physician. 
27 ASS LYMAN EHS: On the cover of the Proposition 
28 64 handbook here e ar cle well, e article in here has 
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your name o t. 
DR. GRAU z : at s right. 
YMAN KLEHS: As the medical coordinator. 
DR. GRAU OLZ: Of the executive intelligence 
review. 
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5 
6 ASSEMBLYMAN EHS: And the picture here says, "Sign 
the petition to make AIDS reportable," and you, yourself, 
have already stated that AIDS is currently a reportable 
9 sease. 
10 DR. GRAUERHOLZ: No, I really haven't stated that. 
11 ASSEMBLYMAN KLEHS: Excuse me. The person from the 
2 Health Officers Association did. It's currently a reportable 
13 disease in California. 
14 Do you think it's ethical as a physician for someone 
5 to represe to the pu ic when they're gathering signatures 
16 at perhaps it is not currently a reportable disease 
7 en 
1 DR. GRAUERHOLZ: I think if you have a disease which 
2 
9 is poten ally 100 percent lethal and has already infected 
1 
,ooo --
about that. 
S: Excuse me. There's no a 
t I'm asking about is when people are 
around collecting signatures for a ballot measure whi ou 
have attached your name to and on the cover of a magazine you 
5 have a picture of the time that those signatures were 
26 collected, at least I'm assuming that is what the case is, 
and you're im ying here by the sign on this little card 
28 table here that the disease at this time is not reportable as 
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1 it is in California, do you think that's an ethical campaign 
2 tactic? You're part of the campaign basically. 
3 DR. GRAUERHOLZ: I think it's a trivial issue. I 
4 think the important issue is all that this does is put the 
5 disease and the condition of being a carrier of the virus 
6 which as a number of people may or may not have stated, is 
7 probably a more communicable condition than being a patient 
8 on the public health list and I hardly find that 
9 inappropriate. 
10 What I find inappropriate is the systematic 
11 avoidance of confronting this issue. 
12 ASSEMBLYMAN KLEHS: Well, doctor, if I can say so, 
13 if you had lived in California, been a registered voter here 
14 and been up on the issues in California, perhaps come here 
15 now and then, you would be aware of the fact that we've been 
16 spending a considerable amount of time and dollars on this 
17 disease. 
18 DR. GRAUERHOLZ: Right. And you're assuming 
19 ASSEMBLYMAN KLEHS: Excuse me. From Virginia, where 
20 you probably just see some of the local and national news, 
21 you don't always have the benefit of seeing some of the 
22 regional and statewide news we have in California here. 
23 Moving along for a minute to the campaign 
24 statements, as a person who's part of this campaign, are you 
25 aware that the money for this measure is almost 100 percent 
26 financed entirely by Lyndon LaRouche's organization? 
27 DR. GRAUERHOLZ: It wouldn't surprise me. 
28 ASSEMBLYMAN KLEHS: Could you perhaps as a part of 
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at cam re u t some of s i c agenda 
s of • LaRou e since you a e part the campaign? 
DR. G 
is thing basi ly is to 
Well, the only agenda we have in 
t this thing treated as a major 
public health pro em. Beyond that -- if we do not treat 
is thing as a pu ic h th em it is and if it 
con nues to be sold primari as a disease which a cts 
ose xual s and ug users, then we are not going to get the 
nd of money out of this administration federally that we 
need to deal with this ng. 
I mean, I think at unless we at least say that 
s thing is a neral public health menace which it is of 
substanti proportions, we are not going to get an 
a nistra on is cutting the budget left and right and 
I m sure at e State of ifornia, whether I've been here 
6 or not, is feeling the impact of Gramm-Rudman as is every 
other state in 
ASSEt-1B 
e union. 
S: But Gramm-Rudman has nothing to 
t I want to ask you is why --
deral --
do wi 
e way 
ou have 
ads in 
when you 
your own 
New York? 
any other 
TE 
s i 
DR. G 
ASSEMBLYMAN Excuse me. Why do you c e 
here from Vir nia, why does an organiza on 
your name atta d to t now solicit news per 
ssouri to jet pe e out here to collect signatures 
co ps doing it in your own backyard in 
home state? Cal fornia? Why not Ohio? Why not 
Why not Florida? w not Tennessee or Arkansas or 
state? That s what I'd 1 ike to know is why you 
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1 come from outside the state, use some questionable campaign 
2 tactics, attach your name to an initiative and then fly back 
3 home after it's all over and you don't have to bear any of 
4 the responsibility of what could be some of the ill effects 
5 with regards to public policy in California? 
6 DR. GRAUERHOLZ: Well, first of all, because I 
7 happen to believe in the policy embodied in the initiative 
8 and, number two, because you asked me to come out here on 
9 this one. 
10 ASSEMBLYMAN KLEHS: I asked you to come out and 
11 testify because I was interested why someone 3,000 miles away 
12 would be working to put an initiative on our ballot and 
13 because your name is on the ballot argument. 
14 DR. GRAUERHOLZ: And I told you why. Because I 
15 think it's a serious public health problem and I think the 
16 initiative process in California is a legitimate way of 
17 bringing that problem to the fore for a decision. 
18 ASSEMBLYMAN KLEHS: Do you have an initiative 
19 process in Virginia? 
20 
21 
DR. GRAUERHOLZ: We may. 
ASSEMBLYMAN KLEHS: You may. You don't know? Are 
22 you registered to vote in Virginia? 
23 DR. GRAUERHOLZ: Yes, I am. 
24 ASSEMBLYMAN KLEHS: And you don't know if you have 
25 an initiative process, yet you put your name on our 
26 initiative out here? 
27 DR. GRAUERHOLZ: We don't have one underway at the 
28 current time. 
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E YMAN KL e you working to get one 
2 going? 
3 DR. G Z: We probably w 1 as we have the 
resources. However, I was asked by people who live in this 
5 te to ren r my opinion on this thing and I have done so. 
6 E YMAN other questions? Okay. 
7 nk you very much. 
8 The next person will be Helen Miramontes from the 
9 California Nur~es Association. 
10 ss ramontes, as you know we've had some 
11 startling rev ations from the Attorney General's office, and 
12 I'm going to ask you as I asked everybody else, are you 
13 currently a re stered voter in California? 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
MS. MIRAMONTES: 
ASSEMBLYMAN KL 
MS. MIRAMONTES: 
Miramontes. I am a re 
I am. 
0 Thank you. Go ahead. 
Good afternoon. My name is Helen 
stered nurse and the President of 
California Nurses Association. I am also a member of the 
Santa ara un AIDS Task Force and a volunteer and Board 
mem r of e s Project w ch is an organization in Sa 
2 Clara Coun providing emo onal support to persons wi 
22 and their loved ones. 
During the last year and a half I have lectured 
extensively on AIDS to both health professionals and the 
25 community at large. 
26 In developing my responses to your questions, I 
utilized the supporters of Proposition 64, the Prevent AIDS 
28 Now Ini ative Committee's own written interpretive material, 
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in addition to the wording of the initiative itself. 
In response to the first question posed by this 
Committee, yes, CNA does 1 erpret Proposition 64 to require 
contact tracing of persons with AIDS or persons who are AIDS 
antibody positive. The supporters of the initiative state 
that, "The initiative defines AIDS, and the condition of 
being a carrier of the HTLV-III virus legally as infectious 
and communicable and places this disease and this condition 
on the reportable diseases and conditions list." 
To carry out this directive would require contact 
tracing of all persons who have AIDS or who are seropositive 
for antibodies to the virus. Voluntary testing would be 
significantly reduced and current programs would be useless 
due to the fears of the potential discriminatory consequences 
of positive test results. 
Educational programs directed towards infected 
individuals as to how to prevent transmission of the disease 
would also be affected. Again, because of the fear of the 
probable consequences of having this disease. I have seen 
the affects of this kind of fear. Individuals have refused 
medical trea tme and emotional support due to the fears 
about this condition becoming known. 
In response to the second question, yes, we believe 
that the proposition would require health officials to take 
action that is currently discretionary. 
The literature the initiative supporters state 
that the Department of Health Services has the power and the 
obligation to test as much as may be necessary to halt the 
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er and o igation to apply measures of 
1 health icers would be forced by this 
3 initiat e to ut ize extreme measures that would not prevent 
the transmission of the disease. 
5 In response to the third question, as to the meaning 
6 of the phrase nconditions of being a carrier of the HTLV-III 
7 virus," refers to anyone that is seropositive, that is, 
8 positive antibodies to the virus. 
9 The presence of antibodies indicates exposure to the 
10 virus and we assume that anyone who is seropositive 
11 continues to harbor the virus within specific cells, the T4 
12 lymphocyte and possibly nerve tissue, due to the nature of 
13 the virus its f. 
14 In response to the fourth question as to the 
15 potential legal impacts of the initiative, I believe that 
16 mandatory testing for anyone suspected of having the disease 
17 is a real possib ity and a major thrust of this initiative. 
18 Loss of em oyment, loss of health insurance, loss of housing 
19 and income and potential q uara nti ne are also very real 
possibilities for persons with AIDS and or individuals with 
21 seroposit e antibody test results. 
22 I have seen several si tua ti ons 1 n which per sons w 1 th 
AIDS or ARC, and so loved ones, without the disease or 
24 seropositive antibody te results, have experienced 
25 discrimination and the consequences of job loses and housing 
loses. 
Finally, in response to the sixth question, how 
28 would the potential development of a vaccine be affected by 
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ank you 0 unity to testify. I am 
availa e to answer a questions you may have. 
One thing I'd like to add Mr. Klehs is I've heard a 
lot of talk this afternoon about high risk groups and I think 
what we really need to focus on is high risk behaviors. It's 
not who you are, it's what you do that puts you at risk. And 
the other ng is that a previous speaker spoke about 
getting funds from the federal government. I think all of us 
involved in health care know that this is a very significant 
and serious health problem. I believe that we are getting 
1 
adequate, that we're not getting adequate funding but 
certainly there's been a lot of effort made both financially 
and providing funds for research and care. So it seems to me 
that if this proposition, as I said, were passed, that the 
funds would not go into carrying on research, it would go 
into surveillance which I don't think is an effective way of 
fighting the disease. 
ASSEMBLYMAN KLEHS: Thank you. 
SENATOR WATSON: Thank you for your remarks. You 
mentioned education and that struck a chord with me. Was 
ere anything that you've heard since you've been here 
listening to the testimony from the proponents of Propo tio 
64 that's compelling to you in terms of relating more 
24 information about this disease? Was there anything that you 
25 heard here in being a nurse and dealing with the disease and 
26 picking up new information every day, is there anything that 
27 you heard from the proponents that is compelling to you? 
28 MS. MIRAMONTES: My concern was, and I have read 
PETERS SHORTHAND REPORTING CORPORATION (916) 362-2345 
1 eir material, my concern was that they focused on one or 
2 two cases of where they are saying that the disease was not 
3 transmitted by the methods like sexual transmission or 
4 through blood transfusion where we have case after case of 
5 where we can trace of how the AIDS virus was transmitted. 
6 My concern is that they advocate talking about these 
7 cases as proof that they're transmitted another way and as 
8 again was said earlier by some of the others is that if AIDS 
9 was transmitted significantly in other methods, then we would 
10 have numerous, numerous cases of them. 
11 SENATOR WATSON: Since the proposition goes in the 
12 direction of quarantine of those who carry the virus and 
13 those who actively have the disease, from your vantage point, 
14 how would this be enacted? 
15 MS. MIRAMONTES: I would see it as mandatory 
16 testing. They would have to determine who was positive and 
17 who was negative. 
18 SENATOR WATSON: Then you read the initiative to say 
19 they would have to be quarantined? 
20 MS. MIRAMONTES: Yes, because of the supporting 
21 rna teri al from the PANIC group say that health officers have 
22 the obligation to both mandatory test and also the potential 
23 of using quarantine and I would see that then as bringing 
24 pressure to bear, if this proposition passed, as bringing 
25 pressure to bear upon those public health officers to use 
26 those methods whether they agree with them or not. 
27 SENATOR WATSON: How do we go about quarantining 
28 people? I remember years back when you had the tuberculosis 
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t you were put off in some hospital run by the 
MS. We don't do that today. 
4 SENATOR WATSON: How will we go about quanantining 
5 the scores, the tens maybe thousands of people who would 
6 carry the virus? How would we do that? 
7 MS. MIRAMONTES: You would have to isolate them from 
8 i the general population and control their movements and it 
9 could be possibly in their homes or it could be into, as we 
10 did with TB patients a long time ago, putting them in 
11 facilities isolated from the community at large. 
12 SENATOR WATSON: So you're saying we probably would 
13 have to find facilities --
14 MS. MIRAMONTES: I would think so. 
15 SENATOR WATSON: -- that would be available to house 
16 the number of people t I'm sure carry the viruses or we 
17 would have to bu d new fa ities? 
18 MS. MONTES: Possibly. 
19 SENATOR WATSON: Are we talking a bout i sol ati ng them 
20 in their homes? If so, would that be controlled and 
2 monitored? 
22 
25 
28 
MS. RAMON 
and survey that kind of 
That's it, how would you monitor 
ng? There was a time I can 
remember as a child when I had scarlet fever that a 
quarantine sign was put on the front door and I'm talking 
about over 40 years ago, and movement was restricted. But, 
again, it depends upon the individual being quarantined and 
it depends upon him being responsible about obeying that kind 
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1 of quarantine. So it seems to me that to really make this 
2 effective, that other methods would have to be used to 
3 enforce quarantine. 
4 SENATOR WATSON: I would not be an obstacle if we 
5 find out that we need to do that, but I am highly concerned 
6 about the misrepresentation in this booklet and under some of 
7 the materials that have been put out by the sponsors of this 
8 bill, and this is a general statement and you don't have to 
9 even respond. But, number one, on the cover of this booklet, 
10 they're asking people to sign the petition to make AIDS 
11 reportable and that is required already by law. And also one 
12 of the signees of the ballot proposition, a Mr. Ghandi, has 
13 his designation down as California Director of National 
14 Democratic Policy Committee and, and here's the catch, 
15 member-elect Los Angeles County Democratic Party Central 
16 Committee. Anyone reading this would think that he's a part 
17 of the Democratic Party Central Committee which he is not. 
18 I'm on the Executive Board of the California State Central 
19 
20 
21 
22 
Committee and he is not. He is a member-elect. Anybody 
could be a possible member-elect. 
So 1 1 m seeing a pattern of distortion and misleading 
information. I go back to my original question. As you were 
23 listening to the other presenters, do you have any suspicions 
24 that they are passing out misleading and distorted 
25 information to the public? 
26 MS. MIRAMONTES: Yes, I do. In fact, I have been 
27 told by several health care workers who have stopped to 
28 discuss the 1 ss ue with them 1 n front of Gem co, the post 
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1 office and so for , in uding my own daughter who is a 
2 nurse, and trying to discuss e issue in a rational manner 
3 and this was not lowed to happen. One of the nurses that I 
4 talked to just this week who said that in the process of just 
5 the other day she again stopped to talk to them in front of 
6 Gemco and that fortunately as people came up they were 
7 listening to her and listening to what she had to say, but it 
8 was not something that was accepted by those proponents of 
9 the proposition. 
10 SENATOR WATSON: Maybe we better curtail the spread 
11 of incorrect information and isolate and quarantine it. 
12 MS. MIRAMONTES: That's what I agree with. Thank 
1 3 yo u v e ry much. 
14 ASSEMBLYMAN KLEHS: Thank you. The next witness is 
15 Dr. John Seale, a private practitioner from London. 
16 Is Dr. Seale here from London? 
17 Dr. Seale, as you're sitting down would you also 
18 tell us if you're a re stered voter in California? 
19 DR. SE E: No, I'm a British citizen. 
ASSEMBLYMAN KLEHS: You're a British citizen. Could 
21 you please t 1 us your interest living so far away in a 
22 initiative in California? 
DR. SEALE: Yes. Because I think what happens in 
24 California is relevant to what happens in the rest of the 
25 world. 
26 
27 
28 
us. 
ASSEMBLYMAN KLEHS: What's that? Go ahead and tell 
DR. SEALE: I'm sorry I didn't quite catch that. 
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1 SENATOR WATSON: Please proceed. 
2 ASSEMBLYMAN KLEHS: Please proceed. I know my 
3 English accent isn't very good. 
4 DR. SEALE: I'm Dr. John Seale, a private physician 
5 from London who's specialized in sexually-transmitted 
6 diseases for 25 years. I've come from London to testify here 
7 at the invitation of your Committee and I've come here at my 
8 own expense. 
9 This is the second time in four months I've been 
10 invited to the United States to speak about AIDS. In May, 
11 Mario Cuomo, Governor of New York, asked me to speak on the 
12 impact of AIDS on public policy and today I have 15 minutes 
13 to explain my endorsement of Proposition 64. 
14 Some of you are old enough to have heard my eminent 
15 fellow Englishman, Winston Churchill, speak for 50 minutes at 
16 Fulton, Missouri in 1946. At that time he was not Prime 
17 Minister but spoke as a private ci zen just as I speak to 
18 you today. In those few minutes his description of the Iron 
19 Curtain which had descended upon Europe, struck the 
20 imagination of Americans like a thunderbolt. He opened their 
21 eyes to the reality that the Soviet Union was not merely a 
22 friendly ally, under the leadership of Un e Joe, which had 
23 helped win a terrible war against Hitler and his Nazis. 
24 Rus a was, at that time, in the grip of a merciless 
25 meglomanic, Stalin, who was preparing to extend his empire 
26 
27 
across Western Europe. 
Hopefully, in the next few nutes I shall open your 
28 eyes to the reality of a new, and far more deadly peril which 
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1 you face today. This per is not in some distant foreign 
2 land across the Atlantic or across the Pacific, it is right 
3 here now in the heart of lovely California. 
4 The AIDS virus is the molecular biological 
5 equivalent of the nuclear bomb. The genetic information 
6 contained in its tiny strip of RNA has all that is needed to 
7 render the human race extinct within 50 years, along with the 
8 dodo, the dinosaurs and the saber-tooth tiger. The 
9 distinguished immunologist, Peter Medawar, once defined a 
10 virus as "bad news wrapped up in a protein coat." The AIDS 
11 virus is the ultimate piece of bad news, because it has the 
12 capacity to create an infinite variety of coats. 
13 The key scientific facts underlying the AIDS 
14 epidemic are extraordinary and painfully simple. The entire 
15 genetic code of the AIDS v.irus is contained in a tiny strip 
16 of RNA. A central step in its replication in human cells is 
17 conversion of the RNA code of the virus into a strip of DNA, 
18 the so-called pro-viral DNA. This is then spliced into the 
9 DNA of the genetic code of one of our cells. There it stays 
for the life of that cell and if the cell divides, 
21 daughter cells still have the viral genetic code within th 
When activated, the pro-viral DNA, which is now a part of our 
23 own genetic code, produces numerous virus particles which 
24 infect new cells within us. 
25 Over a period of years, ranging from one to more 
26 than 20, our cells are slowly, genetically transformed. It 
is not only the !-lymphocytes which are genetically tainted, 
28 the cells in our brain, heart, lungs, liver, skin are all 
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1 affected. 
2 In a profound biological sense once we have been 
3 infected with the AIDS virus we have a new set of infectious 
4 genes. These are capable of producing virus particles which 
5 will eventually, slowly kill us. This is the hallmark of a 
6 slow virus disease caused by a lentivirus, a type of disease 
1 and virus of which there has never been an epidemic in 
8 mankind before. When the virus is transferred to another 
9 person, he or she also acquires a new set of lethal 
10 infectious genes and so on ad infinitum. 
11 The essence of the conceptual problem facing mankind 
12 and I think also this Committee, is that the prolonged 
13 incubation period is seven to ten years before infected 
14 people become seriously ill. This means that huge numbers 
15 are infected and become infectious before any epidemic 
16 becomes visible. The deadly virus arrives, leaving no 
17 visiting card to announce its arrival. 
18 Twenty-five thousand Americans have already 
19 developed full-blown CDC-defined AIDS, but perhaps 100 times 
20 as many, two and a half million or so additional Americans 
21 are already infected. The number infected and the number 
22 dying is doubling remorselessly every ten months in your 
23 country, in my country, in Europe, in Africa, and in South 
24 America. 
25 How many of those infected with the virus will die 
26 within 20 years? Thirty percent develop full-blown AIDS 
21 within six years of infection. Don Francis made this point 
28 in Brussels last year. And all of these die within the 
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1 foll ng ee ears. at s cial estimate of the 
2 U.S. blic Serv ce. ea year passes, the 
3 percentage rises. A nt again made by James Chmiel in the 
4 meeting in Paris in June. 
5 The o imists like professbr Jay Levy of San 
6 Francisco ieve at a mere 50 percent will die following 
7 infection with the virus, the other 50 percent will come to 
8 little or no harm. is optimistic vision makes AIDS twice 
9 as deadly as smallpox, and as deadly as bubonic plague, the 
10 cause of the Black Death in 14th Century Europe which killed 
11 one-third of the entire population. 
12 The pessimists, like ofessor William Haseltine of 
13 Harvard believe that 100 percent of people will die within 20 
14 years or so of the infection as is the case with rabies virus 
15 infection. s is why he test ied before a Senate 
16 committee in Washington last year that AIDS was species 
17 threatening. In sim e glish, Professor Haseltine believes 
that the AIDS virus has the capacity to spread and to kill 
19 every man, woman and ch don earth. That's not me, that's 
20 Professor Ha tine. 
2 in o weeks f infection with the AIDS v 
22 every person remains potenti infectious to others as 
long as they 1 e. Every scientist knows this. The virus 
24 persists as cell- ee infectious virions in blood at titres 
25 ranging from only about ten infectious particles per 
milliliter up to 50 to 100,000 per milliliter. That's Jay 
27 Levy's work. saliva, respiratory secretions, semen, 
28 , va nal secretions, tears and mother's milk, the virus is 
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1 largely cell-associated and very few cells are infected. 
2 This makes these secre ons va y les infectious than 
3 blood. 
4 The AIDS virus is usua ly sta e outside the human 
5 body. It loses little of its infect ity if kept in water 
6 for seven days and retains some if ke dry for a week. 
7 With these properties it is hardly surprising that 
8 the virus is transmitted with devastating efficiency by 
9 reused, inadequately sterilized hypodermics, contaminated 
10 with invisible quantities of blood. It doesn't make a damn 
11 bit of difference to the virus whether the hypodermic is 
12 delivering heroin some hooker in Harlem or giving 
13 penicillin to save the life of a tiny child in Haiti, Mexico 
14 City or China. Both the hooker and the child will become 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
infected and potential infections to others and will 
eventually die after a protracted and humiliating illness. 
The virus is also transmitted with extraordinary 
ease by people who traumatize the lining of the rectum of 
numerous other people while in ging in what is quaintly 
20 called sex. The people who favor this lifestyle claim that 
21 1 they're expressing their love and affection for their fellow 
22 man by putting their fingers and their fists ar.d their 
23 tongues and an odd beer bottle and so on up the maximum 
24 number of backsides in the minimum of time. 
25 
26 
27 
28 
Once the c tical mass of the population has been 
infected with e virus by ghly i ent means of 
transmission, en the ess cient means inevitably become 
more common. ese include: Blood tran usions, 
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tran s on fr m ers to ewborn ba , biologically 
2 norm sexual intercourse nee e stick injury to nursing 
3 staff, nee contact of ood, saliva or sputum with the 
4 sores or abrasions in the home, at work or at play, 
5 particularly in conditions of poverty and almost certainly 
6 biting insects, acupuncture, tatooing, ear piercing, blood 
7 bro er rituals and the routine dental procedures. It is 
8 easy to see how the entire population of a poor tropical 
9 country can become infec d with the virus within a few years 
10 of its first arrival. The same is true in California, in 
11 Britain or in New Zealand. It takes just a few more years 
12 
13 
longer to reach the 100 
What are pros 
rcent saturation. 
cts of a cure? Once the 
14 pro-viral DNA is spliced 1 o your own genes, no product of 
15 the pharmace c industry w 1 ever get it out. Any drug 
16 which blocks the re ica on of the virus which is the most 
17 that can expected, w 1 have to be continued for life. To 
1 believe at any treatment of individual patients will have 
19 som~ impac on the e d c is like believing that a man 
2 
22 
piddling into e coast of California w 1 ca 
a tid wave to t shores of Japan. 
at are e prospects for a vaccine? Few of e 
antibodies tare naturally produced are neutralizing; some 
24 of those that aren't get knocked out by antigenic shedding; 
25 most of the in v cytopathology is immunologically 
26 mediated; inter-cellular spread of the virus during membrane 
27 contact evades an bodies; antigenic drift is continuous in 
28 every infected host. All these factors combined make an 
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effective vaccine theoretical impossible. 
It will more difficult to produce a useful 
vaccine for DS n blow n e Em re State Building 
with a single fart from 5th enue. 
What are the origins of the virus and the epidemic? 
It is an entirely new, epidemic, viral disease of man which 
arose in the 1970s, and I agree with you that it is a new 
epidemic. The obvious ultimate source is from some other 
animal species. It is quite likely that the virus infects 
harmlessly some other animal, possibly a monkey, which in the 
past occasionally infected an individual human. But with 
poor transmissibility an infected person usually died before 
infecting anyone else. This produces no epidemic. This is 
the case with the rabies virus which harmlessly infects bats 
but is lethal to dogs, cats, and people. It is so deadly to 
these species that without the reservior in the bats, rabies 
would probably die out spontaneously if it was confined to 
dogs and men. 
For an epidemic of AIDS to have taken off, an 
additional vector would have been required to transmit the 
virus from person to person which had not been present in 
the 1970s. The obvious culprit is the repeatedly reused, 
inadequately sterilized podermics which arrived in Central 
Africa on a huge scale after the advent of cheap penicillin 
in the fifties and sixties. These hypodermics could rapidly 
pass the virus from the blood of one person to another and by 
a process of serial passage the virus would become human 
adapted. 
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is w 1 and truly a human virus 
or 1 animal source is no 1 onger 
c changes will have taken place in 
ic progresses, infectivity and 
5 transmissibili will be expected to incr se. 
6 e assi xam e of catastrophic epidemics of a 
7 previously un own an virus triggered by medical 
8 hypo ics in a or co try and transmitted in blood were 
9 those in · ku, Z re and in Maridi in tbe Sudan in 1976 
10 where d ancis jus w 
1 Classic exam es of sim ar epidemics started by 
12 accident in modern vir ogy laboratories were the outbreaks 
13 of Mar rg disease Germany and go avia in 1969 while 
14 
15 
6 
17 
18 
25 
28 
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erica s a e being repeate y accused e 
Soviet author! es having created the AIDS virus 
injecting leth animal lentiviruses into living humans. The 
Soviet theory is that 
foot by infectin 
infecting by mista 
allies. 
e Pentagon or CIA shot itself in the 
ican human guinea gs and then 
general popula on and your NATO 
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Equally ausible or implausible is the theory that 
the Soviets emsel ves 
animal viruses in their 
d the 
owar la 
irus from their 
o es in Novosibirsk, 
in the Ivanovsky in scow, and so on. They might then 
possibly have deliberately i cted a few junkies in New York 
6 in 1975 and waited patiently for the long awaited big bang. 
7 This would have en an unde ared act of war, a 
8 subtle, upda d biowar version of Pearl Harbor, without the 
9 dramatic action shots of battleships exploding, cruisers 
10 sinking, and planes burning on the tarmack, half an hour 
11 before the Japanese ambassador in Washington decided to 
12 declare war. 
13 So what would I like to see ne about all this in 
14 the immediate future? In my view all those who are already 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
identifi as soon as possible. Whatever 
so e must be taken to ensure that 
infected must 
ps are req 
those infected not transmit e virus to others. Any 
nation which cannot or will not ta such action with 
alacrity w 1 peri 
person in the wo d 
w 1 1 n a few y e a r s • The r i s on 1 y one 
o has power to take the necessary 
a ons to be n to st e spread of the virus, that is 
your Presi nt, nald Reagan. 
I w d 1 ike the President and Mrs. Reagan to meet 
soon with some the few ogical scientists who have 
studied the ect y, and have a clear vision of the 
scale of the AIDS catastrophe, and the ac ons that must be 
taken to counter i . a e Professor William Haseltine 
from Harvard, ofessor ntagnier from Pa s, ofessor 
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28 
Levy 
ex 
a on, me 
because as 
grasp the 
unusu 1 a ian. 
d 
atcher able to er 
e demic? 
it w 1 
ra ay 
11 be 00 ye war. 
rna ki 
may be unsto 
stopped 
nary c 
di shone 
s 
s R 
it 
aspect se 
gar 
ny Robertson from 
a d es 
st from London. In 
atcher should be present 
ng, she has the ab ity to 
i en t 1 c p r o em s w hi is most 
esident Reagan and Prime Minister 
er 
S: 
s 
eir peo e as a solution to the 
. 
1 not entail blood and tears. 
a 
nst e virus, not an 
f e year world war. It 
t e is the extinction of 
too late. e virus 
do not know. But if it is 
y may have arted when 
er nestly or 
opo on 64 on the llot 
ng of e end 
out an 
rman. 
o ahead. 
s presentation very 
v gar. I could have taken 
read ahead of the speaker I 
(916) 
1 
1 found it to be beneath me to really hear this presentation. 
2 I'm just amazed that you would come across the 
3 waters to make this kind of presenta on to this Joint 
4 Committee of our California Legislature. As a person of 
5 scientific background, I would hope to have seen from a 
6 person that traveled thousands of miles and many hours at his 
7 own expense a more scholarly presentation. 
8 We are very serious about this hearing here Dr. 
9 Seale. We're not playing games. And I might even have been 
10 able to get past some of the vulgarity used in your 
11 presentation if it had not been words like "a clear vision" 
12 as if we don't have a clear vision of what we're about and 
13 let's have, oh, Maggie Thatcher here because she has a 
14 scientific background, she understands these things and we 
15 politicians that are spending this day in this hearing do 
16 not. That's similar to a comment made by one of our people 
17 in the Washington, D.C. administration about what women 
18 understand. 
19 But, whereas you spend the time to come here to 
20 convince us that we ought to support 64, just by the tone of 
21 your presentation, I could not. 
22 So, let me just give you my own advice. You can 
23 hear it or not hear it. That if you are going to travel to 
24 various states within our country, to try to be compelling I 
25 would think you would take great time and pain to couch your 
26 presentation in a tone that is not so ins ting, where you're 
27 not talking down and snobbery doesn't come forth. I just 
28 kind of turned off to what you were saying because of the way 
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13 
5 
16 
17 
n a e 
yo may wa 0 
ssio s you use. 
to w er co nt facts turne 
cause of e way this presen tion is 
written. I woul s st you collect all the copies and take 
them with you cause I would not want anyone to pick up this 
statement comi g from :n al Society of Medicine, as 
being your act word on how you feel· about the issue. 
you like to keep the copies from 
Nature and e JQurnal Q.[ BQ::tal SQciet::t Q.[ Medicine which are 
i uded wi th a i on? d the way, if I made a 
iticians, it wo d be soh a presenta o 
reasona y e 
schol a prese 
f qu i 
DR. 
s 
qual a 
s s 
I' not a se or 
see h 
and I WO ot 
fine hour 1 f 
s s your 
time here? 
o a group 
bo said you wanted a 
u j st d you wanted 15 minutes. 
I don't think time is the indicator 
orry. 
If y even had brought to us a 
ul 
in 
e 
se 
ave 
e 
've 
made 
n tter accepted. 
slature eight years. 
en here long 
peo e w 
Jfve never seen one w tten like 
press to get old of this as my 
of e if or a Legislature. 
first time here? Is this your first 
DR. No en -four years ago I came to 
California on 1 ta on the American Medical Association. 
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1 SENATOR WATSON: Is this the first time in the 
2 Legislature in a Joint Committee making a presentation? 
3 DR. SEALE: Of course it is. What do you think I'm 
4 doing all the time, coming to America? 
5 SENATOR WATSON: I don't know. That's why I'm 
6 asking. Certainly if I were you coming for the first time as 
7 an M.D. would not want this to be a representation of my 
8 first time in front of the Legislature. 
9 DR. SEALE: I take your point. You are a very 
10 sarcastic lady. 
11 
12 but --
13 
14 
SENATOR WATSON: Well, you can insult if you like, 
DR. SEALE: What do you think you're doing? 
SENATOR WATSON: I'm just giving you a reaction to 
15 what you placed in front and I still find this presentation 
16 to be gross and vulgar, this presentation. I didn't say you. 
17 I said this presentation. You called me sarcastic. 
18 
19 
DR. SEALE: I did. 
ASSEMBLYMAN KLEHS: Question, Dr. Seale. Have you 
20 read the initiative? 
21 
22 
23 
24 for --
25 
DR. SEALE: I have read the initiative, yes. 
ASSEMBLYMAN EHS: And you are supporting this? 
DR. SEALE: I'm supporting the principle of the need 
ASSEMBLYMAN KLEHS: You're either for the 
26 initiative, having traveled all this way or you're against 
27 the initiative. I'm talking about the initiative, Prop 64, 
28 the measure on the ballot and I can hand you the ballot 
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ar nt. tre ei er for it or a nst it. 
e 1 ti a v e. could be a D 
tter ini at I'm for it. 
ASSEMB KL 
with the current law in C 
having to noti local 
test posit e for ? 
S: Thank you. Are you familiar 
i nia with respect to people 
th authorities after they have a 
DR. SEALE: Sorry. 
ASSEMBLYMAN e you familiar with, let's 
say, any current a law wi respect to the disease 
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11 of AIDS? 
12 
3 
14 
5 
16 
17 
is a person wi 
Yes. I know that the present situation 
or Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome 
as defined e nters for sease Control, that is 
notifiable. But peo e o are infected with HIV, Human 
Immunodeficiency Virus, no 1 ntification whatsoever. 
EMBL KL 
with pe e who have ca 
d what do people in England do 
the virus? What happens to the 
i su ects o ave cau t 
t i 
thosewhoae--it sb n d 
e virus? 
ng at the mome 
t with in the way w e 
dealing wi ener diseases for the last 50 years which 
interes n e u n En and is not notifiable al 
sy ilis is not f able in your te. Syphilis and 
ti s B are both notifia e diseases in California. In 
the United Kin om Hepatitis B is a notifiable disease but 
syphilis is It's e way it's dealt with is on 
different legisla on. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN KLEHS: I wo d presume then in your 
country you n 1 t even have as strong of a law as we 
currently have in Califor a nus e initiat e? 
DR. SEALE: Yeah. We've got 300, 400 cases of AIDS 
so far in England. It's arrived much more recently. But I 
think that in terms of the way that the government is moving 
about it, it's because of the experience in America is that 
we're actually moving faster than when you had 400 cases in 
the United States. 
ASSEMBLYMAN KLEHS: Are you a member of any of the 
Lyndon LaRouche groups? 
DR. SEALE: No. 
ASSEMBLYMAN KLEHS: Mr. LaRouche who sponsored the 
initiative has written that casual communication of the 
infection by unsuspe ing carriers to an unsuspecting victim 
is highly likely. Would you please comment on this? 
DR. SEALE: Yes. 
ASSEMBLYMAN KLEHS: 
DR. SEALE: It be 
casual contact. 
Do you believe that? 
the question what you mean by 
ASSEMB KLEHS: Excuse me. Intimate sexual 
22 relations is not cas contact. 
23 DR. SEALE: If you mean any co act other than 
24 intimate sexual relations, of course it can be transmitted in 
25 other ways o er an i imate sexual ationships. 
26 ASSEMBLYMAN KLEHS: And other than intravenous drug 
27 
28 
use? 
DR. SEALE: It's very interesting. 
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E YMAN are with us. You're part of 
the Roy ne. 
DR. S n e r two or three blood 
transfusion cases were reported in the United States, 
everybody said s can't be, including the American Red 
Cross, blood tran usions. So they, until the 1st of January 
1984 they repeatedly went on record that it was impossible to 
be transmitted from ood transfusion. Then later that month 
: in January 19 the first pa of the first 19 cases was 
reported by Centers for Disease Control. 
ASSEMBLYMAN KLEHS: Excuse me. Could you please 
tell us what other m 
DR. S 
mean, it's n 
her baby and she 
ASSEMB 
rea 
ts 
ods of casual contact you --
n a mother looks after her baby. I 
ven to you. A mother looks after 
cted. 
S: It's called the vertical method? 
17 I've forgotten. 
1 E: Not the mother giving to the baby. The 
9 mother got the infection from her baby. The baby had been 
20 1 ected blood transfusion. The mother was nursin 
21 baby. The o er gets i cted. This was brought u 
28 
is afternoon. You 
E YMAN 
about it perfectly well. 
What other methods? 
E: Ano er method was in that same report, 
and you know it very well, in the case in England a lady in 
her middle forties who looked after a man who was ill in a 
home near 
her hands. 
PE RS 
on a Good Sarna tan basis she had some exzema on 
Now, at happened 1 s she turned up 1 n the 
AND RE PORATION (916) 362-2345 
1 hospital. She's got AIDS, f 1 own disease of AIDS and she 
2 looked after the neigh on a Good Samaritan basis. It was 
3 a man from West Africa. n turned up with AIDS at St. 
4 Bartholomew's, they then inv gated what was going on. It 
5 was found that the man himself had ed three years before in 
6 St. Bartholomew's Hospital from an unknown brain disease. 
7 They then checked back on the blood in store and they found 
8 that he indeed was infected. 
9 So I agree there were not a lot, but there weren't a 
10 lot of blood transfusion cases until recently. They start 
11 off very small and en they get more and more and more. 
12 That is the na e an anti-virus infection. 
13 ASSEMBLYMAN KLEHS: Dr. Francis, would you care to 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
comment? 
DR FRAN We ve 
and I believ t it is a se 
some transmission at e ne 
care workers. Bo of se 
scussed this for years. You 
ly- nsmitted disease with 
fri whi would be to health 
tua on are essenti ly 
19 nursing si ons even thou ey weren t nursing sisters, 
20 they indeed were perf ng t and a few needle sticks. 
21 But this nitia e in is country essentially is 
22 saying, as you heard, was sneeze tran ssion, aerosol, given 
23 the equivalent of rculo s. I just don't believe you 
24 believe that. But the different situation in terms of what 
25 
26 
27 
28 
we in Califor a have to do regardi g stopping the 
transmis on, and you a d I both agree that you should do a 
lot to stop transmis on of is dangerous virus. 
The ques on is scie cal do you think everyone 
D RE 
1 
2 
who 1 s positive 
aero izing to 
DR. S 
1 
d be quaran ned because they're 
e re e pula on? 
Pm looking after patients myself with 
4 AIDS. I pro bly see a damn si t more than you do, people 
5 
6 
are carrying e virus. I've got two people that died of 
AIDS and have two or ree more who got AIDS, plus about ten 
7 or 15 patients who are carrying the virus. I don't go around 
8 ' wearing masks. 
9 I know that it is not easy to transmit on that 
10 
11 
sis. But 
the virus in 
n you've got m lions of people infected with 
e popula on, the sort of care that I take, 
12 indeed, when I'm ta ng blood from a patient I don 1 t even 
13 
4 
bother to oves on myself. But I know if I prick my 
finger, there's a very good nee that I'll get the AIDS 
5 virus. 
16 
17 
18 
9 
20 
21 
See 
people with 
e critical thing is if there's just one or two 
virus, this is not a big problem in terms of 
these relativ y unusual methods. But once there are 
hundreds thousands or m lions of people, then these much 
rarer m ods w 1 come increa n y common. 
An ng back to essentially a sexually-tra 
22 disease, my fundamental distinction between your view, your 
28 
' view and I nk to acce this is that AIDS is essential 
sexually-transmitted disease which unfortunately sometimes is 
transmitted in blood. I think it should be the other way 
around. AIDS is esse ially a blood transmission infection 
which is transmitted very easily with certain types of sexual 
activity. And that may sound pedantic and I could expand on 
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22 
in great length for 
style. 
e la here who doesn't like my 
may sound pe ntic, but in my iew it is as 
fundamental in un n ng the nature of the AIDS epidemic 
as for astronomers as to whether the w d is round or flat. 
As far as just walking, the world seemed to be flat just 
fine. But with satelites and so on, it's round. 
ASSEMBLYMAN KLEHS: Any more questions? 
Thank you. 
SENATOR WATSON: I just wanted to ask the good 
doctor if he were aware of the number bills that have been 
introduced and passed and signed into law by the Legislature 
in this two-year session? 
DR. SEALE: I'm sorry. 
S R The num b ls r ating to 
AIDS that have been introduced, passed and signed into law by 
this two-year session the Legi ature? 
DR. E: I'm terribly sorry. I have a hearing 
ASSEMBLYMAN 
aware of the number of lls 
or ssed our houses wi 
E: I m 
SEN R 
nator Watson asked are you 
at have been signed into law 
res ct to the issue of AIDS? 
aware the precise number, no. 
d if you' e not aware of the 
24 precise number or even the number, do you have any awareness 
25 of the contents the 1 aw s rea on the books? 
26 DR E: On the book in for a? 
27 SENATOR WATSON: s. 
28 ! 1 m not a lawyer. I don't know. I know 
D I 2-2345 
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1 t I've n d about some them, but I don't check. 
2 I don't ow te you ask me e question. I'm not a 
lawyer. 
4 SENATOR WATSON: I get the impression that there's 
5 very little knowledge about what we're doing here in the 
6 State of ifornia on your rt. 
7 DR. SEALE: If that's what you feel. 
8 SENATOR WATSON: And I am curious as to some of the 
9 people who have come and they are within kind of an 
10 accusatory way of saying you know you ought to do all these 
11 things. We're working very diligently and that's why we're 
12 spending our time today in an open public forum with people 
13 
14 
15 
making presen tions because we are concerned about AIDS. 
We are ing to gather the best thinking, data, 
statistics om knowledgeable people, from scientific minded 
16 people, not from emotional zealots but people who really have 
17 interests and have kn edge in this area. So that we in 
18 turn can. sure that e 1 a on that is passed out of 
19 this Legislature -- and you say what we do here in California 
is respon d to around the world and possibly so. So we 
21 to do ngs in a systematic way based on actual em cal 
22 knowledge if we can and that's the reason why I raised the 
question with you were you aware 
DR. SEALE: There's one particular one I know. I 
25 don't know what it's name is, but it's related to if blood is 
taken from a patient as to whether or not it can be tested 
for the AIDS virus without permission from the patient. I'm 
28 aware of this. I ow this is profoundly influencing the 
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1 that's happening in the U.K. and I know that your 
2 Legislature or whatever you call it has passed some act or 
3 some -- we use di ere terms in and -- and this is, in 
!t my view, is a horren us pairment in ctors being able to 
5 find out what is going on because of that very law that you 
6 passed which has its awback, as I say, all over the world 
7 because we do ke a lot of notice in what you do in this 
8 country. 
9 SENATOR WATSON: Dr. Chin, have you been handicapped 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
in your work, your research by any 1 aw s that we have passed 
here in the Legislature? 
DR. CHIN: Not to the point that I would say the 
public health is imperiled. I think that clearly the 
prohibition on reporting of HIV-infected individuals to say 
public heal au e s, in regards to blood banks, as 
Dr. Kizer said this mor ng, those names are put on the donor 
deferral list an I nk t's cri cal area. 
DR. E: Good. 
19 ATOR W ON: Are ere areas of the law that you 
20 think need to be be d up? Are there vagaries or areas that 
21 are not a ressed t want to take a look at? 
22 DR CHIN: ain, what Dr. Kizer said this morning 
23 is that we would li e author! to do unlinked testing 
24 which right now accor ng to legisla on we do not have that 
25 authority. We ink we can monitor the trends of infection 
26 in California ng that type unlinked testing which 
27 would preserve confident! ity but provide public health with 
28 the necessa i nforma on. 
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t to privacy o 
in those areas we 
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Dr. S e, in this country we pay 
constit ts and so we have the 
in nt and so when we s rt to tamper 
spec! caution to see that we do not 
5 nvade those ri ts and that•s the rea~on why some of our 
6 le slation addresses parti ar provisions the way 1 doe • 
7 But we have passed a considerable number of bills, maybe 30 
8 or more, in e two-year session and they deal with blood 
9 tes ng co n ali which was what you're speaking of, 
10 ey allocated dollars for research, they have dealt with 
11 education to workers in h th professions, they dealt with 
12 labeling of certain drugs and they deal with some of the 
13 cases where ARC was ntified. 
1 have dealt wi the nation of blood, 
5 especi oo to ch dren. ey have dealt with how to 
6 deal with health professionals and their handling of AIDS 
17 patients and we can on and anti-discrimination goes on and 
1 on and on. we e do a lot work in the Legislature in 
20 
2 
28 
s area a d I nk work 
of the disease in the co 
R. S it 
t has enhanced the resear 
try. 
p. 
s S: Great. Thank you very much. 
and 
next witness s Dr. rren Winkelstein from e 
ic from e Univer ty of California. 
DR. IN: s of the Legislature, my 
name is Warren Wi 
of my background. 
stein. If I may I'll give you a little 
I'm a me ical ctor wi a Master of Public Health 
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1 gree. I've spent my entire car e 
2 public heal serving as e Dir of Communicable 
3 Diseases the local h nt, after that as deputy 
4 health officer a en j ng e facul of the University 
5 of Buffalo where I did epidemiological research for eight 
6 years before coming to Califor a in 1 8. 
7 I've devoted my f to a variety of issues, but some 
8 of them are par cula y evant to the discussion today. I 
9 was involved in polio vaccine fi d trials in the 1950s and 
10 also the development of both the inactivated and attenuated 
11 live virus vaccine for mea es. And since 1963 I've devoted 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
myself exclusively 
AIDS. 
research, epidemi ogical research on 
ASSEMBLYMAN KLEHS: 
your test ny is a bout 
DR. WINKELSTEIN: 
Dr. Winkelstein, I've noticed 
pa s long. 
I'm not ing to read it. I'm 
just going guide you through e ta e of contents if I 
may. 
KL W o y have about 45 minutes 
20 eft 
21 DR. W un rstand. I going to speak 
22 very bri and let you ask me some questions. But I do 
23 want to int ut at this document was prepared because of 
24 concerns on the part of the fac ty on U.C. Berkeley School 
25 of Public Health that Proposi on 64 was based on inaccurate 
26 
27 
28 
premises and consequences 
seriously trim al to co 
And so we prepared 
SH AN RE 
pa s n g i t would be 
r of the AIDS epidemic. 
s docume to be a source of 
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' 
orma on for the 1 and for 0 er concerned people. ... 
ing e ed it as ci ted to e facul of e 
other ur, er ee sch s of pu ic health in 
if or a.· 1 sed it and as you see on the title 
page 1 t was released neously by the four schools of 
public health in ifornia under the signatures of e deans 
on the 24th of ber. 
e cument s or nized as you can see on e 
e conte s into a se es of f e public heal 
liabilities. opo tion 64 d foster the inaccurate 
b ief that AIDS is a hi contagious disease, and there's 
been a lot of testimony to e fact that it's not casually 
3 spread. 
5 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
3 
25 
oposi on would ny jobs and contingent health 
nsurance,. as w as assr sed education to people who 
pose no reat e gene pu ic health. 
po on would ce se who suspect they 
are 1 e.cte lizing h th care services for fear 
of b ng bl quarantined. 
tion 64 would seriously h 
0 re c ike say a few just very few or 
a ut that in a 
d, lly position 64 would waste state f 
on in ctive, coercive nterven on programs and thereby 
divert resources from e only known effective measure to 
reduce DS n ssion, massive public health education. 
I'd like to just y address two points before 
28 opening myself to questioning. First, let me say that there 
s D COR (916) 
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1 1 
12 
13 
14 
15 
is I think wide recogni on amoung epidemi ogists that this 
is certainly the most serious e demic that has visited us in 
e th Ce u It's o ers, the influenza 
epidemic of 191 1919 a the io e demic of 1960, but it 
is a terrible epidemic and those us who are inv ved in it 
are committed and dev d to trying to control it. 
One aspect of po tion which is particularly 
troubling is that I think that it would deter people from 
entering necessary research projects which are designed to 
evaluate drugs which would delay the progression of infection 
to disease and vaccines ch wo d prevent disease. The 
reason for that is at bo these kinds of research efforts 
require that people submit them 
testing. 
ves to prior serological 
te ing is to result in the ssibility of long 
16 term quarantine, and nobo has used the term, but those new 
17 institutions, Watson, I think are sometimes called 
18 concentra on cam cause t's essenti ly what they 
19 would be. We d ave to have large areas for liter ly 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
thousands of pee e to be concentrated in. 
pe e w 1 not em ves forward to risk 
HIV ser ogical te ng in order to enter studies of the 
efficacy of er vaccines or drugs. Now to test a drug for 
the prevention of s on of infection to disease 
requires at e rea infe ed. they have to be 
seropo t e. 
who are seronega 
polio vaccine fi 
PE 
test for a vacci e you must have people 
ve and y must ave many of them. In the 
d trial we had o have ,000 people to 
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st the cc e one year. 
that are immense. 
I nk be a di sa stero s ct of 
opo on 
I dn't inte ded to say anything about the research 
n tra n smi ss 
reported at the 
for a manuscri 
but our rese ch in San Francisco which was 
ris co erence and is now being prepared 
for pu ica on indicates that transmission 
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1 ASSEMBLYMAN KLEHS: Thank you very much. 
2 Senator Watson, any questions? 
3 SENATOR WATSON: Dr. Winkelstein, I appreciate the 
4 report that you're presenting from four prestigious 
5 universities, but I was flipping through it with the remarks 
6 that I made to the last speaker in mind, and I see you have 
7 reference data in there. So if we needed to follow that 
8 through to see what your source was, we would be able to, we 
9 could contact these schools and various departments to find 
10 out the data that we would need? 
1 1 DR. WINKELSTEIN: The paper was prepared at 
12 Berkeley. So we'll be glad to provide any information you 
13 want. 
14 
15 
SENATOR WATSON: I appreciate that. Thank you. 
ASSEMBLYMAN KLEHS: Thank you, Dr. Winkelstein. J 
16 was going to add, you must be in a tough position with 
17 Proposition 61 and 64 to worry about this election. 
18 DR. WINKELSTEIN: You want me to talk about 61? 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
(Laughter.) 
ASSEMBLYMAN KLEHS: Some other time. The next 
person is Pat Hamm from the Association of Practitioners in 
Infection Control. 
MS. HAMM: Good afternoon. 
ASSEMBLYMAN KLEHS: Good afternoon. Do you have 
copies of your stimony? 
MS. HAMM: Yes, I do. 
ASSEMBLYMAN KLEHS: I also, you know, we're kind of 
trying to rush to get done at five o'clock. So can you 
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s a even cer an ru ng 
stimony involves two 
references t e in c and answers to specific 
questions th Senator n's aides requested that I 
respond o r se, woul at be ri 
Great. 
e of the California 
A sociation for ct ners I ection Control 
uld you so say what the 
or ga niz on doe a d el us 1 . ~l e t about your own 
per so medical bac ? 
e er voter in Orange County, 
orni a. 
t like the Orange Co 
r t. 
MS. e us d guys down there, 
d 0 o the previous statement 
1 a 0 1 the e I'm 65. 
( 
on. 
A o for Practitioner 
ion n s n in exi 
si ce 1 a or n a on throughout the 
ted Sta s. s sed of infection control 
practitioners-- we efer to th as ICPs -- most of whom are 
re ered r 0 of few ex c e i n s • r ' m a 
microbiolo t. I m Cal or a-licensed medical 
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1 technologist with special training in microbiology. Before I 
2 got into medicine I was a high school teacher and I've also 
3 worked my way through college at other professions as well at 
4 waitressing and so forth. 
5 Infection Control Practitioners are required as part 
6 of the State of California, Joint Commission of the State of 
7 California Title 22, every acute, general care hospital must 
8 have at least one Infection Control Practitioner in their 
9 employ. Hosptitals with more than 250 beds should have at 
10 least two. 
11 The position came about as a result of coming to the 
12 realization that a hospital is a dangerous place to be and 
13 you're more likely to acquire infection in the hospital than 
14 outside the hospital because we do terrible things to you. 
15 We put tubes in you, we put you on respirators, we cut your 
16 skin open and perform surgery and we make you a very 
17 susceptible host as a result of our increased technology and 
18 manipulation. 
19 The government found that as a result of being 
20 admitted to a hospital, quite a large percentage of hospital 
21 patients acquired infections as a result of what we did to 
22 them in the hospital and rather than bringing it in on their 
23 own from the community. And in an attempt to reduce this 
24 morbidity, the profession of infection control was mandated 
25 for each hospital to attempt to bring the total rate of 
26 hospital-acquired infection in each hospital below five 
27 percent of all admitted pa ents. 
28 So our profession is one that has been trained in 
~-----~-~~-- ---~~--- -----
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ology of i ctions, 
a smission rom a 
sta , to the other 
aware y communica e diseases 
0 
to 
t 
the state, to the county health 
ea nv sti tion, e demi 
w ave to very good educators 
e have to very knowledgea e. 
PIC is all a bout. I hope that h ps 
what we're all a bout. 
go q c 1 n to my s ta t em e n t • A s 
a 
c 
soc ation for acti oners in 
ifornia is one of the few 
a te organiza on, and we are 
ch er within the sta It 
mem p s a rotating 
pre den is a one-year 
to s over a second year. 
the oppo tuni to answ 
opo tion 6 an 
ofess on s ncer 
q stions have 
a w 11 0 r 
er i s s ch may be concern to 
ue ion presented to me: As experts in 
yo or n a on nk are the 
the spread of the AIDS virus? 
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1 Infection Control Practitioners are trained in many 
2 roles, among which those of teacher, investigator, 
3 researcher, agent of change, consultant, role model, and 
4 politician within the hospital also extend and apply to the 
5 community. ICPs are committed to protecting patient, 
6 hospital staff and the public from risk of contracting 
7 disease, while doing all that we can to ensure that patients 
8 receive appropriate, caring treatment. 
9 ICPs are well educated and aware of current 
10 information and documentation of the epidemiology of 
11 infectious diseases. This knowledge is necessary to fulfill 
12 one of our most important roles, that of educator. 
13 As experts in infection control and as teachers, 
14 CAL-APIC knows that the best way to control the spread of 
15 AIDS is by aggressive education of both public and health 
16 professional communities. The epidemiology of AIDS clearly 
17 demonstrates the lack of casual transmission. And I enclosed 
18 in my handout a copy of the California Morbidity and 
19 Mortality Report reflecting the CDC study on the lack of 
20 transmission within families containing a member with AIDS. 
21 Also the bottom paragraph of that document is a short summary 
22 of Dr. Luc Montagnier's study of a boarding school for 
23 special students including hemophiliacs who transmitted 
24 actively the Hepatitis B virus. They were HTLV-III antibody 
25 positive and yet did not transmit the HTLV-III. 
26 The epidemiology of AIDS demonstrates, as Dr. 
27 Winkelstein -- I believe that was s name -- just commented 
28 on the epidemiology of San Fra sco, is behavior 
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be physical and nan possi e to do. Because 
the pr on ncuba on pe od 
' a east up to 5 
years, ore a to ntacts and st 
th r ant bo be e remely expensive, extremely 
time consuming and ex em i ficie in preven ng the 
6 spread of the disease. 
7 use the names o ose ing antibody positive 
8 would become pu i c, v untary tes ng would probably stop. 
9 After all, if I was not concerned if I might be antibody 
10 positive, why do I want to present myself to be tested 
11 
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28 
regardless of the test re ts. r ore, under Proposition 
64, s ply su ec ng tes ng s me in a, 
quote, "sus ct,n ca go I can conceive of no one 
vol untari b ng te d if po on 64 passes. 
This i a ve w d e fe v el imina te the 
ctiveness o i on a e on programs. People 
who might have DS who mi d that they might 
have been e se AIDS not tend any educa onal 
program for g a ed. 
ion s used n e 
ni tia t e t s s nt the wording 
"co of III irus." Would 
the wor ng describe di 0 harbo ng the HTLV-III 
. ? v1 rus. w d i erpreted a i ng individuals 
who are po t eact t an body st? 
i er co of being a 
carrier H III vi be the same as "harboring 
the H -II i rus 11 Beca unequivocal way 
E 6 362-23 
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antibody test, in 
fact, says no ng a ut virus presence, much as the 
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seropositivity or reactivi a Rubella test says nothing 
about the presence of Rub la virus. Antibody tests on 
6 measure an immune response to contact with a virus at some 
7 time, not presence of e virus. Proposition 64's 
8 passage would in ude i ividuals who have a positive 
9 reaction to the H III anti body test. 
0 A cautionary s necessary here. I also 
1 enclosed in my statement a copy of e CDC studies 
12 demon ra ng that persons ven gamma globulin injections, 
3 partie arly HB , can test positive for HTLV-III antibody 
4 
5 
16 
17 
9 
23 
for as long as six s after injection. Now, if you had 
ot and were required by your t a gamma o i 
employer to be tested for III antibody, you might test 
posit e wi ever coming into contact with the AIDS 
virus. Try toe ai at w you're fired from your job 
as a teacher and your insurance company drops your coverage. 
nitia 
anti 
r our. t 1 1 pacts would e 
ave on per 
a 
s with , persons reac 
or 
suspec d of bei g AI 
persons suspected of having AI 
an bo reactive? 
legal impact of this initiative would be to 
inf n on each person's civ rights. This proposal would 
make it a crime for ny medical as well as non-medical person 
not to report a perso with AIDS who might have AIDS or be 
suspected of having AIDS. d I reference the California 
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1 nistrative Code, Title 17, Chapter 4, Subchapter 1, 
2 Article 1, Section 2500 and 2508. 
3 Number f e: W e ni a e have e legal 
4 impacts of excluding rsons with AIDS or suspected of having 
5 AIDS or those who are AIDS antibody reactive from food 
6 handling positions or from school? Is this good public 
7 policy from the perspective of infection control? 
8 We feel that the initiative can be interpreted to 
9 require the unnecessary exclusion of persons with AIDS, 
10 persons reactive to the AIDS antibody st and persons 
11 suspected of having AIDS from food handling positions from 
12 schools as students or school em oyees. 
13 As experts in infection control, we know that this 
14 is not good policy. The routes of transmission and risk 
15 groups for AIDS are the same as for pititis B, yet it is 
16 not policy to require the exclusion of persons with 
17 Hepatitis B, suspected of having Hepatitis B, or antibody 
18 reactive to Hepatitis B from food handling positions or from 
19 schools. 
20 If a per son is ck for a reason, they should stay 
21 home regardless of th r profes on, until they are no longer 
22 sick. This is good pu ic policy and common sense. 
23 Then and the last question is: How would the 
24 eventual development a vaccine be affected by Propositi on 
25 64? Would a vaccine produce anti bodies that would subject 
26 the vaccinated person to e provisions of Proposition 64? 
27 Vaccines are ct e because ey trick the immune 
28 system into thinking it has been invaded an therefore 
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espon n e an dies. He s B 
ace pr cts ati g reci ent to make 
he an bo AI vaccine would work only if it 
d evoke an immune response, that Is, antibody to the AIDS 
virus. 
If on 64 sses, vaccine recipients would 
test react e to the AI an body st and, therefore, 
required to be reported. erefore, this proposal would 
ctively scare peo e away from submitting to vaccination 
and su uent testing if req red to be sure that the 
i vaccine took. 
1 
15 
16 
a 
.I 
conclusion the ion Control Practitioners of 
e oppo on a eat of opo on 64. This initiative 
is unsound me cally, nanci devastating and, most 
importa y, detriment to e t to control AIDS. 
AIDS is a pu ic health problem, not a political 
pro em. e e leal communi is st equipped to direct 
the f agains AI a d the medical communi , as w as 
er nor ukm ian, or Bra ey, the American Red r 
among ma·ny tron 0 se Propo on 64. 
referen ng at it's a medic pro em, not a poli c 
problem because when I raised the question with the first 
speaker that I heard, e answer supposedly was to be found 
in this pu !cation which is highly political and you've been 
hearing me grind away for the last few hours on the 
8 scientific basis of these statements. So I appreciate a 
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1 person who comes with that kind of background. 
2 I did want to explore just for a second because our 
3 time is running short, how a person could be antibody 
4 positive and virus negative. I think that has implications 
5 that are going to create a big problem if this proposition 
6 passes. Can you elaborate on that just a minute? 
7 MS. HAMM: Of course, using the antibody positive 
8 without acquiring the virus, that is how a vaccine works. 
9 You'll get the reactive part of the shell of the virus that 
10 triggers the immune system to think that the whole virus is 
11 there. It's just the portion that elicits the antibody 
12 response that would be enough to make you immune. So you 
13 could have antibody as a result of being vaccinated without 
14 ever having disease. I never had Rubella. I had Rubella 
15 vaccine. I'm antibody positive. I never acquired the Rubella 
16 
17 
virus. 
SENATOR WATSON: So you're saying that if this 
18 proposition passes, we could be fooled, our public health 
19 people could be fooled in thinking this is an active carrier 
20 of the virus and this person then would be required --
21 
22 
23 
MS. HAMM: Yes. 
SENATOR WATSON: -- to be isolated. 
MS. HAMM: Another example is the study on the 
24 immune globulins as presented by the CDC. Immune globulin is 
25 simply a conglomeration of antibodies from the public as a 
26 whole to help protect for an interval. Among those 
27 
28 
antibodies from the public as a whole is antibody to 
HTLV-III, particula in the hepiti s B immune globulin 
~.....--____ ------------------ ---------- ------
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group for AIDS. You're not acquiring 
t immune obulin, you're acquiring 
u've never come into contact with the 
4 virus, and yet --
5 SENATOR WATSON: Do you think the general public is 
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10 
1 1 
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3 
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16 
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20 
that knowledgeable about 
MS. HAMM: No. I don't think the general public is 
knowledgeable about that at all and that's one of my 
commitments is to continue in the mode of education and I do 
educate the public. I belong to the AIDS Coalition of Orange 
County Speaker Bureau and I have been active, very active in 
the public commu ty. I just spoke to the Head Start Program 
for Southern 
s 
ifor a on pediatric AIDS. 
R WATSON: The thing that just really kind of 
frightens me at this point, e Legislature is not 
knowledgeable either, but if this proposition passes so much 
is left up to our interpreta on. Plus, I can see the mass 
eria as s current at the time spreading throughout our 
po a on here and e we have pe e, as somebody 
men oned a few minutes ago, in concentration camps. e• 
concentrate those pe e i loca ons away from po 
centers I wo d ga er. And it would not only be cos 
it would dis ay into that lev of ignorance that all of us 
have about this disease. 
25 n't know enough about it. We're learning every 
day. And I'd like to hear your suggestions on how fast we 
move. I suspect we can defeat Proposition 64, but how 
2 fast do you think we ou t to move in terms of this whole 
PETERS ORTHAND RE ING R (916) 36 
1 business about quarantine, isolating and so on? Are the 
2 current laws sufficient? 
3 MS. HAMM: I think the current laws are very 
4 adequate. I think it should be left up to the discretion of 
5 the health officer as it is. We've had a few cases in Orange 
6 County where the health officer is seriously considering 
7 quarantining one or two known AIDS carriers. I would hate to 
8 see it mandated and in particular certain areas of the 
9 California legislative code already refer to the fact for a 
10 contagious disease anyone suspected of living in the same 
11 residence of someone who is a carrier of an infectious or 
12 contagious disease can, in fact, should be notified to the 
13 authorities. And my concern is as an example if you have a 
14 son who's a hemophiliac and you have two other children and 
15 it's known that your son is HTLV-III antibody positive, not 
16 only can he not go to school but your other two children 
17 cannot go to school because they live in the same household. 
18 You may not, in fact, be able to work. If you wanted to pick 
19 up a part time job at night as a waitress, you certainly 
20 couldn't do that without being screened. It's a very 
21 insidious proposi on because so much is left to 
22 interpretation. 
23 SENATOR WATSON: If it's, if the AIDS antibodies or 
24 virus is transmitted by saliva, tear drops, whatever, and I 
25 got an impression and, of course this might be my sarcasm, I 
26 got an impression that some people thought it was airborne. 
27 That would mean whole families having to be quarantined and 
28 put away isolated from society. I don't know how we handle 
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that. 1 
2 u r e ifornia Administrative Code 
3 Hepatitis B is considered a contagious disease and is 
4 reportable and the health officer is given the opportunity to 
5 hand down modified isolation restrictions within the 
6 California code as determined by the health officer. I can 
7 tell you quite frankly that it's a policy in the infection 
8 control manuals of hospitals that an employee who has 
9 Hepatitis B is not restricted from work because the disease 
10 is not communicated in a casual manner. So there would be no 
11 need to segregate someone who has Hepatitis B except when 
12 they 1 re ill in acute stage of the disease because they cannot 
13 perform. 
14 SENATOR WATSON: You know, California is a workfare 
15 state and there's a belief among some that every able bodied 
16 individual ought to be working. Now we're going to make able 
17 bodied people disabled people. Therefore, they become 
18 another member of the welfare rolls where they're receiving 
9 monies from the county, state and so on because they cannot 
20 work and I 1 m just super concerned about that aspect of this 
2 
28 
propos! on. I can think of the worst horror tales ev 
I guess that's what I'm doing at the current time. 
MS. HAMM: Can I take it one step further? 
SENATOR WATSON: Sure. 
n 
MS. HAMM: Very simply, if we do, in fact, decide to 
quarantine or concentrate individuals who are suspected of 
being carriers or antibody test positive, who's going to take 
care of these people, o's going to feed these people, who's 
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wh f s ng to surveil these 
de hi y contagious disease 
these peo who ca e for the 
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7 something 
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MS HAMM Exactly. And so on and so on and so on. 
nk the ramifica ons are li ripples in a pond. 
SENATOR WATSON: Thank you. 
ASSEMBLYMAN Thank you very much. 
next witness s Ri ard Hirschhaut from the 
13 Anti-Defamation League of B1 nai B•rith. 
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s Committee on 
oposi tion 64. 
rschhaut. 
Thank you. e ti-Defama on 
w comes e opportunity to address 
su e n n LaRouche and 
e ADL was o ganized in 1913 to advance goodwill 
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usands c ornian • 
ayin po e pu ic fear of the dreaded uired 
une ciency ndrome is in our view the la st attempt 
by political extremist and anti-semite LaRouche to exploit a 
sen community issue in s pursuit of political power. 
The report which you have before you exposes th 
Rouche apparatus as a itical cult which employs a secret 
strategy of deception coaching its extremism under legitimate 
causes and employing deceptively named front groups which 
garner blic appeal. 
In the the context of the AIDS epidemic, the 
LaRouche-sponsored Propo 
organ, 
concern 
IC, in our j 
rough the in 
of paranoia. 
tion 64 and its official advocacy 
ent exploit a serious public health 
tement of fear and the encouragement 
The s opposition to this measure stems both from 
our dedica on to cting civil ri ts and our commitment 
to countering e remism in is country. The League is also 
concerned t potenti ementation the 
ini a ve's provisions would lead to inhumane trea 
erers a d an ou t of eir c 
11 es. 
The s role throu out this process, throu out 
this campaign to defeat has been to provide perspective on 
2 someone who we have documented as a long time bigot. Going 
back to the late 960s when he was all the way on the left of 
the political spectrum involved in Students for a Democratic 
28 ciety until a shift to the right and today to a brand of 
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1 extremism which in our view defies categorization. 
2 The LaRouche group has been around and has attempted 
3 to inject its bazaar, extreme ph osophy into the American 
4 political mainstream on a number of fronts. Perhaps you are 
5 aware, perhaps you are not, in the last primary election we 
6 saw more than surprise primary victories in Illinois, we saw 
7 as well more than 700 LaRouche candidates fielded coast to 
8 coast who ran under the deceptive cover of the National 
9 Democratic Policy Committee. Notice the rather innocuous 
10 sounding label, National Democratic Policy Committee. You 
11 might think they're somehow connected to the National 
12 Democratic Committee or the National Democratic Party. 
13 That's just simply not the case. 
14 In recent years LaRouche and his operatives have 
15 be to rna thei sence f t, sharpe ng their attack on 
16 America's m n ream political life, expanding their 
17 sophisticated propaganda network and, as I mentioned, 
18 fielding candidates around the co ry. 
19 rt the Rouche operation has involved dirty 
20 trick campaigns against public icials, loans garnered 
21 through dece on. ose to home in Modesto, California, a 
22 75-year old widow in 1984 was approached at the San 
23 Francisco airport and asked to make a donation of $20 to the 
24 LaRouche organization, later found that she was being 
25 harrassed three, four or five times a day by callers from the 
26 LaRouche organization who wanted more money. Ultimately she 
27 was bilked out more than $10,000 of her personal savings 
28 and really 1 e money at she had left to live on. 
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She s ue ed a com aint with the deral 
ection iss on and 1 estiga on was then launched. 
e'v hear today from many ind iduals, some 
suppor ng Propo tion 64 aiming to be legitimate health 
es. I don't question th r credentials. I do a ori 
question e lies to repeat e canard that have been rust 
orward that se individuals in no way are connected with 
the LaRouche orga zation, that they're simply acting as 
hired guns as red counsel on public health issues, bunco. 
ese are individuals who are part of a sophisticated cult 
organ ation. sis a cult which has all the classic 
trappings that we ow other cults, of the Moonies, of 
c ts around 
price from 
t at cen 
country, and ey demand and extract a very 
eir a erence and, believe me, LaRouche is 
control and organiza on of these 
opera ons. 
La chees engage in a conspiracy haunted in 
paranoid theory of history that the world is run by evil 
ces a at J s, ackst er minorities and I would 
omose uals at s nt, are at 
gar 
i- sm e La u e or niza on has 
e cumented wi opera ives e ng the age- d no 
charge against Jews, echoing the machinations of the 
i e for istorical Review ch purport that the 
ocaust and 
ers d ring 
au of six m 
orld War II was s 
lion Jews and six million 
ply a hoax and that somehow 
Jewi cans are demonstrating a dual loyalty because of 
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And, clearly, throughout e oposition 64 campaign 
we have witnessed ce on in rne ng signatures. 
We've witnessed throughout the state several letters to the 
editor in major newspapers in this state in which individuals 
who lent their signatures to these petitions found out only 
after a period of time what it was exactly that they were 
signing. They were simply flat out and unabashedly lied to. 
We also saw individuals shipped in -- we've heard 
this already today -- from out of state to help in the 
sequestering of these signatures and in bringing this 
ultimately to March Fong Eu. 
Ultimately, Proposition 64 poses very serious 
intergroup relations fallout and consequences. It is 
ultimately an effort to thwart any positive approaches to 
finding solutions to a very real health concern. 
Like the past, LaRouche officials have put forward a 
measure that fits to a T the assic portrait of LaRouche 
bigotry. Lyndon LaRouche and his followers, their long 
history of paranoid and bigotry laden machinations, a matter 
of public record, are surely not qualified to determine 
Californias public health policy. 
Thank you. 
ASSEMBLYMAN KLEHS: Thank you very much Senator 
Watson has to go. We w 1 continue the hearing until we're 
finished wi the last wi ss. 
I have no ques ons. I appreciate you sitting 
through to and provi ng us with e testimony. Do you 
R PO RAT (91 ) 362-2345 
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es ea t 
you co d 1 eave? 
st mony no, but we do have a 
e as well as the report its f 
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ich contains 
bout 
1 of the ements of what I've just spoken 
opportuni 
ASS 
the 
MS. 
br 
s 
KL S: Great. ank you very much. 
IRSHHAUT: ank you very much for the 
EHS: You're welcome. 
ne person is ss Peggy Dudder I believe she is 
on of Health Facilities. for ia so cia 
ank you. I'll try to make this very 
KLEHS: anks for waiting all day. 
It's been a very interesting hearing. 
name s r and I'm with the California 
s c tio cil es and we represent 
0 
TE 
0 
nur ng and intermediate care 
who 1 s our r 
pr ssion a nurse 
ical questions 
ny. 
at you mi t ave 
1 m also re stered voter in California. 
e very bri California Association of 
li e h s taken an official position in 
o t position 6 At this particular time, in 
not many skilled nursing facilities are 
D RE COR ION (916) 362-
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1 providing care to AIDS patients but they are looking to the 
2 future. We are aware at there is going to be a need. At 
3 this time we're waiting for some, an working actually with 
ij the Department on some guidelines to give to facilities on 
5 how to handle, how to treat and how to provide care to 
6 persons with AIDS in skilled nursing facilities. 
7 Those quidelines are based upon guidelines developed 
8 by the Centers for Disease Control and in those guidelines 
9 they basically state that isolation precautions should be 
10 used when caring for AIDS patients. This we believe 
11 certainly supports a lot of the testimony that we've heard 
12 today. I'm not a scient! or a nurse, but we certainly 
13 agree that the CDC's delines on handling AIDS patients 
14 calling for precautions are appropriate and we're looking 
15 forward to se guid ines ng out so t we can 
16 disseminate at information to our members. 
17 We cert nly agree with the medical experts that 
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hav stifi 
evidence 
prior 
n 
rough casual co 
this that there is no clear medical 
on e virus is ac omplished 
major concern frankly with the proposition is 
whe er or not it s appro a pu ic h th policy to 
place is kind of a question on the ballot, to ask the 
public to make a decision about what is contagious, what is 
not contagious and how it sho d be treated. I've heard 
proponents of the measure and people who are opposed to the 
measure who are em onal, have a lot of interest in the 
issue and t we've basic done is ta n a medical 
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i 0 e area of politics and t's 
s r 1 
t s a ri e precede to set in 
the na on and for the wo d and 
our oppo tion to the 
propos tion. 
regard to --
SEMB KLEHS: Excuse me. With that in mind, I 
ss 'm remi de cons n that the members of the 
Associaton of lth Facilities on a daily ba s 
a e xposed to e most ill people in California, perhaps 
ly , the infirm. n you imagine any type of 
med cal question regarding the diseases that perhaps your 
s o your patients are e sed on a daily basis, any 
pe me c 1 ques on t should be put to the voters? 
• DU R: It doesn't make a lot of sense at all. 
E So you wo d suggest that these 
q on d always ved through the normal 
eal th cha nels ifornia? 
of 
nee 
n 
s 
are 
be 
I ink at s very true and then with 
slature 
orma 
s e appro 
th se ki 
ne 
n you have the evidence, 
on, the nd of informa on 
ate laws to assist them in 
of problems. That 1 s the way it 
KLEHS: Have you had any problems with 
current aws on the books in dealing with AIDS in your 
i s? 
Not at this point. As J said, we're 
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evelop the delines for 
es a at is working, 
av t ye t we should 
4 very soon. 
5 
6 
7 
8 
ASSEMBLYMAN KLEHS: Do you have a fear at if this 
measure passes that ps peo e w 1 a aid to come 
forward and r rt ey have the sease or try to discover 
it or perha even some of your workers in your facilities 
9 may want to resign? It is a high turnover industry that 
10 you're in and I know it's difficult to keep qualified workers 
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often because of the nature of e siness, it kind of goes 
at you have a problem hand and hand w it. you find 
in kee ng wor rs? 
MS. DDER: I would say that the proposition would 
have an ex em ling ct on any facility being 
willing to acce a tie w has AIDS or is even 
suspected of having AIDS. It wo d create a emendous 
problem for our em oyees as well. 
One of our g jobs when we do be n taking a number 
of tient nto skilled nursing facilities which I 
think w 1 have to ha n in e future is to educate 
prope our em oyees to actually take care of their fear 
which is 
uncer 1 
n 0 
abo 
ere i general pu ic an 
what ey're supposed to do. If they, if a 
nurse has to wear a mask and oves and do 1 of those kinds 
of i ation 
they are 
afraid of 
PE 
i ngs in or to care for an AIDS tient, 
ng to be r uctan , 
ng that w 
D I 
ey re ng to be somewhat 
n to provide a 
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e you scour a medical treatment of a 
ant to encourage it, not discourage it and I 
at s proposition would do. 
EMB EHS: Thank you very much. Appreciate 
our test i g. 
e next witness is is Dr. John Greenspan with the 
ornia Dent Association • 
. GREENS Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
EMBLYMAN KLEHS: We appreciate your sitting 
the entire hearing. 
DR. GR PAN: I'm impressed at the patience and 
co tesy which you've shown everybody today. 
name is John Greenspan. I'm not a registered 
voter. I hope I will have that privilege as soon as my 
tur iza on papers go through. It's with some trepidation 
a peak to you with an English accent because I 
e tha old adage about an expert is shortly going 
to an here and ey're soon going to be saying that a 
got, an ignoramus is somebody who comes from more than 100 
es aw 
S: How are you on the 
n ge i 1 ive? 
DR. G SPAN: I'm beginning to have my doubts 
bout a I think we should all speak Chinese. That may be 
or€ co us way of going about things. 
m g ng to comment today in my representation of 
iews of e lifor a Dental Association by Dr. Del 
edi who is e Executive Director of the Association. 
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I will be brief and to the point and my testimony is 
just a few words and it's summarized in the piece of paper 
which I've handed into you. 
The dental profession is obviously very concerned 
about AIDS. Dental practitioners are primary care providers. 
Many patients go to their dentists at least as often as they 
go to their physicians and it's been shown in a number of 
studies, including some from my own group, that the first 
clinical signs of HIV infection can manifest in the mouth. 
The relationship between patients and their dentist is a very 
close one of trust and we are deeply interested in and 
concerned about any process which comes between the 
traditional mechanism of dealing with health care problems, 
that is to say, the relationship between the patient, their 
professional and the political process of which we regard 
Pro sition 64 as an inappropria distortion. 
By the way, in terms of my own qualifications, I'm a 
dentist trained in London. I have a Ph.D. in pathology and I 
have for a number of years been concerned about viral 
diseases of the mouth, and as . Francis can attest, my 
current act ities mo involve almost at the full time 
level involvem in the oral manifestations of the AIDS 
epidemic and the research, teaching at an administrative 
level. 
The view of e California Dental Association is 
that this proposition is based, as you've heard, on 
misunderstanding or wilful misinterpretation of current 
knowledge concerning the Human Immunodeficiency Virus and the 
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en ndrome. The nub of that wilful 
e word "contagious." I won't go 
a of that whole issue, but it's 
te ious to all concerned that using the universally 
derstood mea i g the word "contagious," AIDS is not a 
1 y-tr itted sease and in that context it is not 
ous a d the natural fear and gullibility of the public 
o d not ow to force us into inappropriate actions. 
e mate effects of the proposition are likely I 
be opposite of those publicly claimed by its 
the proposition if passed would most 
proba esult in inappropriate, cruel and ineffective 
iscrim na on and unt d expense. It would set a 
sastero dent concerning health care legislation and 
a any er grounds we oppose the proposition and 
We 
v 
efeated. 
ng the specific questions which you posed to 
t se, I'll ju give you our answer. 
1 er et Proposition 64 to require 
persons wi AIDS or who are know 
this would probably 
tes ng program, drive AIDS viet s, 
e a d o ers who might be considered a 
te for s ng for various reasons, including 
to, e members of currently recognized risk 
e voluntary program and indeed away from 
ca communi 
ieve t the effect would be to increase, 
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1 prolong and worsen the epidemic. We believe that this 
2 proposition, passed, would be specifically and positively 
3 counterproductive. 
4 We suspe that the proposition would require local 
5 health officers to take action which is currently left to 
6 their discretion. We take the view as does every other 
7 recognized health care organization that the current law is 
8 adequate to deal with the situation to the best of our 
9 ability in the current state of knowledge. 
10 We believe that to break that precedent and no 
11 longer leave to the discretion of local health officers 
12 decisions concerning these matters and instead to substitute 
13 across the board rigid direction of health care professionals 
14 is against precedent, is based on ignorance or even wilful 
15 misinterpretation of which you have heard interminable 
16 examples this afternoon and it's totally without merit on the 
17 basis of current knowledge. 
18 As far as your third question is concerned 
19 concerning the definition of being a carrier of the AIDS 
20 virus, we can't readily answer that. Carrier status for HIV 
21 is difficult to define. You've heard some of the concerns 
22 about what would be the consequences if it were interpreted 
23 as meaning all seropositives and you've also heard that 
24 seropositivity cannot in our present state of knowledge be 
25 equated with carrier status, although it is widely held to be 
26 so. That is not, in fact, the case and if that were the way 
27 the law were interpreted it would be immediately challenged 
28 by numbers of people. 
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the o er han blood culture which is a very 
ss 's not li turing many viruses. 
ffic t to do. I'm involved in a lot of 
ay in San Francisco and on a no profit 
ood c tures for the AIDS virus cost $500 to 
r spe men, not per person, per specimen. You may 
several s c ns from different body fluids from 
i ividu o is a f ve carrier in order to 
e ne 
ea that 
eral 
sse w 
e er they are or not. And the numbers are so 
ey consideration and would totally 
o er witnesses, that if the initiative were 
d set asi from society at least as badly as 
d large num s of people inappropriately at 
co human and material resources and would be 
n its to them or the other residents of 
iew that e notion of identi 
rri s of H and indeed people with AI i 
i es w d be a complete and absolute waste of 
im a should be recognized as such. 
ta e view that if the initiative were passed, 
search n AI wo d be substantially hampered. I know 
my own research would come to an end almost immediately. 
d n be a e to get volunteers, confidentiality would 
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in the future to try and op e e 
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And f ly of course, as it's 
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n ng we could do 
ic or stop other 
n said by others, 
5 should a vaccine be developed based on the production of 
6 antibodies against the Human Immunodeficiency Virus, if such 
7 a thing could be done, then those una enou to develop 
8 neutralizing a ibodies to the virus would, of course, be 
9 subject to the proposition's consequences. 
10 So from these brief comments, and I am greatful to 
11 
12 
you for continuing the hearing so t I can make them, from 
these brief comments and from e public statements of the 
13 officers of the California Dental Association, it should be 
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apparent you and the public that we vehemently oppose this 
ill-conce ed, poo 1 ormed and vin ct e propo which 
is utterly wi merit 
Thank you. 
ASSEMB KL S: you. Doctor, the only 
accurate to say that perhaps a question I have is wo d it 
dentist in a 
office has 
do from re 
DR. 
drawn to my 
don't know. 
no 
ba 
GRE 
at ten 
, casual examina on of a patient in an 
more to worry a ut from x-rays than they 
? 
SPAN: t's an analogy that hasn't been 
on before. I think you could be right. I 
inly there is a great deal to be concerned 
about in terms inappro 
ike to 
ate use of radiologic imaging 
techniques, 
n t have 
PE 
t pro em ca se 
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that ifor a denti s 
ey handle the situa on 
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in terms of AI , well, not DS 
on co ink it's fair say at 
b ieve at behavior of Califor a 
mod led significan y. We're beginning to 
n rms of the wearing of gloves and masks, 
liz on proto s, adherence to 
ory taking protocols. 
to ink at in terms of exposure 
e hazards of den stry or more importan y, 
ta ntl y to us I think, the question of the 
ents 0 hazards dentistry, that we're in 
n this a i regard to those problems. 
I nk you're right. I go to 
went to my orthodontist this last 
t 
ey 
o a 
on g. 
e one la 
id 
there 1 s a r change in the 
ke 
So 
S: 
in eir office compared to, let's 
wa to commend the association 
a ou. 
s the association feel 
w th e problems of 
s. 
ank you very much. ank ou 
itness which is Randy Martin from 
eedom and Equality. He wasn't on 
go o ea y n the hearing started. 
ank you. I'm Rand Martin, not 
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1 Randy. 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Representi the L 
s 
It s 
I am a re stered voter i 
ry 
ke. No obl em. 
i v 1 1 eedom and Equality. 
e State of ifornia, County of 
6 Sacramento. 
7 
8 
L 
association 
is a statewide lobby. is a nonpartisan 
and lesbian organizations which has as 
9 it's predominant focus the promotion of effective and 
10 responsible AIDS policies and practices in the State of 
11 California. 
12 I w ress e i cal de of Proposition 
13 64 because it is LIFE's contention that when all is said and 
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done Prop 64 is pla itical. I am not concerned 
abo ndon La u e. this nt we are far more 
concerned about w t e pa 
Cal or a 
certain 
esta i 
i 19 
e a e, w 
n a eader in 
ng good pu c h 
c sis. However, n 19 
in the a e armor 
of Prop 64 might be on the 
it passes 
going into detail, has 
e State of California in 
icy in aling with the 
we started to see some chinks 
o public concern and 
in many cases ca iz ng on pu ic steria, the number of 
AI lls increa d cent between 1985 and 1986. 
Over h f se ere amet c 0 sed to the trends 
esta bl i ed e Le ature nning in the early 1980 s. 
Wh e 1 died, not all of them 
died qui one e reasons my orga z ati on 
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ness is 
e tone of 
sses a 1 by to 3 that would 
s for anybo convicted of 
ur organization that is great 
ni 
t 
it 
ure s admira e accom ishments 
a 
ser 
n to appear 1 by 
me when Propo tion 64 was a 
e at no one took 
Prop 64 passes, 
f e measure has few teeth 
tee but only af years in 
ar organiza on and 
a is at if Prop 64 passes 
d e Legislature w 1 view 
program and suddenly 
c eated a uc 
st its better 
a ere summa ly 
surance industry w 1 find 
amending state 
er to se the AIDS antibo test 
opriation for AIDS programs 
inadequate will shift focus from 
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effective and humanita 
restrictive ograms. 
an programs to 1 ct e and 
e we iev at Le ature wo d not 
ap ove such ex eme measures as internment, we would not 
be surprised to see the post-64 gislature ve 
consideration to mandatory reporting of test results, contact 
tracing and employment re rictions. 
The Cal orni a gi slat ure must be all owed to 
continue its leadership role in fighting AIDS and the rest of 
state government must be allowed to take its rightful place 
with the Legi a e in leading California out of its worst 
public heal c s. 
If Prop 64 passes, that leadership will fall into 
the hands of people who have demonstrated that they are only 
ade at f ing ic hy eria a eria makes lousy 
public policy. 
Tha you for your me. 
E YMAN Thank you very much. 
I have no questions. Itm ad you stayed through 
the entire hea ng I also want to public thank you for 
your work on 3900 ernor signed the bill last 
Thursday. 
MR. under and. I thank you. 
ASSEMBLYMAN 
t's it 
Thank you. 
the hearing. We're going to adjourn. 
n s nd Dr Chin for remai ng I want to 
with us thi 
so nk 
te noon a ur stenographer. 
nk you very mu e hea ng is adjourned. 
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ereupon the Joint Hea ng of the Assembly 
e on ections a Reapportionment and the 
na ttee on Health and Human Services was 
a ourned at 5:15p.m.) 
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